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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

addressed by establishing emissions
limits representing Best Available
Retrofit Technology (BART) for nitrogen
oxide {NOx) pollution at the San Juan
Generating Station power plant.
The federal plan will require the San
Juan Generating Station to cut emissions
to impmve scenic views at 16 of our
most treasured parks including the
Grand Caayon, Mesa Verde and
Bandelier National Monument.
Pollution from this power plant impacts
four states including Arizona, Utah,
Colorado, and New Mexico. Improved
air quality also results in public; health
benefits.
Public Service Company of New
Mexico (PNM) owns the San Juan
Generating Station power plant. T:'le
power plant has four coal-fired
generating u:-.its. It is located in San
Juan County, 15 miles west of
Farmington in northwest New Mexico.
The thirty-year-old San Juan Generation
Station power plant is one of the largest
sources ofNOx pollution in the United
States.
The federal plan requires the San Juan
Generating Station coal-fired power
plant to reduce nitrogen oxide and
sulfur dioxide pollution to 0.05 pour,ds
pBr million BTU and 0.15 pounds per
million BTU respectively.
By addressing nitJ·ogen oxide
pollution requirements of both Interstate
Transport and the Regional Haze Rule,
PNM will meet these two Clean Air Act
requirements for NOx emission limits
for the power plant with only oae round
of improvements. This regulatory
certainty will help guide PNM's
business decisior"s regarding capital
investments in pollution controls.
EPA evaluated reliable and proven
pollution technologies as part of its
decision. EPA determined Selective
Catalytic Reduction (SCR) to be the most
cost-effective pollution control to
achieve the emission reductions
outlined in the federal plan. Evaluation
of a less expensive altomative, Selective
Non Catalytic Reduction (SNCR),
showed tl1at SNCR at the San Juan
Generating Station coal-fired power
plant achieves far loss reduction in
pollution and less visibility
improvement, and does not fully meet
the requirement of the Act for Best
Available Retrofit Technolopy {BART).

EPA is disapproving a portion Throughout this document wherever
"we," "us," "our," or "the Agency" is
of the State Implementa:ion Plan {SIP)
used, we mean the EPA. Unless
revision received from the State of New
otherwise specified, when we say the
Mexico on September 17, 2007, for the
"San Juan Generating Station," or
purpose of addressing the "good
"SJGS," we mean units 1, 2, 3, and 4,
neighbor" requirements of sHction
inclusive.
110{a)(2)(D)(i) of the Clean Air Act
[CAA or Act) for the 1997 8-hour ozone
National Ambient Air Quality Standards Overview
The Clean Air Act requires states to
(NAAQS or standards) and the 1997 fine
preven: air pollution from sources
particula:e matter (PMz.sl NAAQS. rn
within their borders from impairing air
this action, EPA is disapproving the
quality and visibility in other states. The
New Mexico Interstate Transport SIP
provisions that address the requirement Act also requires states to reduce
pollution from significant sources
of section 110(a)(2)(D){i)(II) that
whose emissions reduce visi':Jility in the
emissions from New Mexico sources do
nation's pristine and wilderness areas
not interfere with measures required in
(such as the Graud Canyon), and
the SIP of any other state under part C
of the GAA to protect visibility. We have contribute to regional haze. \'\'hen a
found that New Mexico sources, Bxcept state has not adopted plans as required
by these provisions, EPA must put such
the San Jmm Generating Station, are
a plan in place, known as a Federal
, sufficiently controlled to eliminate
interference with the visibility programs Implementation Plan (FIP).
In this action, EPA is finalizing a FIP
of other states. EPA is promulgating a
for New Mexico to address emissions
Federal Implementation Plan (FIP) to
address this deficiency by implementing from one source: the San Juan
Generating Station coal-fired power
nih·ogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur
dioxide (SO:z) emission limits necessary plant. EPA is finding that the other New
Mexico pollution sources are adequately
at the San Juan Generating Station
controlled to eliminate interference with
(SJGS), to prevent such interference.
the clean air visibility programs of other
EPA found in fanumy 2009 that New
states. This FIP can be replaced by a
Mexico had failed to submit a SIP
state plan that EPA finds moots tho
addressing certain regional haze {RH)
requirements, including the requirement applicable Clean Air Act requirements.
The federal plan will remain in effect no
for best available retrofit technology
longer than necessary.
[BART). The Clean Air Act required
In Demmber 2010, EPA proposed to
EPA to promulgate a FIP to address RH
raquirements by January 2011. This FIP disapprove a portion of the New Mexico
addresses the RH BART requirement for Interstate Transport State
Implementation Plan {SIP), specifically
NOx for SJGS. In addition, EPA is
the New Mexico Interferonce with
implementing sulfuric acid (H2S04)
,uUJ·n~d>J..J;pu;r~opp.nQs~e;ud:~.!:!a.JiS.QQU~rc.aq~-~~...,JEOf:!o;<>A~h~e"ld~fllj-n~e~x:.lt~v~n~d~pd~p~u~J.:~l~jc""'::::"":':".':':------hourly emission limits a~t~th:;;,e.fS~JG~S.:..,t~o:.__..;\~[l.!Jl'S:.Lib'?Ji~hu;'cy,.s~~~lJ::I!...
comment period on this action, an open
specific FIP to cut pollution from San
minimize the contribution of this
house, and a public hearing. After
Juan Generating Station to address
compound to visibility impairment.
careful review of information provided
This action is being taken under section adverse visibility impacts.
during the public comment period, EPA
The federal plan also addresses a
110 and part C of the CAA.
portion of EPA's 2-year obligation under revised its calculation oftho associated
DATES: This final rule is effective on:
cost investment from $229 million to
the Clean Air Act's Regional Haze Rule
September 21, 2011.
$345 million. Also, in consideration of
to implement a federal plan when the
ADDRESSES: EPA has established a
comments about the time to comply
sta:e failed to meet tlHl January 2009
docket for this action under Docket ID
with the new emissions limits, EPA
deadlir:c. This shortfall is being
No. EPA-R06-0AR-2010-0ll46. All
SUMMARY:
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extended the time for compliance with
disapprove a portion of the SIP revision
the nitrogen oxide pollution emission
received :'mm the State of New Mexico
limit from 3 years to 5 years, the
on September 17, 2007, for the purpose
maximum period allowed by the Clean
of addressing the "good neighbor"
Air Act
provisions of the CAA section
This investment will reduce the
110(a)(2)(D)[i) with respect to visibility
visibility impacts due to this facility by
for the 1997 8-hour ozone NAAQS and
over 50% at each one of the 16 national the PM2,5 NAAQS. Having proposed to
parks and wilderness areas in the area,
disapprove these provisions of the New
and promote local tourism by
Mexico SIP, W'l proposed a FIP to
decreasing the number of days when
address the requirements of section
pollution impairs scenic views.
110(a)(2)(D)[i)(II) with respect to
Although today's action is taken to
visibiiity to ensure that emissions from
address visibility impairments, PNM
sources in New Mexico do not interfere
will also reduce public health impacts
with the visibility programs of other
by cutting NOx pollution by over 80%
states. We proposed to find that ~ew
by installing reliable pollution-con:rol
Mexico's sources, other than the Saa
technology on its four coal-fired power
Juan Generating Statio:1 (SJGS), are
generatioil uaits over the next five years. sufficiently controlled to eliminate
EPA will review the regional haze
interference with L1.e visibility programs
plan that the State submitted in July
of other states, and for the SJGS, we
2011, and if there is significant new
proposed specific S02 and NOx
information that changes our analysis,
emissions limits that will eliminate
EPA will make appropriate revisions to
such interstate interference, For S02, we
today's dBcision.
proposed to require the SJGS to meet an
emission limit of 0.15 pounds per
Detailed Outline
million British Thermal Units (lb/
I. Smnmary of Our Proposal
MMBtu). For NOx, we proposed to
II. Final Decision
implement a NOx emission limit of 0.05
A. Interstate Transport
lbs/MMBtu, based on our BART
B. NOx BART Deternination for the San
determination, as discussed below.
Juan Generating Station (SJGS)
C. Compliance Timeframe
Separate from our proposal under
III. Analysis of Mnlor Issues Raised by
Section 110 of the CAA, we
Commenters
simultaneously evaluated whe:her the
A. Com_lnents on tho Costs of tho NOx
SJGS met certain other related
BART Delorrnination
requirements undor the Regional Haze
B. Conunents on our Proposed NOx BART
(RH) program under Sections 1G9A and
Emission Limits
169B of the CAA. Regional Haze SIPs
C. Comments on our Proposed SOz
were due December 17, 2007. In January
Emission Limit
D. Comments on our Proposed I-I,S04 and
2009, we made a finding that New
Ammonia Emission Limits and Other
Mexico had failed to submit a RH SlP
Pollutants
addressing the requirements of 40 CFR
E. Comments on the Emission Limit
51.309(d)(4) and (g). 74 FR 2392
Compliance Schedule
(January
15, 2009). Under the CAA, we
F. Cmmnents on the Convm·sion of tho
are required to promulgate a FIP wi:hin
SJGS to a Coal-to-Liquids Plant With
Carhon Capture as a Means of Satisfying two years of the effective date of a
finding that a State has failed to submit
BART
G. Comments on Health and Ecosystem
a SIP unless the State submits a SIP and
Benefits, and Other Pollutants
we approve that SIP witllin the two year
H. Miscellaneous Comments
period. CAA § 110(c}. At tlm time of the
I. Comments in Favor of Our Proposal
FIP, New Mexico had not yet
J. CoiJLcnents Arguing Our Proposal Would proposed
submitted
rr substantive RH SIP
Hmt tho Economv and/or Raise
addressing, among other things, tho
Ei ectri city Rates K. Comments Arguing Our Proposal Would requirement that oermin stationary
somces install BART for NOx. [On July
Help Lhe Economy
L. Comments Requesting an Extension to
5, 2011, New Mexico submitted a RH
the Public Comment Period
SIP, which we discuss later in this
M. Comments Requesting We Defer Action Notice.) Based on our evaluation of the
in Favor of a Now Mexico SIP Submittal
RH BART requirements of section 40
N. Comments Genera:ly Against Our
CFR 51.309{d)(4), we proposed to find
Proposal
that the SJGS is subject to BART under
0. Conunonts on Legal Issues
section 40 CFR 51.309[d)(4), and/or
P. Modeling Comn~ents
51.308{e). We proposed a FlP which
IV. Slalutory and Executive Order Reviews
contained NOx BART limits for the
I. Summary of Our Proposal
SJGS based on our proposed NOx BART
On Janum·y 5, 2011, we pnblished the determination. We proposed to require
proposal on which we are now taking
that the SJGS meet u NOx emission limit
final action. 76 FR 491. We proposed to
of 0.05 lb/MMBtu individually at Units
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1, 2, 3, and 4. We noted this NOx limit
is achievable by installing and operating
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR).
We proposed that both the NOx and
S0 2 emission limits be measured on the
basis of a 30 day rolling average. We
also proposed hourly average emission
limits of 1.06 x 10~4Jb/MMBtu for
l:-hS04 and 2.0 parts per million volume
d;:y (ppmvd) am.:nonia adjusted to 6
percent oxygen, to minimize the
contribution of these compounds to
visibility impairment. We solicited
comments on a range of 2-6 ppmvd for
ammonia, and 1.06 x 10- 4 to 7.87 x
10-4 lb/MMBtu for H2S04.
Additionally, we proposed monitoring,
record-keeping and reporting
requirements to ensum compliance vvith
these emission limitations.
Lastiy, we proposed that compliance
with the ernissio:1limits must be witl1in
three (3) years of the effective date of
our final rule. We solicited comments
on alternative tirneframes, up to five (5)
years from the effoctive date our ~inal
rule. In our proposal, we did not
address whether the state had me: other
requirements of the RH program, which
we will address in later actions. Please
see our proposal for more details.
II. Final Decision

A. Interstate Transpo1·t
We are disapproving the portion of
the SrP rovision received from the StatB
of New Mexico on Septembor 17, 2007,
for the purpose of addressing the "good
neighbor" provisions of the CAA section
110(a)(2)(D)(i) with respect to visibility
for the 1997 8-hour ozone NAAQS and
the PMz.s NAAQS. The 2007 SIP
submissioa by New Mexico anticipated
that tho State would submit a
substnntive RH SIP to meet the
requirements of section
110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II).
Section 110(a)(Z)(D)(i)(II} of the CAA
requires that states have a SIP, or submit
a SIP mvision, containing provisions
"prohibiting any source or other typo of
emission activity within the state from
emitting any air pollutant in amot:.nts
which will * * * interfere wi:h
measures required to be included in the
applicable implementation plan for any
other State under part C [of the CAA] to
protect visibility." States were required
to submit a SIP by Decembm· 2007 with
measures to address regionu~ hazevisibility impairment that is caused by
the emissions of air pollutan~s from
numerous sources located over a wide
geographic area. Under the RH program,
each State with a Class I area must
submit a SIP with reasonable progress
goals for each such area that provides
for an improvement in visibility for the
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most impaired days and ensures :.to
degradation of the best days. (The
"Class [" federal areas 1 affected by the
SJGS include 16 of om· most treasured
parks, such as the Grand Canyon, Mesa
Verde, and Bandelier National
Monument. Emissions from this ':lOWer
plant impact four states including
Arizona, Utah, Colorado, and New
Mexico,)
Because of the often significant
impacts on visibility from the interstate
transport of pollutants, we interpret the
"good neighbor" provisions of section
110 of the CAA described above as
requiring states to include in their SIPs
measrnes to prohibit emissions that
would interfere with the reasonable
progress goa:s set to protect Class I areas
in other states. This is consistent with
the requirements in the RH program
which explicitly requim each State to
address its share of the emission
reductions needed to meet the
reasonable progress goals for
surrounding Class I areas. 64 FR 35714,
35735 (July 1, 1999). States working
together through a regional planning
process are required to address an
agreed upon share of their contribution
to visibility impairment in the Class I
areas of their neighbors. 40 CFR
51.308(d)(3](ii).
The States in Ll-te West, including New
:\1exico, worked through a regional
planning organization, the Western
Regional Air Partnership (WRAP), to
develop strategies to address regioYlal
haze. To help the State in establishing
reasonable progres~ goals, the WRAP
modeled futme visibility conditions.
The WRAP modeling asswned
emissions reductions from each State,
based on extensive consultation among
the States as to appropriate strategies for
addressi:Ig haze. In setting reasonable
progress goals, States in the West
generally relied on this modeling. As
explained in the notice of proposed
rulemaking, we believe that the analysis
conducted by the WRAP provides an
appropriate means for designing a FIP
that will ensure that emissions from
sources in New Mexico are ::tot
interfering with the visibility programs
of other states, as con:emplated in
section 110(a)(2){D)(i)(II).
As a result of our disappmval of New
Mexico's SIP, submitted to meet the
roquiromeats of soctioa
110(a)(2)(D](i)(II) with respect to
visibility, we aro promulgating a FIP to
ensure that emissions from New Mexico
sources do not interfere with the
visibility programs of other states. We
.,CAA42 U.S.C. 7472(e). The list of mandatory
r.lass I fedornl nrmts whoro visibility is an important

value i• corli!iad at 40 CFR part !ll subpart D.

find that New Mexico sources, other
than the SJGS, are sufficiently
controlled to eliminate interference with
the visibility programs of other states
because the federally enforceable
emissio~1 limits for these sources are
consistent with those relied upon in the
WRAP modeling. The S02 and NOx
emissions relied upon in the WRAP
modeling for the SJGS, however, are not
federally enforceable. Therefore, we are
establishing federally enforceable so2
emissions limits that will address these
discrepancies and eliminate interstate
interference based on current emissions
that satisfy the assumptions in the
WRAP modeling. We are finalizing our
proposal to require the SJGS to meet an
S0 2 emission limit of 0.15 lb/MMBtu,
the rate assumed in the WRAP
modeling. We proposed a 30 day rolling
average for units 1, 2, 3, and 4 of L~e
SJGS. However, in response to a
comment we received, we are c.~anging
our proposed averaging period for these
emission limits from a straight 30 day
calendar average to one calculated on
the basis of a Boiler Operating Day
(BOD).
Besides not being federally
enforceable, the NOx emissions that
were assumed in the WRAP modeling
cannot be achieverl without ad.ditional
NOx controls for the SJGS to prevent
interference with visibility pursuant to
the requitements of section
110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) of the CAA. We are
choosing, however, not to use the
WRAP assumptions to make a
determination on the enforceable NOx
controls necessary to prevent visibility
iatorference, as we are doing for the S02
controls. Instead, we are addressing
NOx control for :he SJGS by fulfilling
our duty under the BART provisions of
the RH rule to promulgate a RH FIP for
New Mexico to address, Ellllong other
elements of the visibility progran1, the
requirement for BART,2 We do not
believe it is prudent to clelay a NOx
BART determination for the SJGS,
because_ we have determined that the
BART roquiromonts are more stringent
than the visibility transport
requirements. Separating the visibility
transport and BART rulemakings could
result in near-term requirements for the
utili tv to install one sot of controls and
capital expenditures, to only satisfy our
obligation under section
11G(a)(Z)(D)(i)(II), followed shortly
thereafter by different requirements for
controls and capital expenditures to
satisfy our obligation under BART. This
could result in unnecessary costs and
confusion.
"See 74 FR 2392.

We did receive a New Mexico RH SIP
submittal on July 5, 2011, but it cmne
several years aftel' the statutory
deadline, and after the close of the
comment period on today's action.' In
addition, because of the missed
deadline for the visibility transport, we
are under a court-supervised consent
decree deadline with WildEarth
Guardians of August 5, 2011, to have
either upprovecl the New Mexico SIP or
to have implemented a FIP to address
the 11D(a)(2)(D)(i) provision. It would
not have been possible to review the
July 5, 2011 SIP submission, propose a
rulemaking, and promulgate a final
action by the dates required by the
consent decree. Notwithstanding these
facts, we did comment during the
State's public comment period for theil'
proposed RH SIP in May 2011 and we
did evaluate the technology advocated
as BART in the State's proposed RH SIP;
SNCR, as discussed in further detail
elsewhere in this Notice.

B. NOx BART Determination for the San
Juan Generating Station (SJGS)
We fbd that the SJGS is subject to
BART under sections 40 CFR
51.309(d)(4), and/or 51.308(e]. In this
action, we are adopting a FIP that
par:ially addresses the BART
requirements of tl1e RH pmgram for
New :\1exico. Wo are finalizing O'..IT
proposal to require the SJGS to meet a
I'!Ox emission limit of 0.05 lb/MMBtu
individually at Units 1, 2, 3, and 4. As
we discuss elsewhere in our response to
comments, we find there is ample
support for L\)is decision. However, in
response to a comment we received, we
are changing our proposed averaging
period for these emission limits from a
straight 30 day calendar average to one
calculated on the basis of a boiler
operating day (BOD). We also received
a comment requesting we revise our
proposed unit-by-unit NOx limitation,
and replace it with a plant wide average
NOx limitation. As we note in our
response to this comment, although we
m·e open to combining the BOD and
plant wide averaging schemes, this
presents a significant technical
challenge in having a verifiable,
workable, and enforceable algorithm for
calculating such an average. Due to our
obligation to ensure the enforceability of
L~e emission limits we are imposing in
our FIP, we leave it to Now Mexico to
take up this matter in a future SIP
revision, should they deem it worth
pursuing. We are confident this issue
3

A Sluto Regional Hnzo SIP was due under the

CAA hy DOG.17, 2007, and !>PA was obligated 'o
either approve an RH SIP or promnlgnle a J.'JP hy
January 15, 201·1. See CAA Section 110(G)(1J(B).
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can be addressed prior to the
installation of the emissi orr controls
required to satisfy our FIP.
We are also finalizing our proposal
requiring the SJGS to meet an H2S04
emission limit of 2.6 x 10-4lb/MMBtu
to minimize its contribution to visibility
impairment. We are promu;gating
monitoring, record-keeping and
reporting requirements to ensure
compliance with this emission limit. As
discussed in our response to comments,
after careful consideration of the
comments we received concerning our
proposal to require the SJGS to meet an
hourly average emission limit of 2.0
parts ppmvd for ammonia, we have
determined that neither an ammonia
limit, nor ammonia monitoring is
warranted, and we are not finalizing
ammonia limits or monitoring
requimments.
C. Compliance Timeframe
We originally proposed a compliance
schedule of 3 years for SJGS for the
NOx, S02. ammonia, and HzS04
emission limits, and sol: cited comments
on alternative timeframes ofless than 3
years and up to 5 years (the maximum
allowed under the statute). 4 As noted
above, we are no longer requiring an
ammonia en:ission limit. Also, as
discussed in om response to comments,
we carefully considered comments
urging a longer compliance schedule
due to site-specific issues such as the
congestion of existing equipment
(which could slow the mtrofit process),
historical infonnation on SCR
installation times, and our own
observation of the site conditions, 5 and
we now conclude that a longer
r:ompliance schedule is more
appropriate. Consequently, compliance
with the NOx, S02 , and H 2 S04 emission
limits will now be required within 5
years--rather than 3 years-of tho
effective date of our final rule. (This
issue is discussod in further detail in
Section III .E., bolow.)

III. Analysis of Major IssuM Raised by
Commenters
Our January 5, 2011 proposal
included a 60 day public comment
TABLE

i-EPA

period, which ended on March 7, 2011.
We subsequently extended that
comment period until April 4, 2011. 6
We also held an open house and a
public hearing in Farn1ington, NM, on
Febmary 17, 2011.7 We received in
excess of 13,000 comments.
In light of the very large number of
conunents received and the significant
overlap between mm:y cmmnents, we
have grouped some cmmnents together.
We have summarized and provided
responses to each sig::lificant argument,
assertion, and question contained
within the totality of the comments. Full
responses to comments can be found in
our Complete Response to Comments
for NM Regional Haze/Visibility
Transport FIP.
A. Comments on tl1e Costs of the NOx
BART Determination
We received many comments re:ated
to various aspects of our cost analysis
that fell bto four major categories. First,
we received general comments opining
on the appropriateness of our cost
analysis. Second, we received
comments that were technical and
related to specific line items in the cost
analysis (e.g., additional steel, SCR
bypass, sorbent injection, etc.). Third,
we received comments that expressed
general concern that the costs of the
controls would be passed to the SJGS's
customer base in the form of electricity
rate increases. Fourth, we received
comments that opined on the use of tho
Rsgional Haze Ruls's (RHR) reliance on
ths EPA Air Pollution Control Cost ·
Manual (the Cost Manual) to estimate
the cost of the SCR installations. We
adciress the mom significant comments
within these categories individually
below.
1. General Cost Comments

Comment: The National Pm·k Service
(NPS) and the U.S. Forest Service
(USFS) separately preson:od a great deal
of information in support of their
opinions that Public Service Company
of New Mexico's (PNM) contractor,
Black &Veatch (B&V) overestimated the
cost of installing SCR on the units of tho
SJGS. PNM is a part owner and the

REVISED ESTIMATED COSTS OF INSTALLING

SCR
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operator of the SJGS. The following is a
combined summary of their separate
commen:s.
The NPS and the USFS cited a large
number of well-docmnented recent
industry studies or surveys, which they
use to conclude that PNM has
·
overestimated its SCR costs, expressed
in dollars per kilowatt. They stated that
PNM has not provided valid
information to justify their higher cost
estimates for SCR installation at the
SJGS. Additionally, the USFS stated
PNM's contractors went against our
guidance which recomnmnds using tho
Cost Manual to ensure a transpment and
consistent means to conduct cost
analyses across ilie nation. The USFS
took issue with PNM's estimation of
indirect (soft) costs which inc:ude:
engineering costs; construction and field
expenses (e.g., costs for construction
supervisory personnel, office personnel.
rental of temporary offices, etc.);
contractor fees; a:ld sta1i-up and
performance test costs. Also, the NPS
stated that B&V's improperly escalated
costs and its calculations did not
consider the weakening of labor markets
that has occuned since they set up their
spreadsheo:s in 2007,
Response: We found that PNM raised
some legitimate points about costs, and
as discussBd elsBwhere in this notice,
we have adjusted several of our cost
estimates upward based on those points.
However, in large part, wo agree with
the NPS that PNM's es:imated costs for
installing SCR on the units of the SJGS
are higher than justified. Please see our
other responses to comments for more
details on how we have adjusted our
cost estimates. The following table
illustrates our revised costs in terms of
$/kW. These costs agree with tho ranges
presented by tho NPS and the USFS in
their conm1onts, which can be viewed in
our Complete Response to Comments
for NM Regional Haze/Visibility
Tmnsport FIP document:

ON THE UNITS OF THE
Unit 1

Unit 2

SJGS
Unit 3

Proposed ($/k\N) ............................................................................................................................. .

$144

$155

$116

Final ($/kVV) .....................................................................................................................................

211

234

179

• 76 FR 491, 504.

• Sec Snn Juan Gcnecating Sto\ion Site Visit, 5/2:1/
11, wltit:h Is viewable in the docket. As explained
in a letter, dated May 17, 2011, the visit was solely

for tho purposo of reviewi11g and responding to
comments. lt wns not an opportunity to inhoduce
fldrlitional con1ments, and we did not receive any
comm_ents as a result of lhis visil.

o 76 FR 12305.

770 FR 1578.

Unit4
$110
165
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We note, that as required by the BART
Guidelines, "[i)n order to maintain and
improve consistency, cost estimates
should be based on the OAQPS Control
Cost l>v1an ual, [now renamed "EPA AiT
Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth
Edition, EPA/452/B-02-QOl, January
2002] where possible." 70 FRat 39166
(July 6, 2005). As explained more fully
in our Complete Response to Comments
foi' Nlvl Regional Haze/Visibility
Transport FIP document, we also agree
with the USFS that owner's costs are not
an appropriate cost item to include in a
BART cost estimate, as owners costs m·e
not included in the Cost Manual.
Comment: PNM and its consultants
estimated the cost of retrofitting SJGS
with SCRs to be between $194 million
and $261 million per unit (depending
on the unit) with a total cost of $908
million for all four units. EPA maintains
that SCRs can be pmchased and
installed for much less-between $52
million and $63 million per unit for a
total of about $229 million. EPA's
estimates of annual operating costs for
the SCRs are also much lower than
PNM's estimate. PNM's analysis
indicates annual operating costs for all
four SCRs would be approximately $114
million per year, whereas EPA expects
PNM to be cnpable of operating the·
SCRs for only about $28 million per
year. In short, EPA believes that SCRs
cost $679 million less, or one quarter of
the amount estimated by PNM. The
commenter calls our cost estimate imo
question, since the disparity between
these two estimates is large.
Response: B&V estimated it would
cost between $446/kW and $559/kW to
retrofit SCR on the SJGS units. Five
industry studies conducted between
2002 mid 2007 have reported the
installed unit capital cost of SCRs to be
$79/kW to $316/kW, where the upper
end of the range is for very complex
retrofits that are severely site
constrained. s Others have noted ~he
anomalously high costs reported for
SJGS.~' w We revised our cost estimates
based on some comments highlighted in
comments, but even with those changes,
our revised costs for SCR are from $165/
kW to S234/kW, 11 still well within the
e Revised BART Coqt Effedivem~ss Analys:is for
Selac:i vo Catalytic Reduction at tho Public Service
Company of New Mexico Sa!l juan Generating
Stntion, November 2010, pp. 28-29.
o Comment~ ~uhmilcetl by United SLates
Departm"nt of Interior, National Park Sorvlco, datocl
3/o1/n.
to New Mexico Environment Department,
Appendix A, NMED, Air Quality Dmonu, DART
Deta:-tninalion, Pt:blic Service Cmnpany of New
tv1oxir.o, Snn Junn Gonoruting Slfltion, Units 1-4, 6/
21/10.
11 See Exhibit 1, ltl'C Revised Cost Analysh

accepted range of expected costs for
such controls.12
B&V's SJGS costs are unusually high
for four principal reasons: (1) Using a
methodology (e.g., Allowance for Funds
Used Durbg Construction (AFUDC))
that has been disallowed under EPA"s
Cost :.1anual methodology and
specifically disallowed for SCR (see
discussion at footnote 28); (2)
consistently using assumptions at the
upper end of the range for key SCR
components (e.g., SCR backpressure;
stiffening design pressure); (3) including
costs for equipment that is not necessrn:y
for a SCR (e.g., balanced draft
conversion. sorbent iniection, SCR
bypass); und (4) using 'excessive
contingencies. The BART Guidelines
require that "documentation" be
provided for "any unusual
circumstances that exist for the source
that would lead to cost-effectiveness
estimates that would exceed that for
recent retrofits," 13 The B&V analysis
does not support its unusually high cost
estimates.
Further, much of the information that
could have supported a claim that site
spBcific issues at SJGS result in costs
that are outside of the normal range is
missing. Specifically, the B&V mwlysis
lac~ed information such as project
schedules, general arrangement site
pl&ns shov.ring SCR aad duct layout,
requests for proposal (RFPs], vendor
proposals, and a complete description of
existing facilities.
Instead of proparing a site-specific
SCR design, B&V in most circumstances
made a worst case, upper bound
assumption that, takea together, rssult
in overall costs that are significantly
outside of the normal range for SCR.
However, B&V provided no record
support for their decision to chooso the
upper end of the range for nearly every
aspect of the cost of SCRs. It is unlikely
that so many upper bound assumptions
could be justified, and if B&V bslieved
that they were justified, they should
have explored that proposition in a risk
analysis. Thorofare, we believe that our
approach to considering site specifir.
conditions that would lead to costs
outside of the normal range, is justified.
Comment: Private citizens submitted
comments that the costs to PNM will be,
alternatively, $250, $500, or $750
million dollars, and that PNM's
estimates are overstated, and that any
investment in the plant is an investment
in the future, and that the plant and its
12 Plrnm• soo nur Completo R<>sponse to
Comments ior NM Regional Haze/Visibility
Transport FIP document.
13 70 FRat 39168 (July 6, 2.005).

jobs will not be threatened by the
proposed emission reductions.
Response: As we discuss elsewhere in
our response to comments, we agree that
the cost of installing SCR on the four
units of the SJGS is considerably lower
than PNM estimated.
Comment: The CAA visibility
provisions, EPA's own RH regulations,
and the preambles to those rules &!l
envision a "source-by-source" approach
to BART, which by its nature must
account for site-specific challenges at
each facility. However, despite the
significant a:nount of information
provided by PNM in its original BART
analysis, in subsequent exchanges with
the New Mexico Environment
Department (NMED) and EPA, and in
meetings between EPA and PNM
specifically to discuss the site-specific
chalienges &t SJGS, EPA did not to take
into account many of the most
significant costs that are essential in
calculating an accumte cost estimate of
installing SCRs at SJGS.
Response: We agree that a source-bysource analysis is appropriate, but •Ne
do not believe that B&V provided an
acceptable analysis. First, the B&V costs
were extrapolated from other facilities,
based on confidential information that
was not provided in response to our
reques:s. Second, the B&V costs were
estima~ed using worst-case upper
bounds in lieu of making a site-speci:ic
estimate, as discussed above. Third,
their costs included components that
are not required at this site, and furtheT
assurned contingency factors beyond
those normally expected. Therefore, we
believe, with the exception of certain
issues related to site congestion that are
addressed ssparately in other
comments, site-specific conditions were
properly considered.
Comment: To justify the approach
based entirely on the median of
different control technologies, EPA
downplays ths complicated process of
dosigning and constructing an SCR,
thereby not only ignoring the
technology itself, but also the site
specific-factors that must be considered
at SJGS. SCRs at SJGS would have to be
coC~structed so that each SCR can be
positioned at the prop or point in the
flue gas stream, which will significantly
complicatB the foundation and supports
that will be needed, resulting in
additional costs of $35,630,000 that EPA
failed to recognize or consider.
Response: All SCRs have to be
constructed so that each SCR can be
positioned at the proper point in the
flue gas stream, with proper foundation
and supports; this is not unique to tho
SJGS. Over 300 retrofit SCRs have been
installed since the surly 1990s in the
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United States. Accordingly,
constructability issues are well
understood. Standard design and
construction management methods have
been developed from these 300+
existing installations. 14 This experience
would inform the design and
construction of the SJGS SCR, resulting
in significant economies compared to
the estimates presented by B&V based
on a very rough preliminary design that
has not been optimized for
constructabiiity. The record does not
identify any unusual site-specific
conditio as that would result in direct
installation costs for SJGS that are
substantially higher than upper bound
direct installation costs reported by
other SCR design firms for similarly
complex sites. In fact, B&V has provided
no support in the record for its
assumptions. Finally, the design costs
are not a direct Installation cost, but
rather indiract costs discussed
elsewhere b. our response to comments.
Comment: EPA suggests that the
engimJBring needed to design four SCRs
can be completed all at the same time,
thus saving time and money. While
some economies may arise with a
multiple SCR installation, as lessons
learned in designing and installing ons
SCR aro appliad to the next, a three-year
deadline would require PNM to design
all four SCRs at the same time.
Designing all four SCRs at once would
require foUl' separate design and
construction teams, which would
olimina:e tho opportunity to apply any
exporience gained. As a result, the cos:S
associated with designing the SCRs will
be much higher on a shorter timen:ame,
not lower as EPA appears to suggest.
The short, three-year deadlbe also
allows no time for additional design
work that may be needed to address
unforeseen engineering challenges that
are likoly to arise at each unit.
Response: We disagree with this
comment and helieve it
mischaracterizes our analysis. In our
proposal, we simply noted that
"multiple unit discounts may apply to
much of this equipment." 15 Multiple
14 ).1\. Hines and others, Dasign for
Constructabil!ty-A Method for Reducing SCR
Project Co..ts, Mega, ~001, available at: l!rlp:/1
w••rw.bobcack.com/librmy/pdf/bl·-1720.pdf; see also
lnntitute of Clean Air Comp!llieo (iCAC), While
Pnper, SelP.c.tlve C:.atalylic Reduction [SCR) Control
of NOx Emissions from Fossil f'uol-Firod Eloctric
Power Plants, l\,fuy 2009, EPA-R09-0AR-2009059B--0032 a.Ttd Walter Nischt and othors, Updato of
Selective Catalytic Reduction Retrofit on a 675 MVIf
llDiler at AES Smrierset, JI.Slv!E Intema:ional Jmnt
Powor Gonorntion Conferonce, July 24-25, 2000,
available at: l!ttp:l/www.babcock.com/lii;~rny!pdfl
br-1703.pdf.
io Rovhecl BART Cast Effectiveness Analysis for
Solecti ve Catalytic: Recltwtion at tbe Public Service

unit discounts were not assumed in om
revised cost analysis. It is well
established that economies arise from
constructing multiple units at a single
site. Economies will arise, for example,
from common equipment that would
serve all four units, such as the
arrunonia injection system and the
control system. Economies arise hom
shop and material discounts based on
quantity. Our cost analysis, however,
did not assume any discoant for
multiple unit discouats. Regardless, for
other reasons as stated elsewhere in our
response to comments, we aJ'e finalizing
a schedule which ·ca!ls for compliance
with the emission limits within 5
years-rather than 3 yea1·s-of the
effective date of our final rule.
Comment: The proposed FIP costs do
not acknowledge, or take into account,
the $330 million incurred in the past
five years implementing a
comprehensive emission conb·ol plan at
SJGS. EPA's proposed BART
determination for the SJGS is too
expensive and EPA should accept the
recently installed pollution control
equipme:1t at the SJGS as BART.
Response: We did, as part of our NOx
BART evaluation, consider the controls
previously installed by PNM as a result
of its March 10, 2005 consent decree
with the Grund Canyon Trust, Sierra
Club, and l\'MED. Theso controls
included the installation of low-NOx
burners with overfire air ports, a neural
network system, and a pulse jet fabric
fi:ter. However, when making the NOx
BART determiaation, we are obligated
by tho RHR to examine additional
retrofit technologies, 1 6 In so doing, we
have determined that SCR is cost
effective and results in significant
visibility improvements at a number of
Class I areas, over and above the
existing pollution contmls cmrently
installed.
Comment; EPA proposes to conclude
that, because the SJGS currently is
subject to a federally enfcrceable permit
limit of 0.30 lb/MMBtu for NOx, which
is less restrictive than the WRAP
modeling's asstrmed NOx rates for those
units (as characterized bv EPA),
additional NOx emission controls are
required. EPA, however, proposes on
this basis to determine that the BART
emission limit for units 1 through 4 at
SJGS is not 0.27 (or 0.28) 13/MMBtu but
is instead 0.05 lb/MMBtu based on the
application of SCR technology. As a
result, EPA discontinues its evaluation
Company of New Mexico Snr. )'Jan Gonoratlng
Station, November 2(]10, p. 5.
1.u "You are Bxpeoted to identify potentially
applicable retrofit control technologies tltat
rapre.•ent the full range of deraonstratod
alternatives." 70 FR nl 39164.
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of other technologies before fully
assessing their relative costeffectiveness and other factors
mandated by section 169A(g)(2) of the
CAA. EPA's analytical approach is in
conflict with its own BART rules and is
inconsistent with a logical approach to
assessing relative cost-effectiveness of
various technology options.
Response: We disagree with this
commenter's characterization of our
analysis. As discussed in our proposal
(76 FR 491), once we established that
units 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the SJGS were
subject to BART, we conducted a full
five factor BART a:1alysis (40 CFR
51.308(e)(1)(ii)(A)), ratl1er than relying
on the WRAP modeling. In conducting
the BART ana:ysis, we identified all
available retrofit control technologies,
including Selective Non Catalytic
Reduction {SNCR), considering the
technology available, the costs of
compliance, the energy and non-air
quality environmental impacts of
compliance, any pollution control
equipment in use at the source, the
remaining useful life of the source, and
the degree of improvement in visibility
which may reasonab:y be anticipated to
result from the use of such technology.
In so doing, we did assess other NOx
control teclmologies.17
Comment: Several commenters stated
EPA should foliow its own pl'Omulga:ed
RHR and follow New Mexico's
recommendation for BART
determinations These commenters are
referring to the proposal :hat v.ras sent
to New Mexico's Environmental
Improvement Board on February 11,
2011 (later formally submitted to EPA
on July 5, 2011), The proposed revision
to the SIP finds that BART for SJGS is
SNCR-not SCR. One commenter
believed that the application of the 2005
BART Guidelines supports a NOx
emission rate for the SJGS of botween
0.23 to 0.39 lb/MMBtu, as opposed to
our proposed FIP of 0.05 lb/MMBtu,
which requires costly SCR technology.
One connnenter stated the presumptive
limits should be required "unless you
[the BART-determining authority]
determine that an alternative control
level is justified based on consideration
of the statutory factors." 70 FRat 39171.
Except for cyclone boilers (which are
not present at SJGS], this commenter
noted, our presumptive NOx BART
limits are not based on application of
SCR; as noted above, they are instead
based on the use of combustion
contro1s. F\uther, EPA determined that
when current combustion control
technology would be insufficient to
meet the presumptive limits, it would
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be appropriate to "consider whether
advanced combustion control
technologies such as rotating opposed
fire air should be used to meet these
[presumptive) limits." Id. at 39172.
Another commenter asserted that a
proper BART assessment would take the
presumptive limits into account by
beginning with the assumption thnt the
established presumptive :imit for these
u::1its is appropriate, and then would
proceed with an analysis of whether the
least stringent control options could
achieve that limit. A five-factor BART
analysis of increasingly stringent control
options could then properly assess
incremental costs (and costefi:'ectiveness) and anv benefits of
requiring more sb:ingent controls.
Response: We note the RHR states:
For each source subject to BART, 40 CFR
51.30B(e)(1)(ii)(A) requires that States
identify the level of control representing
BART after considering the factors set out in
CAA section 169A(g), as follows:
Sta:es nnst identify the best system of
continuous emission control technology for
each source subject to BART taking into
account the technology available, the costs of
compliance, the energy and non-air quality
en viwnmental impacts of compliance, any
pollution control equipment in use at the
source, the remaining useful life of ths
source, and tho dog reo of visibility
improvement that may be oxpoctod from
availnblo control technology. to

The RHR also states:
States, as a gene:a] matter, must require

owners and operators of greater than 750 MW
power plants to meet these BART omission
limits. We a:e establishbg these
roquiremoc1ls based on the consideration of
uertain factors disr.ussed below. Although we
believe that these requirements are extremely
likely to be appropriate for all groalor U1an
750 MW power p1ants subject to BART, a
State may establish different roquirornen!s if
the State can demonstrate that an allornativa
determination is justified based on a
consideration of the five statutory factors.'"

We followed the five statutory factors
when assessing NOx BART at the SJGS,
in determining that a different level of
BART control was warranted.Z 0 This
analysis included an examination of
whether other technologies should be
BART for the SJGS. We also performed
our BART evaluation on tho basis of
increasingly stringent levels of control
and aswssed incremental costs and cost
eEectiveness. Thus, we do not believe
we improperly truncated the NOx BART
assessment for the SJGS.
We received a New Mexico RH SIP on
July 5, :W11. This SIP does contain a
revised BART analysis that conciudos
10 70

FR al3915fl,
'"70 FRat 39131.
"' 7G FR 491, 499.

that NOx BART for the SJGS should be
SNCR and an emission rate of 0.23 lb/
MMBtu on a 30-day rolling average. We
will review the State RH SIP submittal,
and if there is significant new
bformation that changes our analysis,
we will make appropriate revisions to
today's decision. However, the State RH
SIP recommends SNCR as BART, and
we have considered that technology in
the context of responding to other
comments in this notice. For U1e reasons
discussed in our proposal (76 FR 491),
and in other responses to comments, we
have concluded that BART for the SJGS
is an emission limit of 0.05 lbs/MMBtu,
based on a 30 BOD average, more
stringent than the levels achievable by
the SNCR technology recommended by
the State.
Comment: Ta meet a three-year
deadline, PNM would have to
prefabricate as much of the SCRs as
possible. In addition, a three-year
deadline would also require significant
overtime hours, expedited material
costs, double "heavy long-lift" crane
costs, and a larger construction
workforce overall. Because U1ese costs
would never be incurred in the normal
course of installing SCRs, PNM did not
include these costs in its analysis, but
they would be unavoidable in the event
a three-year deadline is required. Such
a short construction deadline would
also exacerbate the shortage of skilled
labor caused by the significant number
of similar projects that are either
ongoing or planned for tho near future
in the region. The failure to account for
the additional labor costs associated
with such a short timeframe,
particularly givon other factors affecting
the market for skilled labor, renders
both the three-vear deadlino and the
cost es:imate prepared by EPA
unrealistic.
Response: The information in the
record does not demonstrate a sh011age
of labor necessary to complete the
installation of SCRs at the SJGS.
However, as stated elsewhere in our
response to comments, we have
modified the schedule for compliance
with the emission limits to now require
comp!iance within 5 years-rather than
3 years-from the effective date of our
final rule. We believe this compliance
schedule will provide adequate time to
schedule the necessary labor resources
for the installation of controls at the
SJGS.
Comment: The NPS recommends that
in addition to the $/ton metric, we
evaluate the visibility metric $/deciview
as an additional tool to report the
benefits of emissions controls. The NPS
contends that BART is not necessarily
the most cost-effectiva solution. Instead,

it represents a broad consideration of
technical, economic, energy, and
environmental (including visibility
improvement) factors. The NPS notes
that one of the options suggested by the
BART Guidelines to evaluate costeffectiveness is $/deciview. The NPS
believes that visibility improvement
must be a critical factor in any program
designed to improve visibility. The NPS
goes on to provide several examples of
$/deciview calculations.
Two other commeats recommend we
employ the $/deciview metric. One
commenter states EPA has !lot
appropriately considered the costs of
compliance for any proposed BART !'or
the SJGS because it relies on a $/ton
metric. The commenter maintains that
cost should be related to the amount of
visibility improvement that it is
projected to achieve and proposes the
$/dv as the means for making a rational
comparison of the relative costeffectiveness of control measures.
This commenter also states that a
method that aggregates projected
visibility improvement in each affected
class I area is not appropriate for sevoral
reasons. That approach masks the fact
that it is cumulative over time and space
and does not represent actual change at
any one class I area. That approach also
ensures an artificially low measlue of
cost-effectiveness simply by allowbg
the control cost to be divided by a larger
value. The commcnter suggests that a
$/dv metric expressed as a range of the
values for each affected class I area
would be an appropriate means for
comparing cost-effectiveness of different
controls. The commenter states that
EPA's current measure of costeffectiveness in terms of $/ton is
virtually menninglcss in the context of
the RH program. Thus, EPA's
assessment of the $/ton costs of B.>\RT
candidates for the SJGS is flawed
because the pl'emise for its use is faulty,
i.e., a change in emissions is not a
suitable surrogate to represent a change
in visibility.
Another commenter believes that a
dollar per deciview of visibility
improvement metric would be more in
line with the overnll goal of the RH
program, namely to improve visibility in
national parks and wilderness areas. To
properly gauge cost-effectiveness, EPA
must consider the fact that installing
SCRs at San Juan \.vi.ll cost between $78
millio:t and $336 million per deciview,
depending on tho Class I area.
Response: The BART Guidelines
require that cost effectiveness be
calculated in terms of annualized
dollars per ton of pollutant removed, or
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$/ton.zt The commenters are correct in
that the BART Guidelines list the $/
deciview ratio as an additional cost
effectiveness measme that can be
employed along with $/ton for use in a
BART evaluation. However, the use of
this metric further implies that
additional thresholds of acceptability,
separate from the $/ton metric, be
developed for BART determinations for
both single and multiple Class I
analyses. We have not used this metric
becauso (1) We believe it is unnecessary
in judging ths cost effectiveness of
BART, (2) it complicates the BART
analysis, and {3) it is difficult to judge.
We conclude it is sufficient ta analyze
':he cost effectiveness of potential BART
controls using $/ton, in conjunction
with the modeled visibility benefit of
the BART control. We have addressed
the commenter's statement that we
should not aggregate visibility
improvement over Class I areas
elsewhere in our response to comments.
2. Comments on Specific Cost Line
Items
The comments that follow have been
summarized to capture each one's main
points and most of the references have
been removed. The reader is encouraged
to refor to our Complete Response to
Comments for NM Regional Hazel
Visibility Transport FIP for more details
and references.
Comment: The NPS stated that PNM
has improperly rejected use of the Cost
Manual in favor of methods not allowed
by EPA. The NPS states tho SCR cost .
estimates submitted by PNM are
severely lacking in tho types of specific
information needed to give them
credibility. The NPS goes on :o provide
a great deal of detailed information that
supports their opinion that specific cost
items were overestimated. This
information includes the following cost
item categories:
• A ppropriatcmess of using the Cost
Milllual.
• Problems in B&V's sca:ing of cost
it&ms from another project.
• Ductwork and ammonia grid costs.
• Reactor box and breaching.
• Expansion joints.
• Sonic horns.
• Elevator.
• Structural steel.
• SCR bypass.
• Catalyst.
• NOx monitoring.
• Auxiliury electrical system
upgrades,
• Instrmnentation and control
systems.
• Air preheaters.

• Balanced draft conversion.
• Contingencies.
• Operating Labor.
• Reagent.
• Auxiliary power demand.
• Catalyst life.
• Interest rate.
• Effect on cost of PNM's assumption
of an emission rate of 0.07 lbs/MMBtu.
The NPS concluded their critique of
PNM's cost estimate with their own
estimate of an average cost of $2,600/ton
;'or the four units of the SJGS.
Response: We agree with the general
contention that many individual cost
items for the installation of SCR on the
units of the SJGS were overestimated by
PNM. Please see elsewhere in our
response to comments for our opinion
regarding the appropriate estimated
costs for these and other cost items. We
note that the NPS estimate of an average
cost of $2,600/ton for the four units of
the SJGS closely agrees with our own
revised estimate.
Comment: EPA failed to account for
the costs associated with ensuring
sufficient anxiiim:y power to operate
SCRs at SJGS. EPA discounted by nearly
80 percent the estimated cost of the
auxiliary power upgrades needed to
power the SCRs, The theory behind this
sharply discounted cost estimate is that
the SCRs will only be responsible for
approximately 20 percent of the total
draft pressure of the units and that
therefore the cost of the auxiliary power
upgrades should be allocated in similar
fashion, Without SCRs, na additional
auxiliary power would be noeded. As
such, tho so costs must be included in
the cost of the SCRs, as they represent
one of the site-specific concerns that
could make the installation of SCR at
SJGS more difficult than other lmits.
The decision by EPA to exclude these
costs underestimates the cost of SCRs
for SJGS by $73,175,000.
Response: We disagree that installing
SCRs would by itself trigger the need to
upgrade the auxiliary power system,
especially to the extmlt proposed by
Pl'\M. The upgrade benefits the entire
auxiliary power system. The
modifications, for example, include new
tnmsformers, switchgear, and motor
control centers that will servo the entire
fan auxiliary loads of both the Consent
Decree projocts and the SCR.Zz The
modifications also include replacing the
existing fans with upgraded units. These
fans "<Aill service more than just tho
SCRs.
n B&V 10122/10 Cost Analysis, Sec. 3.0 mod
11/4(10 Norem E-mdl to Kordzi, Re: Questions on
PNM's Revised Cost P.stimate for the S)GS SCR
Projoct, Response to Question a, Table 3 of
ntt!1Chment1.
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This comment advocates attributing
lOOo/o of tho cost of the auxiliary power

system upgrade, recognized after the
fact, to the last project to be
implemented, the SCR. We did not
"discount'' the cost of the auxiliary
power system by 80%, but rather
distributed it among the control projects
planned around the same time that
triggered its need according to each
control's contribution to draft pressure
lost. This recognizes that the upgrade
provides benefits to the entirB system
and includes elemBnts that are more
than strictly necessary because of the
installation of the SCR. Therefore, it is
not appropriate to attribute the entire
cost of the upgrade to the SCR project.
We believe our approach is consistent
with stsndard engineering practices.
Comment: EPA failed to account for
additional costs associa':ed with
protecting the air preheater following an
SCR Installation. Ammonia reacts with
sulfur in the flue gas downstream of the
SCR forming ammonium bisulfate
(1\.BS), which condenses in the air
preheater. ABS is an acidic substance
that forms a sticky deposit on heat
transfer surfaces, resulting in both
corrosion of the equipment and the
collection of fly ash that plug passages,
which ultimately impairs the efficiency
and reliability of the unit. As such, tho
installation of a retrofit SCR generally
requires a modification to the air
preheater to allow for easier cleaning of
the basket surfaces in order to protect
the heat transfer elements against the
potential damage that might otherwise
result from ABS. EPA deleted tho costs
of protecting the air preheater in its SCR
cost analysis, "pending compelling
justification that they are required for
the SCR." EPA's cost analysis
recognizes :hat modifications to the air
preheater are generally requirod for
"units that burn high sulfur coal," but
EPA assumes that such modifications
are not necessary "for a properly
designed SCR on a boiler that burns low
sulfur coal." EPA is correct that, in spite
of the quoted discussion above, Sargent
& Lundy did not recommend air
preheater modifications in the SCR cost
analysis for tho Navajo Generating
Station. However, that recommendation
was based on the specific omission
characteristics at Navajo Generating
Station, which differ significantly from
tl1ostJ at SJGS.
Response: This comment attempts to
distinguish the emission characteristics
of Navajo Generating Station and the
SJGS by pointing to differences in tho
coal quality to support air preheater
modifications at SJGS but not at Navajo.
Wo obtained and analyzed the Navajo
design basis coal quality. The
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differences in coal quality are either not
material (sulfur, heat content) or
mitigate the potential impacts of
ammonium bisulfate plugging (higher
ash at SJGS). The key factors that
determine whether ammonium bisulfate
plugging will occur are :10t coal quality,
but rather the amount of sulfur trioxide
(80 3) and ammonia in the exhaust gases
that reach the air preheater and the air
preheater temperature regime. The
formation of ammonium bisulfate
depends on the relative amounts of
ammonia and so3 in the exhaust gases.
it\Then the molar ratio is more than 2:1,
arnmonhm1 sulfate (r,ot ammonium
bisulfate) is preferentially formed. The
average molar ratio for both SJGS and
Navajo over the catrrlyst lifetime is
much higher than 2:1. Thus, ammonium
sulfate would be preferentially formed.
Ammonium sulfate is a dry powder at
all air preheater operating temperatures
and does not create a fouling problem.
Thus, consistent with Sargent & Lundy's
conclusion for the nearby Navajo
Strrtion, which burns a similar coal,
ammonium bisulfate fouling would not
be expected a:1d we do not believe that
upgrades are justified for the air
preheaters due to SCR installation.
Comment: The installation of SCR at
SJGS would increase the resistance irr
the flue gas path for the units. To
overcome that additionalresistrrnco,
PNM would need to install new higher
capacity fan rotors and motors because
the SCRs will add an additional
pressure drop in the sys:em of 10 inches
of water gauge (w.g.). This change in
pressure and higher fan pressure ratings
would increase the potential risk of a
boiler implosion during tmnshmt (upset
or malfunction) conditions. The analysis
prepared by B&V of the expected cost of
an SCR retrofit includes the costs to
mitigate the implosion risk by
converting to balanced draft and
stiffening the boiler and associated flue
gas path. EPA concludes that additional
boiler stiffening would not bo required,
stating simply that "a balance dmft
conversion with tho proposed stiffening
is not part of an SCR project."
Response; Tho basis for selecting 10
in. w.g. for a 77% :\"Ox removal SCR is
not explained m· documented in the
record. The overall SCR system pressure
drop consists of losses from the SCR
catalyst, static mixers, and duct work.
Determining the pressme drop due to
the SCR requires a more advanced
design than presented in the B&V BART
unalysis. Instead, B&V appears to have
assumed that the pressure drop duo to
tho SCR would be 10 in. w.g., which is
at the uppor end of the usurrl range of
3 to 10 in. w.g, The B&V record, for
example, contains no duct arrangement

drawings; no catalyst vendor quotes;
does not identify the type of catalyst,
e.g., honeycomb or plate; does not
specify the catalyst pitch; and is silent
as to strrtic mixers, all important factors
in determining the pressure drop due to
the SCR. Thus, we do not believe there
is a basis for :he 10 in. w.g. used to cost
boiler stiffening and to justify balanced
draft conversion. This pressme drop
likely has not been optimized and cou:d
be significancly reduced by catalyst
selection (e.g., by using honeycomb
with large pitch) and ductwork design.
Therefore, we do not concur that the
record supports a pressure drop of 10 in
w.g. for the SCR.
Comment: Installation of SCR's at
SJGS will increase boiler and duct
implosion potential due to increased
draft system req~tirements and fan
pressure ratings. SCRs ·will trigger the
need to choose between either designing
to the general standard of +I- 35 inches
w.g. (which is typical for a newly
designed power plant) or performing a
"more complete and rigorous analysis"
to determine whether PNM will qualify
for an exception from the generallyapplicable implosion protection
stand<:~rd through the use of alternative
methods. To date, neither PNM nor its
consultants have fully determined
whether an altemative to the +I~ 35
inches w.g. standard would suffice
fo:lowing installation of an SCR, due to
the significant amount of time and
expense thrrt would be associated with
that analysis. Themfore, B&V included
the cost of stiffening the boilers to +I35 inches w.g. in its analysis. EPA's
failure to properly account for the boiler
stiffoning costs underestimates the cost
of the SCR retrofits for SJGS by
$55,718,000 in capital costs for boiler
stiffening and properly sized frrns and
motors.
Response: This comment
acknowledges that the boiler stiffening
costs represent a worst case estimate.
The magnitude of these costs is unusual.
The BART Guidelines require that
unusurrl costs be doc1m1ented in the
record. These costs are stated without
providing the underlying engineering
calculations. PNM states that the boilers
were stiffened to negative pressme
differentials of 18 in. w.g. during the
Consent Decree projects. Tho 10 in. w.g.
estimate is a worst-case upper bound
that is not supported by vendor quotes
and SCR design. We agree some cost for
code compliance is warranted.
Howovcr, the worst case used in B&V's
mmlysis is unreasonable and
unsupported, given the SCR's potential
upper bound contribution of 10 in. w.g.
Absent the "more complete and rigorous
analysis" to support upper bounds for

both an SCR pressure differential and
stiffening to +1- 35 in w.g., we feel
stiffening costs should have been based
on no more than the SCR's contribution
to the increase from current conditions
of 18 in. w.g. to 35 in. w.g. Thus, we
modified our cost analysis to estimate
the stiffening cost based on the SCR's
maximum contribution to the increase
from 18 in. w.g. to 35 in. w.g. or by
59%. This increased our estimate of the
capital cost to install SCRs by
$19,258,318.
Comment: EPA failed to account for

the cost of installing the initial layers in
the SCR. The cost analysls prepared by
B& V included the cost of the initial
layers of catalyst in the capital cost rrnd
including the replacement layers in the
annual operating cost calculation. EPA,
however, appears to have
misunderstood the analysis and
assumed that the initial catalyst layers
were double-counted. As a result, it
subtracted the initial catalyst cost from
the capital cost calculation, without
adding it to the annual cost calculation.
As such, EPA's failure to include the
cost of the initiEJllayers of catalyst in its
analysis underestimates the cost of
installing SCRs at SJGS by $33,556,000.
Response: We agree with this
comment. We have revised our cost
rrnalysis to include the initial catalyst
charge.
Comment: Sorbeat injection will be
needed if PNM must install SCRs at
SJGS, and the EPA cost analysis should
reflect those cos:s. Sorbent injection
systems are often used at
coal-fired power plants equipped with
SCRs to help reduce emissions of
sulfuric acid mist that are an
unavoidable byproduct of the chemical
reactions that occur in an SCR. Sulfuric
acid mist resulting from SCR operation
has been known to cause a visible
plume at somo units in the industry.
Although the installation of SCRs 1nay
not result in such a plume at SJGS, the
sorbent injection system would be
needed to ensure a visible plume does
not materialize. The failure to adch-ess
the sulfuric acid mist crea:ed by the
SCR can reduce any visibility benefits
associated with an SCR.
Response: Wo disagree with this
comment. B&V updated its cost analysis
in October 2010. This is the most recent
version of B&V's cost analysis, which
was critiqued in our TGchnical Support
Document (TSD) in our proposal. This
analysis did not include any costs for
sorbont injection. In its June Zl, 2010
BART Determ.ination, NMED concluclod
that BART for SJGS was SCR plus
sorbent injection to remove 80 3 and
requested a sorbent injection cost
analysis from PNM. However, we
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disagreed and concluded that sorbent
injection was not required due to the
low sulfur content of the coal,
availability of low conversion SCR
catalyst, arrd our calculations. We see no
reason to change that view. The reasons
advartced in this comment for requiring
sorbent injectio:1 to control sulfuric acid
mist (SAM) are not applicable to the
SJGS SCR. Visible plume issues have
only been experienced at units that burn
high sulfur coal, containing greater than
2+% sulfur and typically over 3%
sulfar, e.g., Gavin, Ghent. The coal
burned at SJGS contains 0.77o/o sulfur,
much lower than the amount of sulfur
that has resulted in visible plume issues
elsewhere and is considered to be low
sulfur. No explanation is provided for
why the commenter believes a plume
may "materialize" on installing SCR. If
the SCR is properly designed to adchess
SJGS's coal. a plume should not
materialize. Low conversion catalysts
capable of achieving an so2 conversion
as low as 0.1% per layer of catalyst in
the hign dust, hot (>650 F) position and
0.5% across the entire SCR reactor are
common in higher sulfur and other
applications. Even lower levels can be
achieved if the catalyst is regenerated.
Comment: EPA's calculation of
sulfuric acid emissions is incorrect. EPA
8stimated sulfuric acid mist emission
levels based on a document prepared by
the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI), which describes a formula used
by many utilities to estimate sulfuric
acid emissions. However, in applying
that formula, EPA assumed an ammonia
slip voluo of 2.0 parts per million (ppm),
even though actual ammonia slip varies
over the life of a catalyst layer fl'Om very
low values up to 2.0 ppm as the catalys:
ages. A more appropriate asslm1ption for
mmnonia slip is tho 0.75 ppm value
recommended by the EPRI formula,
which better represents the expoctod
ammonia slip over the life of a catalyst
Using that ossumption, the sulfuric acid
emissions from SJGS are calculated to
be twice that assumed by EPA. As a
result, EPA's atte1.:1pt to justify its
decision to delete the costs of sorbent
injection based on minimal sulfmic acid
mist emissions is incorrect.
Response: The commenter is correct
in that the EPRI report does suggest that
a value of 0.75 ppm should bo usod. We
note that the ammonia slip of an SCR is
minimal when the catalyst is new and
increases as tho catalyst nges. In order
to bo conservative, we recalculated the
sulfuric acid emission rate, based on
zero ammonia slip, to be 2.5 X10- 4 lb/
MMBtu, compared to our original value
of 1.05 X10 - 4 lb/MMBtu at 2ppm
ammonia slip. The 2.0 ppm we ilelected
in our proposed visibility modeling was

basad on the maximmn slip from PNM's
design specifications. This revised
sulfuric acid emission rate remains
significantly lower than that estimated
by r-.iMED and is a minimal level of
sulfmic acid emissions. We continue to
conclude that sorbent injection is not
required due to the low sulfur content
of the coal, availability of low
conversion SCR catalysts, removal by
existing control equipment and our
revised calculations.
Comment: The EPA also cites to the
results of a stack test performed at the
Navajo Generating Station in November
2009 to conclude that actual sulfuric
acid mist emissions are lower than
would be estimated usbg the EPRI
Method. However, the air quality
control industry generally considers
sulfuric acid testing to be very prone to
inaccuracy because the test methods
used are susceptible to bias. Also,
sulfuric acid emissions vary
significantly from unit to unit because
emissions removal is dependent on
many vmiables including temperature,
moistme, process operation, air quality
control equipment, ambient conditions,
and the quality of the testi:lg. As
mentioned above, SJGS and the Navajo
Generating Station differ significant:y in
many of these respects. Therefore, it is
not appropriate to use test results from
Navajo Generating Station to make
assumptions abcut SJGS.
Response: We believe this comment
miseharacterizes our analysis. We did
not use test results from the Navajo
Generating Station to make assumptions
about the SJGS. Rather, we compared
sulfuric acid mist emissions calculated
for Navnjo using the EPRI procedure
with a stack test at Navajo in accordance
with EPA Method 8A procedures. Thus,
we compared Navajo EPRI estimates
with Navajo test data to judge :he
accUl'acy of the EPRI procedure. This
comparison suggests that the EPRI
method may ovorostima:e sulfuric acid
mist emissions when firing a similar
coal if PNM's assumptions are used.
This analysis supports the conclusion
that the EPRI method and parameters
we used provide a better estimation of
sulfuric acid emissions than the
methodology and parameters utilized by
PNM and NMED in their analysis,
which overestimates these emissions.
We also note that PNM estimates for
sulfuric acid emissions that were
reported to the Toxic Release Inventory
in recent years are much lower than
those estimated by PNM for their BART
analysis.
Comment: It is appropriRte to include
sorbent injection costs in the SCR cost
analysis because sorbont injection may
be required by law. The Pl'Dvention of
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Significa:1t Deterioration (PSD) program
under the CAA requires major sources
to install additional controls to adcl~ess
any significa:1t nat emissions increases
resulting from a physical change to an
emissions unit. Because the SCR wili
constitute a physica: change to the SJGS
emission units, and could have the
potential to result in a significant net
emissions increase in sulfmic acid mist,
additional controls could be required by
the PSD program. If triggered, the PSD
program would require the installation
of "best available control technology,"
which for sulfuric acid mist emission
increases would likely include a sorbent
injection system. Although there
remains some uncertainty as to whether
the SCR would trigger PSD permitting
requirements, PNM believes it is
appropriate to include the cost of the
system in the SCR cost analysis, and the
failure to include those costs
urrdersstimates the cost of the SCRs by
$12,118,000.

Response: For the reasons outlined
elsewhere in our response to comments,
we believe the level of sulfuric acid
generated at the SJGS will be so low thac
sorbent injection will not be needed.
However, it is possible that the
installation of SCR on all four units of
the SJGS could generate enough
additional sulfuric acid that a PSD
review could be triggered. EPA is not
the permitting authority for sources in
New Mexico but we believe it is
reasonable to anticipate that o
subsequent BACT analysis for suifurio
acid emissions at the SJGS will
determine that no additional contl'Ols
me required because despite the
projected increase in sulfuric acid
emissions, emissions are expected to
remain low. In considering SCR for
co:J.trolling NOx, EPA specifically
considered the issues of sulfuric acid
formation. In our review, we believe
that the emission limits for NOx can be
achieved through the use of iower
reactivity catalyst, thus mitigating the
formation of sulfuric acid across the
catalyst bed. We have set an emission
limit for omissions of sulfuric acid that
restricts the bcrease of sulfuric acid.
According to the two most recent Toxic
Release Inventory (TRI) repOl'ts
submitted by SJGS, the total sulfuric
acid emissions are very low (17,77 TPY
for 2009, and 27.5 TPY for 2008). Based
on our calculations, we believe the
current emissions of sulfuric acid to be
significantly lowe1· than these reported
values due to the low sulfur content of
the coal and the removal of sulfuric acid
in the installed control equipment,
including wet scrubbers and fabric
filters. We project, with the
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implementation of SCR using a low
reactivity catalyst that total emissions of
sulfuric acid will remain below 22
tons/year. 23 In this particular case,
sorbent injection technology is unlikely
to be cost-effective on a cost per ton
basis of sulfuric acid mist removed.
Again, we note that the New Mexico
Environmental Department is the
permitting authority and has the
primary responsibility to implement the
New Source Review program -which
includes the PSD permitting process,
and the issuance of the applicable
permit. NMED will be responsible for
determining if PSD will be triggered for
increases in sulfuric acid emissior:s or
other NAAQS pol:utants and in
determining the BACT for such
increases.
Comment: EPA failed to account for
the additional steel that will be needed
due to site congestion at the SJGS. I<."'P A
assumed that the "complexity factor"
applied to the structural steel cost in
PNM's cost analysis was a "contingeucy
factor." As such, EPA assumed that
PNM had double-counted contingency
costs by using both the "complexity
factor'' for structural steel and a more
genernl "contingency factor" overall.
PNM asks EPA to reconsider the
analysis provided by B&V, given that
the engineers at B&V made several site
visits to SJGS and designed the SCRs for
the St. John's River Power Park (SJRPP).
The pictures of SJRPP nnd SJGS
provided by B&V illustrate the
differences in site congestion. EPA
underestimated the cost of its BART
proposal by $35,087,000 by failing to
accurately account for site congestion.
Response: A complexity factor is a
subset of a continger.cy factor as it
estimates unknown costs. PNM applied
a comp:exity factor of 1.2 for Units 1
and 4 and 1.5 for Units 3 and 4. We
regard these fac:ors as rough estimates
that cannot be fully dotermhed until
the SCR is designed. We visited the
SJGS plant on May 19, 2011. 2 4 This visit
confirmed that the site is congested.
However, this does not confirm that the
cost of structural steel for units 1 and
4 would be 1.2 times highor than at
SJRPP, and 1.5 times highor for Units 2
and 3, as this comment contends. The
materials provided by PNM do not
contain any plot plans or design
drawing for SJRPP (or SJGS) that would
allow one to conclude anything ahout
tho cost of stmctural stool at one facility
compared to the other. Photographs
23

Ilased on our emission limit of 2.Gx10- 4 lb/

Mh1Btu nnd con::t-orvntively assuming Oflch unit
operates 100% of the year (8760 hr/yr).
Z•l

Soo SDn Junn Gonornting Station Sito Vtsit,

5/23/11.

attached to the PNM comments indicate
more room for crane access at SJRPP
than at SJGS, but this does not address
the capital cost of the structural steel
framework, only the cost of constructing
it.
The BART Guidelines require that
"docuinentation" be provided for "any
unusual circtm1stances that exist for the
source thrrt would lead to costeffectiveness estimates that would
exceed that for recent retrofits." We
specifically asked PNM to identify any
re~rofit constraints and support them
with engineering calculations, (h·awings,
and photographs. PNM has not provided
specific documentation that supports
the use of their chosen structural steel
complexity factors. Nevertheless, based
on the information that was provided,
we have modified our cost analysis to
use B&V's estimate for structural steel,
which includes the "complexity
factors" cited in this comment, as B&V
produced designs for both facilities.
Comment: EPA failed to account for
the SCR bypass that will be necessary to
protect the SCR during startup on oil.
EPA assumed that SJGS could initiate
startup of its units on oil without
fouling the catalyst in the SCR. EPA's
justification for the removal of this cost
line item was that fuel oil is efficiently
burned in modern low NOx burners
with oil igniters, citing two coal-fired
units that have shown the ability to
startup on oil without a bypass and two
oil-fired boilers with SCRs that do not
have a bypass. Based on these
references, EPA conc:uded that SJGS
will be able to startup on oil without
risking catalyst fouling resulting from a
coating of incompletely combusted fuel
oil. The failure to account for the
noedod SCR hypass system
underestimates the cost of installing
. SCR at SJGS by $126,484,000,
Response; We disagree with this
conunent. 'The removal of SCR bypass
costs was based on several factors. First.
a noted air pollution handbook
,
concluded (before U.S. ozone season
trading programs made them routine):
"most applications do not have SCR
bypasses, since routines are used during
startup and shutdown which preclude
their need" (Cho and Dubow),zB and
regulations sometimes prohibit their
use. Also, experience in Japan and
Germany has shown thorn to be costly
and not required to prevent damage due
to low-load oil firing, thormal gradients,
and other conditions. We believe u
bypass is not required in a properly
26 S.M. Cho and S.Z. Dubo-\-v. DGsign of a Selective
Catalytic Reduction System for NOx Abatement in
n Coal-Fired Cogonerntion Ploc1t, Procaeclings of the
Amer!c"' Power ConfmenGtJ, April13-15, 1992, pp,
717-722.

designed and operated SCR system to
prevent SCR catalyst fouling during
startup or operation on cil. Two
examples were cited in our TSD as prn·t
of our proposal to confirm this
information. In addition, Sargent &
Lundy, the consultant that prepared the
design and cost estimate for SCR for the
3 units at Navajo Ge:1erating Station, an
existing facility of similar age and
retrofit complexity that starts up on oil,
did not recommend an SCR bypass in its
BART analysis.
Comment: The EPA cost estimate also
does not properly estimate annual
operating costs for auxiliary power
consumption and catalyst replacement
rate. B&V estimated the amount of
auxi:iary power needed to mn the SCR
to be 16,297 kW (for all four units) at a
cost of $0.06095 per kWh, based on a
site-specific analysis. Specifically,
B&V's calculation was based on the
calculation of the additional fan energy
(based on flue gas flow rate and
estimated pressure drop from the SCR)
and the power consumption for the
auxiliary equipment {such as the
ammonia system). EPA, on the other
hand, simply assumed a cost of 5,400
kW at $0.05 per kWh based on a
percentage estimate for "typical" SC]{
installations. This error undoresti:nates
the cost of auxiliary power consumption
when operating SCRs by $5,3!38,000.
Response: EPA disagrees with the
comment. First, the claimed "sitespecific analysis" was not submitted for
inclusion in the record, a::td thus EPA
and the public could not review it.
Second, the values that would affect the
cost analysis, e.g., duct length, catalyst
pressure drop, would be estimates as tho
SCR system has not yet been designed.
In fact, the record docs not even contain
an arrangement diagmm, required to
determine duct lengths. Third, the B&V
estimate of the amount of auxiliary
power needed to run the SCR (16,297
kW) was initially n~jected by us as it
amounts to 0. 9% of thr'l total gross
generating capacity of the station, whioh
is high compared to other estimates
known to us. An SCR typically usos
about 0.3% of a plant's electric output,
which would be about 5,400 kW or
three times less than assumed in the
B&V cost analysis. The BART
Guidelines require thot unusual costs be
documented in the record. PNM did not
supply any additional information to
support its unusua:ly high estimate.
Fourth, as discussed elsewhere in our
response to comments, no support has
been provided for PNM's claim of a 10
in. w.g.za pressure drop due to the SCR,
26 10/22/10 3&V Cost Analysis Update, Appandix
ll; 5/7/07 B&V San Juan BART Analy•ls, p. D-3.
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which is at the upper end of the usual
range of 3 to 10 in. w. g. Fifth, the unit
cost of electricity used by B&V,
$0.06095/kWh, is much higher than the
auxiliary power cost commonly used in
cost effectiveness analyses, and thus
was :1ot justified. Auxiliary power is the
power required to run the plant, or
power not sold. Cost effectiveness
analyses are based on the cost to the
owner to generate electricity, or the
bus bar cost, not market retail rates. The
B&V estimate is based on the average
forecasted cost of replacement power for
2007 to 2012. 27 Thus, even if this is the
correct site specific cost, it is the wrong
metric for a cost effectiveness analysis.
We further note that the use of forecast
cost is inconsistent with the BART
methodology, which is based on current
dollars. We conservatively used the
upper end of the range of costs assumed
in BART cost effectiveness analyses
($0.03/kWh to $0.05/kWh) 2g or $0.050/
k\1\lh. After our analysis was complete,
PNM responded to a question from us
that its average cost of production is
$0.047/kWh ($47.83/MWh). This rounds
up to 0.05/kWh, the number we used.
Thus, we have made no changes to our
estimate of auxiliary power demand.
Comment: In its analysis, EPA
recognized that the Cost Manual does
provide factors to estimate certain
"direct installation costs," nomely
foundation/supports, hmcdling/eroction,
electrical. pi ping, insulation, painting,
demolition, and relocation. However,
the Control Cost Manual fails to provide
factors estimate these costs for SCR,
as recognized in EPA's ml!llysis. EPA
indiscriminately took tho median of the
factors for other control technologies,
which vary significantly from SCRs. As
a result, EPA's analysis slashes in half
the direct installation costs estimated bv
B&V. For example, the direct costs
"
assumed by EPA for Unit l are
$8,799,917, but that amount would only
cover 159,998 man-hours, or 21 weeks
of construction. EPA's own schedule,
eve::~ though insufficient itself, assumes
38 weeks of construction, neady double
of the amount that EPA's analvsls could
afford. Thus, EPA's estimate is
insufficient for its own estimated
construction timeline, much less the 64

to

27 E-mall from Nozorn to Kordzi, October 21,
2010, Re: PNM Responses lo Follow· up Qaestions
from October 14, 2010 Conference Call Regarding
BART Cost Estimate, October 2~, 2010 (10/21/10
Rosponsos), Re•pnnse to Quostion 9, pp. 3-4.
""Sargent & Luncly, Sooner Units 1 & 2, Muskogee
Units 4 & 5 Dry Flue Gas Desulfurization (FGD)
BART Analysis Follow-Up Report, Prepared for
Oklahoma Gas & Electric, December 28, 2009,
Attar.h. C, pdf 109; (Gerakl Genlleman--M5.B5/
MWh; White Bluff-$47/MWh; Bmmlman/
Northenstern/Nmtf,hlon--$50fMWh; Nebraska

City--$30/~'iWh).

to 72 weeks of construction that PNM's
experienced consultants predict.
Response: We disagree with this
comment. The B&V direct installation
costs were calculated by multiplying
total purchased equipment costs by
various unsupported percentages, a
rough estimating practice referred to as
"factoring." B&V did not submit into the
record the basis for the various factors
that they used. The percentages that
B&V used are demonstrably high. We
compamd each of B&V's direct costs
with those from a major SCR designer's
(Babcock Power} database and from
similar SCR projects nationwide.
Foundation and supports, casted by
B&Vas 30% of pW'chased equipment
cost, for example, based on its estimate
of purchased equipment cost, are two to
three times higher than upper bound
costs reported by Babcock Power for
similar sized mrits ($8/MW compared
with the B&V estimate of $18/MW to
$29/MW for SJGS). Based on these
comparisons tha B&V's costs were
excessive. No documentatiorr has been
provided to justify the higher B&V costs.
The Cost Manual estimating
procedure for direct installation costs is
based on. the same factoring approach
used by B&V. We tabulated the factors
for total direct installation costs for all
controls reported in the Manual. These
ranged from 3Go/o to 85% of the
purchased equipment cost In
comparison, B&V assumed direct
installation costs were 103% to 113% of
total purchased equipment cost.
We calculated direct installation costs
for SJGS using the median of this range
or GZo/o of purchased equipment cost.
This is consistent with tho upper bound
Babcock Power estimate for actual
retrofit SCR installations md estimates
made by others. The B&V estimate is
also high compared to direct installation
costs that it reported for the SJRPP SCR,
which was otherwise used to
extrapolate equipment costs to SJGS.
The direct installation costs for the
SJRPP SCR were 95% of the total
purchased cost. We have revised our
cost estimate to use this percentage to
conform to the balance of the B&V cost
estimate.
The B&V estimate assumes !l 150-man
crew for the entire 21 weeks, a 50-hour
workweek for the duration, and a wage
of $55/hour. This represents peak
staffing and labor rates, even though the
:mmber of workers would varv over
time. Thus, our estimato of di;ect
installation costs corresponds to a
longer duration than claimed.
Regardless, it is important to note that
this duration corresponds to
construction of a much smaller project
(less SCR bypass, preheater
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modifications, etc.) than proposed by
B&V. Further, for our proposal, we did
not estimate construction duration, but
rather the length of time from the
effective date of the final rulemaking to
startup of the SCR or 36 months, We
note that we have nnrised our proposal
to allow 60 months from the effective
date of the rule allowing additional
flexibility in deploying workers. Tims,
the basis of this comment's starting
point, an EPA estimate of 38 weeks, is
incorrect. [n addition, the B&V estimate
does not contain a schedule, which is
required to estimate the staffing and
duration of construction.
Comment: EPA asserts that "lt]he
contingencies included in the B&V cost
estimates are double-couuted and
excessive," based on the misimpression
that there are three contingencies
"imbedded" in the analysis. However,
two of the three allowances are for
known costs, and therefore are not
"contingencies." Specifica:ly, the
complexity factor for structural steel
costs of 1.2 (for Units 1 and 2) and 1.5
(for lJnits 3 and 4) are known, expected
costs, and therefore do not constitute a
contingency factor, as noted previously.
Also, the $2 million estimated for
underground obstructions nnd the
$500,000 estimated for on-site buildings
are also known, and therefore do not
represent a duplicative contingency
factor. Thus, EPA's claim that PNM
double-cou:tted its contingency costs is
incorrect and underestimates the cost of
SCRs at SJGS by $61,978,000.
Response: This cornmsnt explains
that the "complexity factor," site
unknowns, and general building
requirements a:e not contingencies, but
rather known factors. Based on :his
explanation and the information we
hove about the SJGS, we concur that
these complexity factors, and the
engineering estimates for underground
obstructions and on-site buildings, ~re
reasonab~e and we have modified our
cost estimates to reflect B&V's estimates.
Comment: EPA also claims thut the
Interest During Construction included
in the B&V cost estimates are not
allowed by the Cost ManuaL Therefore,
this cost was eliminated fi'Dm the cost
analysis underlying the proposed FIP.
However, this cost item is a real project
cost, which will be incurred by PNivf to
finance the project and must by
recovered from the SJGS customers. The
rejection of costs associated with
Interest Dming Construction
underestimates the cost of the project by
,~78,300,000.

Response: The B&V cost ;malysis
include a charge for interest during
construction of 7.41% of direct plus
indirect costs. This charge is generally
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known as the Allowance for Funds Used technology. As a result of the Proposed
During Construction (AFUDC) and is
Rule, PNM has indicated that possible
specifically disallowed under the Cost
sources of replacement power may be
Manual methodology and specifically
needed to ensure it can fulfill its
disallowed for SCRs. 20 A cost
obligation to provide electricity to the
effectiveness analysis is a regulatory
citizens of New Mexico.
Response: The commenter is correct
analysis that is based on current annual
dollars without any inflation. AFUDC is that the remaining useful life of a
facility may impact the BART
an accounting method. Assets under
determination. As we note in the BART
construction do not provide service to
Guidelines,
current customers and thus associated
interest and allowed return on equity
The "remaining useful life" of a source, if
am not charged to current customers.
it represents a relatively short time period,
Instead, AFUDC capitalizes these costs
may affect the annualized costs of retrofit
controls. For exampl•3, the metlmds for
and adds them to the rate base so that
calculating annualized costs in EPA's
they can be recovered from future
OAQPS Control Cost Manual reqdre the use
customers when the assets are used.
of a specified time period for amortization
Thus, these charges represent future
that varies based upon the type of control. If
cash income to the utilitv. In other
the remaining useful life will clearly exceed
words, AFUDC is the ac~umulated cost
this time period, tlle remaining usefui life has
of carrying capital and holding it
essentiaily no effect on control costs and on
waiting to spend, so money can be made the BART determination process. Where tho
remaining useful life is less than the time
in the future by selling electricity.
period for amortizing costs, you should use
Future income should not be charged
this shorter time period in your cost
against 6e cost of a SCR in a BART
calcn.latiens."o
cost -effectiveness analysis. These costs
The BART Guidelines further clarify,
are not part of the constsnt dollar
approach found in the Cost Manual and "[w]here this affects the BART
determination, this date should be
should not be included in BART cost·
assured by a federally- or Stateeffectiveness analyses.
enforceable restriction preventing
3. Conceras Over Possible F.lectricity
further operation,"
Rate Increases
As pmi of our review of PNM's BART
determination for the SJGS, we met with
Comment: Both the CAA and EPA
BART regulations require consideration representatives of PNM and its
con:ractor several timos, and
of the remaining useful life of Q source.
communicated numBrous timos through
Requiring ths imposition of possibly $1
e-mail and phone. At no point did PNM
billion or more of control technology
indicate that it wished to constrain the
capital Gosts at SJGS, a nearly 40-year
amortization period for financing BART
old plant, presents a likely scenario
controls based on the remaining useful
where the remabing useful life of SJGS
life of the facility through the use of a
is less than the time period needed for
federally enforceable restriction.
amortizing the costs of the control
Comment: Several :ocal and county
technologies. As such, it could make
production at SJGS during its remaining governments and municipal power
useful life uneconomical in comparison systems expressed concern that the
proposed FIP would require a major
with other existing or future plants. If,
capital expenditme that could well
in light of SJGS' estimated remaining
exceed $750 million, according to PNM.
useful life, it is determined that an
Such significant costs will drastically
investment of such magnimde does not
incnmso the cost of power produced by
make economic sense, owners of SJGS
the SJGS and have the potential to
must evaluate alternate long-term
increase electricity rates in the
options for meeting obligations to
communities served by the SJGS.
provide a cost-effective, reliable supply
Another commenter stated our NOx
of electricity to customers. As such, the
significant cost of mquiring such SCR at BART proposal for the SJGS would cost
SJGS will substantially increase the cost New Mexico or Albuquerque ratepayers
$10.20 more a year, or 85 cents a month,
of electricity produced by SJGS. Over
which is the price of a candy bar, so
two million electric customers in New
cleaning up this decades old air
Mexico and other western sta:es stand
pollution is affordable and now is the
to bo diroctly and advBrsely affected by
time to do it.
the EPA proposal. PNM estimates that
Response: As discussed in our
the average residential customer will
experience a 10 percent increase in rates proposal, we disagree with PNM's cost
ostimato for installing SCR on the four
due solely to EPA's proposed SCR
lmits of the SJGS. Although PNM
estimaced the total cost to be in excess
29 EPA i\Jr Pollution Control Cost Mnnnnl, pdf

of $1 Billion, we estimated that cost to
be approximately $250 Million. As
discussed elsewhere in this notice,
taking i:lto consideration various
comments, we have refined our estimate
to be $344,542,504. In light of the
visibility benefits we pwdict will occur,
we consider this to be cost effective. We
take our duty to estimate the cost of
controls very seriously, and make every
attempt to make a thoughtful and well
informed determination. However, we
do not consider a potential increase in
electricity rates to be the most
appropriate type of analysis for
considering the costs of compliance in
a BART determination. Nevertheless, we
note that our cost estimate, being about
1!3 :hat of PNM's will result in
significantly less costs being passed on
to rate payers.

oJ85, Toblo 2.5, E (Allownnco for Funds During
Construction) = 0.

"E-mail from Larry Sorrols (OAQPS) to Don
Shephard (Park Servlr.o) with cc to A~'llta Lee (EPA

1o 70 FR :JRH14, :l9169.

4. Comments That Opined on Our
Reliance on the EPA Air Pollution
Control Cost Manual

Comment: The rejection of PN:vl:'s
escalation factors is unrealistic. By
relying too heavily on the Ccst Manual,
EPA's analysis not only omits the
specific line items, it also omits or alters
various estimating factors utilized by
B&V in PNM's analysis. EPA relied on
the Chemical Engin"oering Plant Cost
[ndex (CEPCI) to escalate costs from the
Cost Manual. However, although that
index may be a reasonable tool for a
chemical plant, it does not properly
account for escalation of costs at power
plants. In contrast, B&V developed an
appropriate escalation factor with the
help of an outsido consulting firm
specializing in financial analysis and
forecasting, which incorporates the
complete B&V database of "as··built"
costs, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
indices, and the consulting firm's
database of costs and indices, all
tailored specifically to the power
generation industry.
Response: The CECPI, which is
published monthly by tho magazine,
Chemical Engineering, has been used for
decades in regulatory cost effectiveness
analyses and is one of the factors that
allows a comparison to be made
botween cost effectiveness analysas at
diffarant facilities. This method was
selected by EPA's Office of Air Quality
Planning and Standards for use in
regulatory cost effectiveness analyses
becauso "this index specifically covers
cost items that are pe~tinent to pollution
control equipment (materials,
construction labor, structural support,
engineering & supervision, etc.)." at The
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did not provide any documentation of
unusual circumstances related to tho
BART de:erminations in any of its cost
analysis.
We subsequently toured the SJGS
plant site on May 19, 2011. 34 The SJGS
site is congested, but not more so than
other space-constrained sites where SCR
has been retrofit for much less cost than
estimated for SJGS. 35 Gibson, a
complex, space-constrained retrofit in
which thB SCR was built 230 feet above
the power station using the largest crane
in the world as only cost $249ikW in.
2010 dollarsP Similarly, the Belews
Creek SCR, one of tho largest and most
complex SCR retrofit projects in the
U.S., involved installing :he SCR 280
feet above ground level above the boiler
building. This retrofit only cost $202/
kW in 2010 dollars,Js 39 compared to
cost estimates of $423/kW to $557 /kW
for SJGS. B&V's estimates of capital cost
to retrofit SCR at SJGS ($446/kW-$599/
kW) am higher than actual installed cost
for Gibson and many other existing
retrofit SCRs, including those with
extreme retrofit difficulty. The record
including the information we have
should be documented, either with data
supplied by fu'1 aquipm()nt vendor (i.e.,
about the site does not document any
budget estimates or bids) or by a referenced
unusual circumstances that would
sourcB (such as the OAQPS Control Cost
justify tho unusually high costs claimed
Manual, Fifth Edition, February 1996, EPA
by B&V for SJGS. Thus, we do not
453/B-96-001). Ir. order to maintain and
believe that unusual drcumstuuces are
improve consist<mcy, cost ostimates should
be based on the OAQPS Control Cost Mamwl, warranted.
Comment: The exclusive use of the
where possible. The Control Cost Manual
addresses most control teclmologies in
Cost Manual underestimates the
sufficlont detail for a BART analysis. The
expected costs for SCRs at SJGS for
cost analysis ~hodd also take into accmmt
several reasons. First, the Manual was
any site-specific design or other conditions
last updated in 2002 and Section 4.2,
idontifiod abovo that affect the cost of a
Chapter 2, Selective Catalytic
particular BART technology option,32
Reduction, was actua]y written in
The Cost Manual establishes a
October 2000. In addition, on pnge 2-40
methodology fm calculating cost
of the SCR section, the Manuul indicates
effectiveness that allows comparison
that the costs presented are based on
across multiple units. The regulatory
1998 doliars. Therefore, the Maimal
cost is expressed in current real or
does not reflect n:orc rece:1t experience
constant dollars, less inflation. B&V did with SCR installations, the cost of
not follow the regulatory cost method.
which has sk.rrocketed. Second, tl:e
Instead, it used CUECost, a model tl1at
estimates control costs using the
34 Soe San Juaa Generating St~litm Silo Vi,it, 5/
lcvelizod cost method developed by the 23/11.
35 Revised BART Cost Effectiveness Ant}l ysis for
EPRI, which is not approved for BART
Selecl:ve Cntnlytic Reductior.. at the Public Service
determinations; extrapolation li·om
Company of New Mexico San Jurm Generating
several other projects; and its own
Station, Novomhe~ 2010, pp. 28-29.
proprietary and confidential databases
30 Bob Elli•, St•nd!ng on tho Shoulder of Giants,
Modern Power SystemB, july 2002.
not available for public review.
'"Mcilvaine, NOx Markel Uprlnlo, f.ugust 2004.
As to unusual circumstances, the
SCR was rettofit on Gibson Units 2-4 in 2002 •md
BART Guidelines c:all for
200:! at $179/kW. Assmning 2002 dollars, this
"documentation" to be provided for
escalates to {$179/kW)(550.7/395.6) ~ $249/kW.
"any unusual c:ircumstances that exist
ilttp:l!www.mcilvi1inecontpany.caml
sampleapdates/NoxMarketUpdateSantpla.hlm.
for the source that would load to cost'"Bill Hoskim, Uniqueness of SCR Retrofits
Gffcc:tiveness estimates that would
into Braud Cost Variation, Pow~rGen
exceed that for recent retrofits." 33 PNM Translate;:;
Worldwide, ~lny 2003. Availoble at: illlp:/1

B&V escalation index, on the other
hand, is proprietary and not subject to
public review.
Comment: A commenter contends
that EPA improperly rejected PNM's
cost estL"'lates, because EPA thought
them inconsistent with the Cost Manual.
The commenter states EPA should
consider site-specific costs, even when
those costs are not included in the
Manual. The commeater fmther states
that EPA did not take "unusual
circumstances" into proper account and
expresses the view that EPA did not
consider site-snecific elements that
would eliminate available control
technologies from consideration.
Response: We disagree with
commenter's view that our cost analysis
is improper, but we agree that the Cost
Manual is not the only source of
information for the BART analysis. For
instance, the reference to the Cost
Manual b the BART Guidelines clem·ly
recognizes the potential limitations of
the Manual and the need to consider
additional infonnation sources:
The basis for equipment cost estimates also

Region 0), dated 7/21110, concerning tl1e SRI'
Navajo Generath1g Station SCR cost estimate.
32 70 FR :J9104, 39156.

""!d. at 39168.

"Wl1~'W.power-cng.com/arUcles!pl'int/volume-107/
is&ue~5/jF?f1tul'f'Jsluniquoness~of-scr-reb·ofHs
franslatcs~into-bt:oad~cast-varintions.htmJ.
30 Escnhtod from $145/kW: ($145/kw) (560.3/
401. 7)-5202/kW. Chemical Engineeriug, April 2[) 11.
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2002 version of the Manual was the very
first version to specifically address NOx
controls at all. According to the
introduction to the Manual, EPA was at
that time "entering new and uncharted
territory for part of the Manual" because
"previous editions did not discuss NOx
or SOz controls, and [the 2002] edition
starts the process of correcting that
oversight." Finally, EPA also admits in
the Manual that it had difficulty
obtaining information on control costs
because mos': of the information is
proprietary-the very type of
information to which B&V has ready
access.
Response: As discussed elsewhere in
our response to comments, the Cost
Manual contains two types of
information, general cost annlysis
methodo}ogy and control-specific
costing information. This comment
addresses the latter. The information on
SCR in Chapter 2 of the Cost Manual
contains general infonnation on SCR,
design procedures, and some cost
information. We agree that the cost
information does not reflect current
market costs. Thus, cost data should be
escalated to current dollars using the
CECPI before it is used or replaced with
site-specific vendor quotes, We did not
use any SCR costs data from this chapter
in our analysis.
Comment: The EPA cost estimate only
diffors from the Cost Manual where
doing so would servo to reduce the
amount of tl1e cost estimate. For
example, EPA applied fill SCR life span
of 30 years instead of the 20 year lEe
span provided in the Cost Manual. The
justification for choosing a different life
span ~-han provided for in the Manual is
that other facilities have requested 30
year :ife spans in requests for proposal
and some unidcntEied SCRs in Europe
have lasted that long. if such general,
anecdotal informntion were sufficient to
convince EPA to stmy from tho Cost
Macmal, the EPA analysis should be
replete with variations from the
outdated Cost Manual. The use of a 30year lifespan underestimates the cost
estimate of SCR by $15,268,000.
Response: We disagree with this
comment and we nsed the Cost Manna]
appropriately, as directed by the RHR.
We used it for cost factors that for
reasons expressed elsewhere in our
response to comments, we fool wore
miscalculated by B&V, but were not
otherwise available in the public
domain. We did not use any actual cost
data n'om the Cost Manual. In tho case
of SCR lifetime, the Cost Manual does .
not recommend a lifetime for an SCR,
bnt rather sets out a calculation oxamp:e
that usos a lifetime of 20 years. In fact,
this same calculation makes many other
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assumptions that we felt were not
applicable to SJGS and if used anyway,
would have resulted b lower cost
estimates, but which were not used in
our analvsis.
The lite time of an SCR, which is a
metal frame pac:iced wit.~ cataiyst
modules, is eqt~al to the lifetime of the
boiler, which might easily be over 60
years. The lifetime of a retrofit SCR is
gsnerally set equal to the remaining
usefulli:e of the facility. The record is
silent on the remaining useful life of the
SJGS units. Further, USGS studies of the
coai reserves upon which the SJGS
relies indicate that lhe local coal supply
is adequate to support a remaining
useful life of 30 years.4° Many utilities
routinely specify 30+ year lifetimes in
requests for proposal and to evaluate
proposais. In fact, an analysis prepared
by B&V for another facility assumed a
40 year SCR lifetime.4t And finally,
Sargent & Lundy assumed a design life
of 30 years 42 for the nearby Navajo
Generating Station which burns a
similar coal. We conclude there is
nothing in the record to support a 20
year lifetime for the SCR and beliove a
30 year lifetime is justified.
Comment: EPA also justifies its
refusal to consider additional line items
outside the scope of the Cost Manual on
the grounds that "PNM had provided no
documentation regarding unique
circumstances related to the BART
determinations." That claim is
inconect. EPA's own analysis cites the
docmnentation PNM submitted to
demonstrate tho unique circumstances
at SJGS, refmrcd ~o by EPA as B&V's
"Cost Analysis Manual Commentary."
That document was a response to the
cost analysis that was initially prepared
by NMED in March 2008 as a response
to follow-up questions from NMED
regarding the BART determination for
SJGS. In addition, PNM also provided
significant evidence of the site-specific
challenges directly to EPA in response
to its questions over the several months
during which EPA prepared its BART
determination for SJGS. Thus, the
assertion by EPA that PNM has failed to
sufficiently document the site-specific
challenges at SJGS is incolTect.
-!<>Gretchen K. Hofl'mEill !il!d Glen E. Jones, Coal
AvaUabillty Scudy-Fruit!ond Formotion in tl:a
l'n11Uand and N~vnjo Fields, Nnrthwsst New
Max leo, USGS Open- Fila 454, )ununry 24, 2002,
Available nt: l!ttp:l!geoinfo.nmt.edu/pubiiaallons!

openfile!downioads!ofr400-499/451-475/464/
oft·_4134.pdf
41 [~-mall f:om O'llr:on to Von Helvoirt,
Soptembor 28,2004, Re: Cost :mpuct, WPS-{)11904
at WPS-011905.
"8/17/10 Salt River Projoot Navajo Generating
Stntk:::1 Units 1t 21 :~ SCR end Bnghomm Capital Cn~t
Estimato Roport [S&L Navajo Cost /malysisj,
Appendix A, p. G, Sec.1.7.

Response; The specific items in
dispute are discussed elsewhere in our
response to commsnts. The information
provided in the "Cost Analysis Manual
Commentary" and additionally
provided to NMED and us explains how
B&V extrapolated costs that it estimated
from other facilities to apply to SJGS.
The alleged unique, site-specific
constraints at SJGS, that would justify
extrapolating costs from these other
facilities, the St. Johns River Power
Project, which burns coke, aad Harding
Street, were never explained. The
record, for example, does not contain
any structural steel and duct layout
drawings to justify this high
contingency and o:.her factors, nor does
it contain vendor quotes specific to
SJGS's coal and site constraints. In fact,
as noted elsewhere, we specifically
asked PNM to docwnent sile specific
constraints but they did not respond.
B. Comments on Our Pmposed NOx
BART Emission Limits

We received a significant lmmber of
co1n..'11ents concerning our proposed
NOx BART emission limit of 0,05 lbs/
MMBtu fm the SJGS. We have
summarized our responses to these
comments, but refer the reader to our
Complete Response to Comments for
NM Regional HazeNisibility Transport
FIP docmnont for more detail.
Comment; PNM stated the BART limit
should not be based on daily averages
of thirty (30) calendar days, as we
proposed, because it believes it would
be inconsisteat with the Bl\RT
Guidelines. If calendar days me used,
they argue, the average could include as
little as o:Je hour of opsration if the unit
is offline for ru1 outage that lasts longer
than thirty days because the first hour
of opBration would be the only data
recorded in the last thirty calendar days.
Instead, PNM requested that we
consider changiilg "calendar days" to
boiler operating days (BODs) which are
days in which the unit ran for at least
one hour. That approach would be
consistent with the BART Guidelines,
which include the following advice to
states:
For EGUS, spoGify an ave(aging time of a
30-clay rolling average, and contain a
definition of "boiler operating day" that is
consistent with the definition in ths
proposed revisions to the NSPS for utility
boilers in 40 CFR part 60, subpart Da.'"

The BOD would ensure that, when an
outage occurs, thB omissions following
startup will be averaged with t.'Ie
omissions data from befme the outage,
rather than with the period of time
"70 FR49104, 39172.

during which the unit did not have any
emissions at all because it was offline.
Response: We agree with this
conunent that our proposed NOx
emission limit should be based on
BODs, rather than a straight calendar
average. In response to this comment,
we have reanalyzed our proposed
determination that the units of the SJGS
can achieve a NOx emission limit of
0.05 lbs/MMBtu on a continuous basis,
using the BOD concept. We have done
this because we believe tho same metric
should be used to both determine BART
and to determine compliance with
BART. The results of that analysis are
presented in response to another
comment. In summary, we continuo to
believe that NOx BART for the units of
the SJGS is an emission limit of 0.05
lhs/MMBtu. We have concluded that
emission limit should be based on a 30day BOD rolling average based on any
operation in a given day counting
toward the average. We believe that
averaging scheme comp:ies with tbe
BART Guidelines, which defines a BOD
to be "any 24-hour period between
12:00 midnight and the following
midnight during which any fuel is
combusted at any time at the steam
generati::Jg unit." 44
Comment: The U.S. Forest Service
(USFS} expressed its sup pert of our
NOx BART emission limit of 0.05 lb/
MMBtu. Tho USFS believe this emission
limit is adequate and will improve
visibility at Class I areas throughout the
Four Corners region. Additionally, the
USFS feels SCR has already been
determined to be BART at several other
coal-fimd power plants across tho
United States.
Response; We agree with the USFS.
Comment: EPA predetermined the
cost-effectiveness of SCR at SJGS
"assuming an outlet NOx of 0.05 lb/
MMBtu." EPA then proposed that
assmned rate as tho BART emission
limit for SJGS. EPA's assumptio:1 is
'.mfounded- -the installa::ion of SCRs at
SJGS will not enable the units to
achieve 0.05 lbiMMBtu on a continuous
basis. As such, tl1o proposed 0.05 lb/
MMBtu :irnit cllilnot be BART for SJGS.
Response: We disagree with this
comment. We initially estimated tho
cost effectiveness of SCR, assuming an
outlet NOx of 0.07 lb/MMBtu, to
provide a direct compmison with B& V's
analysis. Following this, we determined
that a BART emission limit of 0.05 lb/
Ml\1Btu was appropriate llild thon
refined the cost effectiveness an that
basis. The BART level of 0.05 lb/M.tvmtu
was selected based on an examination of
continuous emission monitoring
""ld.
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systems (CEMS) data for existbg units
operating with retrofit SCRs, as we
explain elsewhere in our response to
comme:1ts.
Comment: In contrast to EPA's NOx
emission limit assumption of 0.05 lbs/
M\ffitu, B&V, who has extensive
practical experience in actually
designing and installing retrofit SCRs
determined that a retrofit SCR would
only be capable of achieving 0.07lh/
MMBtu on a continuous basis,
particularly if required to use the lowoxidation catalyst assumed by EPA to
minimize ancillary emission increases
associated \vith SCR.
Response: We do not believe the
claim that B&V "determined that a
retrofit SCR would only be capable of
achieving 0.07lb/MMBtu on a
continuous basis • * *"is supported in
the record by any calculations or
arrangement drawings. Rather, the 0.07
;b/MMBtu value is simply stated in the
initial June 6, 2007 B&V BART analysis
without any explanation as to how it
was detennined or why 0.07 lb/MMBtu
satisfies BART rather than a lower
limit,4e The basis for this limit has been
questioned by NMED, the NPS and us
since July 2007, but we do not believe
that PNM has provided adequate
sapporting analysis. We do not view an
unsupported statement, such as this,
questioned on the record by many
parties and inconsistent with retrofit
SCR experience at numerous facilities,
to be sufficient to support a BART
deternlination of 0.07 lb/J'vftvfBtu,
We note the NOx design basis was
0.05 lbs/MMBtu for the SCR retrofit for
the nearby Navajo Generating Station, a
facility of a similar age that burns a
similar coal, with a more constmined
site. As explained elsewhere in our
response to conunents, we present data
that demonstrates that retrofit SCR
installations are capable of achieving a
NOx limit of 0.05 lbs/MMBtu on a
continuous basis. Therefore, we believe
the statoment that a retrofit SCR would
only be capable of achieving 0.07 lb/
MMBtu on a continuous basis, is
fac;tually incorrect.
Comment: Several commenters stated
that our claim that many facilities are
using SCR to actually achieve lower
emission rates than 0.07 lb/MMBtu
(including the Havana Unit 9, Amos
Units 1 and 2, Chesterfield Unit 5,
Cardinal Units 2 and 3, Colbert Unit 5,
Ghent Units 3 and 4, and Mill Creek
Unit 3) is incorrect. This conunenter
states thnt while these units huve shown
the ability to reach 0,05 lb/MMBtu or
lower at times, thoso units are unable to
45

2-3,

do so on a continuous basis. Thus, the
commenter claims, if the units cited by
us were in fact subject to a 0,05 lb/
MMBtu emission limit, those limits
wou:d have been violated many times at
each unit.
Response: We disagree with this
comme:1t and continue to believe that
the NOx emission limit we proposed for
the four units of the SJGS, 0.05 lbs/
Ml'v1Btu, is achievable on a continuous
basis. In reaching this conclusion, we
foll.ov-:~d the language in the BART
Gmdelmes:

our cost evaluation report, which was
bcorpomted into om proposal's TSD. In
summary, that report contained a
previous study of SCR performance
during the ozone season for the period
2003-2006. This study showed that
several units were achieving a NOx
emission :imit of 0.05 lb/MMBtu at that
time to meet NOx SIP Call regula:ions
that were then in force. These SCRs only
operated from May to October of each
year, the ozone season. The SCRs were
bypassed during the remainder of the
year as they were not required to meet
It is important. however, that in analyzing
ths NOx SIP Call.
the technology you take into accouat the
PNM presents graphs for each of the
most stringent emission control level that the
ozone season 2003-2006 units for :he
technology is capable of achieving. You
period January 2008 to November 2010.
s"h.ould consider recent regulatory decisions
These graphs suggest that 0.05 lb/
and performancE! data (e.g., manufactnre:·'s
MMBtu is exceeded on numerous
data, engineering estimates and the
experience of other sources) when
occasions and imply this was due loa
identifyhg an emissions psrformance level
iimi:ation of the BC]Uipment to maintain
or lcwels to evalua:e.
control. However, these graphs appear
In assessing the capability of the control
to be based on calendar operating days.
alternative, latitude axists to co:Jsider special
This distinction is significant, as the
circumstances pertinent to the specific
BOD convention discussed by the BART
source tmder review, or regarding the prior
Guidoli11es 47 smoothes out the 30-day
application of tho control alternative.
However, you should explain the basis for
rolling average outage spil<es. Also,
choosing the altemate level {or range) of
these charts include large blocks of time
control in the BART analysis. Without a
during which the SCRs were tmned off
showing of differences between the source
because they were not required under
and other sources that have achieved more
:he trading programs then in force.
stringent emissions limits, you should
Lastly, these charts cormect the dots
conclude that the level being achieved by
across outage periods, when the SCRs
those other sources is representntivo of tho
achievable level for the somce being
are not in use and improperly bclude
analyzod. 40
the zero hotu· days in the averages at
elevated levels.
First, we examined "the most
stringent emission control level that
To address this, we analyzed data
technology [SCR] is capable of
from EPA's Clean Air Mm·kets Division
achieving." As demonstrated below, we (CAMD), which compiles CEMS data
concluded that SCR is capable of
reported m1der various trading
achieving a NOx emission limit of 0.05
programs. We analyzed the NOx CEMS
lbs/MMBtu. Second, we examined the
data for :he period 2009-2010 to
record to determine if there existed
identify the best performing retrofit
"special circumstances pertinent to the
units that operate year-round. We
specific source under review" that
ranked the annual average NOx
would prevent the units of tho SJGS
emissions for all units in the database
from achieving this limit, and found
fm the years 2009 and 2010 from the
none. Third, concluding there was no
lowest to the highes: "'Ox emissions.
"showing of differences between the
We then selected those facilities that
source and other sources that have
had at least one unit in the top 30 group
achieved more stringent emissions
in both years to identify retrofits
limits" that would preclude the
achieving best porfonnance.
application of this limit, we
We then developed a spreadsheet
"concludG[d] that the level being
program that used the CAMD data and
achiovod by those other sources is
representative of the achievable level for calculated and graphed three types of
30-day rolling averages :'or most of these
the source being analyzed.'' The
best performing units, plus those
following discussion expands on these
additional units graphed by PNM for the
points.
period 2008-2010 for the Ozone
In our Complete Response to
Transport Assessment Group (OTAG)
Comments for NM Regional Hazel
units and 2006-·2010 for the Texas units
Visibility Tmnsport FIP document, we
provide a detailed discussion of why we (Parish 7, 8). All of the units we
believe the commenter, PNM, misquotes analyzed wero rotrofittBd with SCR.

6/7/07 B&V BART Analysis, Table Es--2, Table

Table 6-1, 7-1.
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As Exhibit 2 shows, 48 the averaging
conventions we used are: (1) A
conventional 30-day calendar rolling
average; (2) a 30-day BOD rolling
average based on any operation in a
given day counting toward the average;
and (3) a 30-day BOD rolling average
based on only full24-hour days. We
believe that averaging scheme (2)
complies with the BART Guidelines,
which defines a BOD to be "any 24-hour
period between 12:00 midnight and the
following midnight during which any
fuel is combusted at any time at the
steam generating unit." 40
The Havana Unit 9 data shows :hat it
has operated under 0,05 lbs/MMBtu
from mid-2009 to the end of 2010 on a
continuous basis, b fact, this unit has
operated under 0.035 lbs/.M.MBtu for
much of that time. The Parish Unit 7
data shows that it has operated under
0.05 lbs/MMBtu from mid-2006 to mid
2010 on a continuous basis. In fact, this
unit has operated for months at
approximately 0.035 lbs/MMBtu, and
for approximately 2 years at
app~oximately 0.04 lbs/MMBtu. The
Parish Unit 8 data show that it has
operated. almost contin:wusly under
0.045 lbs/MMBtu since the beginning of
2006. Other units' data show months of
continuous operation below 0.05 lbs/
MMBtu. We believe this data
demonstrates that similar coal fired
units that have been retrofitted with
SCRs are capable of achieving NOx
emission limits of 0.05 lbs/!YfMBtu on a
continuous basis.
In addition, it is importa:1.t to note
that most of the NOx CEMS data in the
CAMD database is genermed under cap
and trade programs, such as the Acid
Rab Program, Clean Air Interstate Rule
(CAIR), and the !\;Ox SIP Call or to
comply with elevated permit limits,
such as from netting out ofNSR review.
Therefore, these reporting tmits are not
subject to regulatory requirements that
compel the continuous operation of
SCRs to achieve best available NOx
reductions. Consequently, a simplo
examination of the raw data will not
always by itself reveal the NOx
reduction these limits are capable of
achieving.
This is demonstrated by the Parish
units in Texas, which are likely the best
performing SCR units over the long
term. The tmits opera:o to maintain a
system wide cap, rather than to meet
unit by unit limits. The Parish results
may not, therefore, reflectthe maximum
capacity of the SCRs to reduce the
plants' NOx omissions. Tho Parish SCR
••Exhibit 2, nost Performing SCR RBtroflt
Jnstnllatiorrs, J;mn 8, 2011.
••7o FR ~9104, 39172.

acceptance tests indicate that tl1ey cnn
operate at design levels, or 0.03 lb/
MMBtu. This is evidenced by
examination of an excerpt from the
hourly NOx data for Parish Unit 8,
which typically operates at a 30-day
rolling average of about 0.044lb/MMBtu
and was run for extended periods at
0.03 lb/MMBtu from August 5, 2006 to
September 20, 2009 and then at 0.035
lb/MMBtu from September 21, 2006 to
December 1, 2006 to demonstrate its
capability. 5 u In other words, lower NOx
emissions are ac~ievable from the
existing fleet of SCR-equipped UI1its
than are reflected by a simple
examination of the CAMD data.
Comment: A commenter states that
while the proposed NOx limit of 0.05
lbs/MI\.1'Btu as BART for SJGS would
significantly reduce NOx emissions
from the SJGS and have a positive
impact on visibility and public health,
a lower NOx :imit of0.035lbs/M.MBtu
is not only technically feasible, but
legally-required for SJGS under the
Cl\A. The commenter points to our
proposal language that the State of New
Mexico "noted the potential for greater
control rates as low as 0.03 lbs/MMBtu"
for SJGS. This commenter references our
TSD for the proposed FIP, that SCR
technologies "are routinely designed
and have routinely achieved a NOx
control efficiency of 90%." Therefore,
assmning a 90% removal efficiency,
based on SJGS's cuJTent rate of
emissions (under 0.30 lbs/MMBtu), the
commenter concludes modern SCR
technology would bring controlled
emissions down to 0.03 lbs/MMBtu. Tlm
commenter proposed an omission limit
of 0.035 lbs/MMBtu, based on a report
performed by it~ ovvn contractor. This
report bcludcs vendor guarantees for
90% controls, and presents information
that an emission limit of 0.035 lbs/
MMBtu is being achieved at other units.
The commenter further states that we
must present specific circmnstances to
preclude the application of this
emission limit, Lastly, the commenter
makes a case that, the feasibility of a
lower NOx emission limit aside, the
additional costs associated with
achieving such a limit, weighed against
the additional mass of NOx that would
be removed, make such a limit cost
effective.
Response: We have reviewed the
information presented in the
conunenter's contractor's report. As we
discuss elsewhel·e in our response to
comments, we agree there are SCR
retrofits that ru·e meeting NOx emission
limits below 0.05 lbs/MMBtu. Our

analysis also indicates there am a few
SCR retrofits that have demonstrated the
abiiity to do this on the basis of a 30 day
BOD average. The commenter's
contractor has presented monthly
emission data for a number of units
which appear to indicate that some are
occasionally able to meet monthly
emission limits below 0.05 lbs/MMBtu.
The Havana 9 unit is particularly
highlighted, which flppears to indicate
that unit has even met such a limit for
perhaps 4-5 months at a time. However,
in our view, we conclude this is not
enough time to demonstrate that the
units of the SJGS are able to meet a NOx
limit of 0.035 lbs/MMBtu on the basis
of a 30 day rolling average year round.
We :urther agree that it may be
technicfll!y feasible, considering both
vendor performance guarantees, and the
data discussed above, for some SCR
retrofits to reliably meet an NOx limit of
0.035 lbs/MMBtu on a 30 day roHi:lg
average (especially if figured o:1 the
basis of a BOD). However, we see no
data, presented either by the commenter
or from our own research, 5 1 which wo
have discussed elsewhere in our
response to comments, which would
lead us to conclude that such a limit has
been sufficiently demonstrated in
practice.
To our knowledge, them mono air
permits in the U.S, that requiro tl1at a
NOx emission limit of 0.035 llts/MMBtu
be met for a coal-firod unit such as SJGS
with retrofitted SCRs on the basis of a
30 day roliing average. Furthermore, the
existence of a permit limit is not tho
only indicator of the technical
feasibility of achieving a particulaT
emission limit. However, its absence,
combined with no documented instonce
of an SCR retrofit achieving tl1is level of
control on a continuous basis, causes us
to conclude that a 30 day rolling avemge
NOx emission limit of 0.035 lbs/MMBtu
for the tmits of the SJGS is not BART.
Comment: The NPS and the US:FS
separately stated they believe PNM hes
underestimated the ability of SCR to
roduce emissions. For example, the NPS
statos that B&V assumed that SCR could
achieve 0.05 lbs/M.\1Btu {annual
average) when evaluating re:rofitting of
SCR at the Craig power plant in
Colorado. Both tho NPS and the USFS
stated that EPA's Clean Air Markets
data, and vendor guarantees show that
SCR can tnically meet 0.05 lb/MMBtu
(or lower) on an annual average basis.
The USFS stated NOx emissions can be
reduced by 90% with SCR installed at
0.05 lbs/MMBtu emission limit. The
NPS included data it claims indicates

00 Wa oxamine this data excecpt in det"illn our
Cor.:tplete Response to Comments document.

"llxhibit 2, 30 Day Rollillg Averages for Se:ectod
Best Performing SCR Retrofit Installations,
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that SCR can achieve year-round
enissions of 0.05 lbs/MMBtu or lower at
26 ccal-fired EGUs, eleven of which are
dry-bottom, wall-fired units like SJGS.
The USFS also referenced this data. The
NPS believes PNM has not provided any
documentation or justification to
support the higher va:ues used in its
analyses. They also present information
from industry sources that supports
their understanding that SCR can
achieve 90% reduction and reduce
emissions to 0.05 lb/MMBtu or lower on
coal-fired boilers.
Response: We agree with the NPS that
PNM has tmderestimated the ability of
SCR to reduce emissions. As discussed
elsewhere in
response to comments,
we are requiring that the units of the
SJGS meet an emission limit of 0.05 lbs/
MMBtu on the basis of a 30 day rolling
BOD average.
Comment: PNM requested that we
reevaluate the cost effectiveness of SCRs
at SJGS because they feel that our
proposed NOx emission limit of 0.05
lbs/MMBtu on the basis of a 30 day
rolling average is not achievable. They
reason that we therefore overestimated
the emission reductions that the SCRs
would achieve, thus underestimating
the cost per ton of poEutant removed. In
addition, they mquested we reevaluate
the visibility improvement that it
assumed tho SCRs would provide. They
reason that at a higher NOx emission
limit, the SCRs would not achieve
nearly the level of visibility
improvement that we expect.
Response: As explained elsewhere in
om· response to comments, we believe
the tmits of the SJGS can achieve a NOx
omission limit of 0.05 lbs/MMBtn on the
basis of a 30 day BOD average.
Thmefore, wo do not believe there is
any need to revise either the visibility
modeling or the cost analysis on that
basis.
Comment: The USFS feels that PNM
has underestimated the achievable
emission limit that would result with
Low-NOx burners with overfire air,
combined with SCR. Based on data from
EPA's Clean Air Markets, SCR usually
meets an annual average emission limit
of 0.05 lbs/MMBtu or lower. Based on
the same data, 26 electric geaewting
units have met this emission limit,
eleven of which are similar in design as
the SJGS. NOx emissions can be
reduced by 90% with SCR installed at
0.05 lbs/MMBtu emission limit. Given
the SJGS's size and amount ofNOx
mnissions, a more stringent emission
limit tha?.l PNM's profosal is not only
achievable, but it wil provide for
greater reduction in NOx emissions.
Response: We agree with the USFS
that PNM has underestimated the

our

emissions reductions achievable with
the addition of SCR. However, we draw
a distinction between units that have
met an emissio!l limit of 0.05 lbs/
MMBtu and those that have reliably
demonstrated the ability to
continuously meet that emission limit.
Therefore, although we agme there am
many SCR installation,q that are capable
of meeting an annual NOx e:nission
limit of 0.05 lbs/MMBtu, we extended
our analysis. As we discuss elsewhere
in our response to comments, we also
analyzed the ability of some of the better
controlled SCR retrofits to meet this
same limit on a 30 BOD average and
found that it v,ras feasible for the SJGS
to do so.
Comment: EPA proposes to require
the SJGS to meet a NOx emission limit
of 0.05 lbs/MMBtu individually at each
of the plant's four units. EPA's own
BART rules, however, expressly
authorize application of BART emission
limits on a plant wide basis, and the
proposal offers no justification for
deviating from that established and
reasonable practice. Because it makes no
difference, in terms of visibility impact
or visibility improvement, as to which
unit or units within a facility the
emissions-or the emission
reductions--occur at, them is no
rational basis for the Agency to precludo
tha plant wide averaging that is
contemplated in EPA's own BART rules.
Response: The commenter correctly
notes that the BART Guidelines state
that the BART detenninbg authority
"shodd consider allowing sources to
'average' emissions across any set of
BART-eligible emission units within a
fenceline, so long as the emission
red~Ictions from each pollutant being
controlled for Bl\RT would be eaual to
those reductions that would be obtained
by sintply controlling each of the BARTeilgible units that constitute BARTeligible source." 52
As we discuss elsewhere in our
response to comments, we received
another comment requesting that we
ravise our proposed NOx BART limit,
which was calculated on the basis of a
rolling 30 day calendar average, and
adopt instead a limit calculated on tho
basis of a rolling 30 day BOD average.
We agree, and are finalizing our action
in accordanco with that request.
Combining a plant wide average with a
BOD average in which individual units
may be on different 30 day periods,
adds an additional level of complexity
to the calculation of a plant wide
average. We beliovo it is possible to
integrate the 30 day BOD and plant
wide averaging concepts, but due to our
52

70 FR, 39104, 39172.
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consent decree deadline, we do not have
the tiine to construct :he algorithm that
could be used co guarantee practical
enforceability. Therefore, as we discuss
elsewhere hour responHe to comments,
we condition the NOx limit for the units
of the SJGS on the basis of a rolling 30
day BOD average. We leave the issue of
a plant wide average to a possible future
SIP revision that includes a verifiable,
workable and enforceable algorithm that
ensures the resulting emissions are
equal to those reductions that would be
obtained by simply controlling each of
the BART-eligible units that constitute
BART-eligible source.
Comment: One commenter requested
we exclude emissions occurring during
startup, shutdown, and malfunctions
events from having to comply with our
proposed NOx limit of 0.05 lbs/MMBtu
because post-combustion controls
equipment such as SCRs cannot operate
effectively during those events.
Alternatively, this commenter reques:ed
we consider setting a different standard
that is mo1'8 representative of the
emission characteristics of the units
during those events or consider
requiring work practice sta:1.danls to
minimize such emissions. Another
corru"'lenter requested that we
s pecifica:ly include startups and
shutdowns in this language, making
clear that any omission in excess of an
applicable emission limit during any
such event constitutes a violation of tha
applicable emission limit. That
commenter also requested that we
clarify that this provision applies to all
pollutants controlled by this FIP,
including, NOx, SOz. H2S04, ammonia,
a?.ld particulate matter (PM).
Response: As W8 have discussed in
our response to other commo:1ts, we are
changing the rolling averaging period
for our proposed NOx emission limit of
0.05 lbs/MMBtu from one bosed on 30
calendar days, to one based on a 30
BODs. The GEMS data indicate that our
proposed NOx BART limit can be
achiovod without separately limiting
startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions.
Further, the starhlp, shutdown, and
malfunction events cited in this
comment are a characteristic of current
SCR operating modes, i.e., under trading
programs with no incentive to optimize
design and operation to achieve a
permit limit. These spikes result when
flue gas temperatures fall below the
operating temperature range of the SCR
cataiyst, or when the ammonia injection
system malfunctions, We believe that
startup and shutdown spikes are
minimized by using the BOD metric,
which we assume was why it was
requested that we employ it. As there is
no explicit provision for the exclusion
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of start up, shut down, or malfunction
events for NOx, S0 2, and H2 S04, all data
will be used in determining compliarrce
with this limit. As explained elsewhere
in our response to comments, we are not
setting an emission for PM for the units
of the SJGS at this time, and we have
determined that neither an ammonia
limit, nor ammonia monitoring is
warranted. We do not see a need to
further clarify that the limits we are
finalizing must be continuously met.
We also agree with the comment that
work practice standards should be
developed and used to minimize such
emissions. These should include
proactive measures such as SCR reactor
preheating during a co:d start; solecting
catalyst to maximize ~amp rates ar.d
NOx reduction at low temperatmes; and
use of both tunable ammonia injection
grids (A!Cs) a:td static mixers. We
encourage PNM to develop and employ
those measures.
Comment: PNM contends our
conclusions differ greatly from those
that have been made in other s~ates in
determining NOx BART for other
electric generating units. PNM
submitted a table of the other NOx
BART determinatio:1s that have been
made by 13 different states as they have
developed the proposed RH SIPs that
are awaiting EPA approval. PNM stated
that in comparison to the
determinations made by ovary other
state, th6 EPA proposal concludes that
SJGS must be l'equired to install, (i) tho
most effective SCR in the nation, (ii) at
the cheapest price, and (iii) in the
shortest amount of time. PNM
concludes that if our proposal is a true
indication of om interpretation of the
RH program, we will be faced with
disapproving every other s:ate RH
implementation plan b the country and
replacing those plans with F!Ps.
Response: As explnined in our
msponses to other comments, we have
made adjustments in our NOx BART
determination for the SJGS that pertain
to this comment. We have adjusted our
cost basis for the installation of SCR on
the units of the SJGS, which slightly
increased the cost of the controls versus
the tonnage of NOx removed. In
addition, we have modified the
schedule for compliance with the
emission limits to now require
compliance within 5 years~rather than
3 years-from the effective date of our
final rule. Also discussed in our
responses to other comments, although
we find that our proposed NOx BART
omission limit should remain at 0.05
lbs/MMBtu, we have modified the
averaging time from a straight 30 day
calendar rolling average, to a 30 day
BOD average.

We disagree with the statement that
our conclusions regarding NOx BART
for the SJGS are far different from those
that have been made in other states in
determining NOx BART for other
electric generating units. As the
commenter's own table indicates, other
states and EPA regions have made 1\iOx
BART determinations that will be met
or are proposed to be met with the
addition of SCR, including the Four
Corners Power Plant (EPA Region 9],
Hayden Units 1 & 2 (CO). Otter Tail Big
Stone 1 (although this is a cyclone
boiler) (SD), and Naughton Unit 2.
Also, we initially note two pobts
regarding the costs of the controls, while
accepting the valu6s listed on the chart
at face value. First, the cost effectiveness
of all the BART controls, which
depending on the facility range from
co:nbustion (e.g., OFA, LNB) to post
combustion (e.g., SCR, SNCR), are
frequently much worse (more
expensive) than the cost effectiveness
we calculated for SCR on the units of
the SJGS. Second, the cost effectiveness
values listed for SCR, are frequently
similar to the cost effectiveness we
calculated for SCR on the units of the
SJGS (especially if compared to our
revised cost effectiveness).
Lastly, although W6 strive to ensure
that the regulated community is treated
equitably with regard to the RHR, the
natme of the BART five factor analysis
is designed to consider site-specific
issues. For instance, we note that the
chart does not contain any information,
nor is any presented elsowhm·o,
concerning a visibility impact analysis.
As required by the BART Guidelines,
this must be included inn BART
analysis. 5 3 Without such an analysis,
there is no way to justi£,; any control
even if it has a very low cost.
Conversely, even con:rols that have
either a relatively high capital cost or
cost effectiveness in terms of dollars per
ton may be justified if they resuit in a
significant visibility benefit. In the case
of the SJGS, our BART FIP NOx
emission limit of 0.05 lbs/MMBtu is
predicted to result in a combined
visibility improvement on 15 Class I
areas of 21.69 dv, which we consider
very significant.

an S02 emission rate of 0.15 lbs/MMBtu
does not reflect the level of emissions
reductions achievable under BART for
wet limestone scrubbers. This
commenter also points out that the units
of the SJGS are all currently achieving
SOzlimits significantly under 0.15 lbs/
MMBtu on a 30 day rolling average and
concludes we should not set SOz
emission rates in a Section 110 FIP that
exceed the historic SOz emission rates at
SJGS. The commenter requests that if
we do set a non-BART SOz limit in our
Section 110 FIP, we set unit-specific
limits at least consistent with the recent
historic SOz emission identified in the
table above, or issue formal SOz,BART
determinations for each unit at SJGS
under a Section 308 FIP.
Response: We believe the 802
emission rate of0.15lbs/MMBtu is
appropriate to meet the requi~ements of
section 110(a](2)(D)(i)(II) to easure that
these emissions fwm SJGS will not
interfere with visibility in other states.
As discussed in our proposal, we
believe that emissions reductions
consistent with the assumptions used in
:he WRAP modeling will ensure that
emissions from New Mexico sources do
not inte1'fere with the measures
designed to protect visibility in other
states. We are aware that the S0 2
controls cmrently installed on the SJGS
are in fact achieving greater control than
would be evidenced by an emission
limit of0.15lbs/MMBtu. The
commenter's observation of the SJGS's
murent SOz emissions simply means
that the SOz emissions from the SJGS
are bettor contiolled than what we
require to prevent interference with
visibility under section
'J10(al(2)[D}(i)(II). We agree with the
cmmnenter that the 0.15 lbs/MMBtu
emission limit does not reflect the level
of emissions reductions achievable
through the uso of a wot limestone
scrubbor and ~at a somce specific
BART determination for the SJGS might
well result in a determination requiring
the installation of scrubber to meet a
more stringent limitation. We did not
propose to address the BART
requirements for S02 from the SJGS in
this action because S}GS will not be
installing new control equipment to
C. Comments on Our Proposed SOz
meet the 0.15 lbsiMMBtu emission
Emission Limit
limits. As a msult, the issue of requiring
different capital expenditures to meet
Comment: One commentel· stated an
S02 emission rate of 0.15 lbs/MMBtu on the requirements of section
110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) as compared to those
a 30 day rolling average is not
of tho RH program's BART requirement
appropriate and does not ensmo that
does not arise. Since we did not propose
S02 emissions from SJGS will not
the S02 emission rate under tho RHR
interfere with visibility in New Mexico
or other states. This conm1enter believes requirements, the comments concerning
BART are outside the scope of this
Action.
"" 70 FR 39104, 39163.
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Comment: In declining to find that its
asserted SOz limits satisfy BART, EPA's
proposal improperly relies on a RH
trading program under 40 CFR 51.309
that does not yet exist. Putting aside
EPA's legal obligation to make a formal
BART determination in its proposed FIP
at this time, any emissions tmding
program that is proposed to replace a
BART Hmit "must achieve greater
reasonable progress than would be
achieved through the installation and
operation of BART." 40 CFR
51.308(e)(Z}. Because EPA cannot make
the required demonstration that New
Mexico's future, theoretical trading
program will be "better than BART,"
EPA is illegally sidestepping its current
BART obligations under 40 CFR 51.308
(e)(2)(i).
Response: We disagree with the
commenter. In accordance with our
proposal, we are finalizing S0 2
limitations under section
110(a)(2)(D){i](II], not under the RHR.
We disagree with commenter's view that
we are sidestepping our BART
obligations by not proposing to establish
80 2 BART emission limits. Our
rationale for not proposing BART
mquirements for S0 2 in this action
appears in our response just prior to this
comment. Moreover, we note that the
established so2 limits do not rely upon
a nonexistent trading program. We 11vill
address New Mexico's obligation to
ad dross 802 under the RHR in a future
separate action.
D. Comments on Our Proposed H2S04
and Ammonia Emission Umits and
Other Pollutants
Comment: The League of Women
Voters, Montezuma Cou:-~tv, Colorado
suppor:s the EPA determiiiation that
8CR is cost-effective for all units of the
SJGS. Thoy defer to our judgment on the
proposed final limit for sulfuric acid
emissions. 'r:"tey request that we choosG
the lower limit of 2 ppmvd, adjusted to
6 petcent oxygen for the regulation of
ammonia emissions. Their justification
for this request is the deterioration in
visibility at Class I areas such as Mesa
Verde National Park, and the imperative
to achieve improvements in visib!lity as
rapidly as possible.
Response: We appreciate tl10 support
of the League ofWomon Voters,
Montezuma County, Co:orado. As
explained elsewhere, we have
determined that neither an ammonia
limit, nor ammonia monitoring is
warranted.
Comment: One commenter statod tho
same pollutants, including PM 2.5,
NOx, and VOCs (contributing to gl'ound
level ozone) that contribute to visibility
impairment also harm public health.

This commenter also noted chat ozone
conc1mtrations in parks in the Four
Corners region approach the current
health standards, and likely violate
anticipated lower standards. In fact,
ozone levels in many parts of New
Mexico, Colorado, and Utah are ah·eady
in the range of ozone levels deemed to
be harmful to human health.
Response: We agree that the same
pollutants that contribute to visibility
impairment can also harm public
health. Although we note public health
benefits, we did not rely on these
benefits in establishing controls
necessary to meet BART in today's
action.
Comment: One commenter expressed
support for our proposed rhS04 and
ammonia limits proposal for the SJCS,
and the corresponding installation of
GEMS. That commenter also urged us to
set the HzS04 emissio!l rate at the
lowest rate of 1.06 x 10- 4 lb/MMBtu for
each unit at the 8JG8, suggesting stack
test monitoring for fhS04 on a more
frequent basis than annual monitoring.
The commenter also supported om·
proposed ammonia emission limit at the
lower range of 2.0 ppm, with CEMS.
Further, this comrnenter requested we
clarify these emission limits are
required under the RH program as part
of a BART determination for the facility
and must be complied with within 3
yems of the date of the final ruls. Lastly,
we wore requested to set a BART PM
emission limit of 0.012 lb/MMBtu on a
6-hour block average, and a 10% opacity
limit at each uait at SJG8, also within
3 years of the date of the final rule.
Anothe~ commonter questioned our
authority to regulate ammonia through
theRH rule.
Response:
In our response to comments on the
assumed ammonia slip level used to
estimate sulfuric acid emissions, we
have recalculated the expected sulfuric
acid emissions rate with no ammonia
slip. The sulfuric acid emission mte was
recalculated to be 2.5 x1o~- 4 lb/MMBtu
based on an ammonia slip value of 0
ppm, compared to om original value of
1.05 x10- 4 lb/MMBtu at Zppm
ammonia slip. The actual ammonia siip
will vary over the life of a catalyst layer.
We conclude an assumption of
ammonia slip up to 2.0 ppm as the
catalyst ages is reasonable for an 8CR
system that is designed to achieve a
NOx emission limit of0.05 lbs/MMBtu
on a rolling 30 BOD basis, considering
the coal the SJGS bums. We also noto
PNM assumed an ammonia siip of 2.0
ppm in its SCR cost estimation. As the
ammonia slip increases, the sulfuric
acid omissions will decrease. This
revised sulfuric acid emission rate
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remains significantly lower than that
estimated by NMED and is a minimal
level of sulfuric acid emissions. Based
on these updated calculations and in
response to comments, we a1·e requiring
the SJGS to meet an H2S04 emission
limit of 2.6 x10- 4 :b/M~ffitu.
Our intention in our proposal
regarding the regulation and monitoring
of anm1onia was, like H2 S0 4 , to
minimize the contribution of this
compound to visibility impairment.
After careful consideration of the
comments we received concerning our
proposal to require the SJGS to meet an
hourly average emission limit of 2.0
parts ppmvd for ammonia, we have
determined that neither an ammonia
limit, nor ammonia monitoring is
appropriate. Instead, we will approach
the issue of the impact of ammonia slip
on visibility impainnent though proper
up front design, rather than after-the-fact
regulation. We are requiring that the NO
control device (presumably, but not
required to be SCR) must be designed to
achieve a NOx emission limit of 0.05
lbs/MMBtu on a rolling 30 BOD basis
with an ammonia slip of 2.0 ppm. We
believe this strikes the proper balance
between the additional cost of ammonia
monitoring and reporting and the need
to have a reasonable expectation of the
amount of ammonia emitted by the
8JGS.
The H2S04 emission limit is being
required under the RH program as pmt
of a BART determination for the SJGS
and must be complied with at the same
time as tho NOx limits for each unit.
With regard to the commenter's request
that if emission monitors are tmly
unavailable for this pollutant, we
should require stack test monitoring for
H2S04 on a more frequent basis than
annual monitoring, we do not beHove
that an adequate continuous emissions
monitor is available for H2S04 and will
continue to rely on stack testing, We do
not agrco that more frequent stack
testing is appropriate, due to a
consideration of the cost of that testing
in comparison to the value of having a
greater certainty of the H2 S0 4 emissions
that may result. As we discussed in our
proposal, 5 4 we have concluded that tho
low sulii.u· coal burned at the SJGS
gonorates very little sulfur trioxido
(S03), and hence I-bS04 , which is
formed when S03 combines wi:h water
in the flue gas to form H2S04. In
addition, SCR ca:alysts are available
with a low so2 to 803 co:lVersion of
0.5o/o, fmthor limiting the production of
H2S0 4 • Therefore, we conclude we have
struck the right balance.
54
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E. Comments on the Emission Limit

Compliance Schedule
Comment: We received a number of
comments both for and against our
proposal to require compliance with our
proposed emission limits within three
years following the effective date of our
final action. The League of Women
Voters, Montezuma County, Colorado
opposed extending the deadline to five
years for achieving the proposed
emission limits. They stated SCR 1Nas
first patented in the U.S, in 1957 and
has been an operational pollution
control technology for over 30 years at
large scale facilities like the SJGS. They
believe allowing an extra two years may
provide the opportunity for ambiguity
and technological changes to enter into
mguments about engineering_ so!utions
and controls, which potentially could
feed appeals and litigation by the
operator of the SJGS, and thus delay
cleanup efforts. The Navajo Nation
expressed concern that the proposed
compliance schedule is too stringent for
SJGS to reasonably meet and could
result in a reduction-in-:'orce of a
sig:1ificant number of employees,
including Navajo workers, thereby
contributing to family hardships and
limiting the ability of affected
employees, contractors, and
subcontractors to meet their financial
obligations.
Another commenter asked if there is
a smarter way to phase the installation
of controls over a longer period of time.
Another conm1tmtar stated any
proposed truncation of tho five-year
compliance period should be
persuasively justified by a specific
analysis of the feasibility and costoffoctiveness of such a schedule in light
of the circmnstances at the facility in
question. According to the commenter,
no such justification appems in the
proposed ru!e. The proposal eimply
asserts that a throe year compliance
deadline would be applicable because
similaT compliance schedules have been
met at some other facilities.
Another comrnenter stated that a
compliance deadline of three years will
result in significant additional costs that
we did not account for in our analysis.
They stated the proposed FIP attempts
to justify a throe-year compliance
deadline by citing two studies, but those
studies do not reflect a realistic
schedule for installing SCRs at SJGS.
This commenter mado soveral points
concerning :wo studios 0:1 SCR
time lines we cited in our proposal that
the commenter feels call our use of the
information into question. The
commenter then cites another report it
believes is more representative and

concludes the site congestion and other
site-specific challenges at SJGS will
demand an implementation schedule
that is similar to SCR installations at
Units 6 and 7 of First Energy's Sammis
facility, which required 60 and 62
months to complete, respectively.
Response: We have decided, based on
our review of several comments, to
finalize a schedule for compliance with
the emission limi~s of 5 years~rather
than 3 years--from the effective date of
our final mle. We view the B&V cost
analysis as being a very preliminary,
low-level estimate, that is missing much
of the information required to develop
a site-specific schedule. This estimate
does not include, for example, plot
plans, a diagram showing SCR layout,
an analysis of constructability,
construction site plan, or an
implementation schedule, which are
required to develop a site-specific
schedule. Thus, we selected an average
compliance time, based on a review of
a number of sources, including the
following:
• "13 mcnths for 575 MW Somerset
Statio::~;

• 18 U1Dnths for Harding Street;
• 19 reonths for two 900 MW units at

Keystone.
• 26 montl1s for Asheville Power
Station with a reported normal range of
27 to 30 moaths.
• 30 months for 4 units based on 21
months typical for 1 unit, each
additional unit nt same facility adds 23 months. Findings for typical
installations. 55
• 36 months forSt John River Power
Park, from contract award to startup.
• 42 molllhs for 14 SCRs installed to
comply with the Texas Nrinattai.nment
SIP.
• 60 months estimated by B&V for 5
units at Four Corners.
• 69 months estimated by Sargent &
Lundy for 3 units at Navajo.
The median of these estimates is 33
months and the average is 37 months.
Tho UARG report 5 5 cited in this
comment was published mound the
same time (October 1, 2010) that we did
most of our SCR analysis and was
unknown to us at that time. PNM and
B&V did not identify it in discussions
with us in October-November 2010.
That report confirms tho information we
found through independent
investigation, sumnmrized above. It
indicates that it took 28 to 62 months to
••CleurSkies: htlp:l!www.epa.go<'!cfew".Ue.s/
O.'itechnica/_packaga_sectiong.pdf.
fit>''l:np1ementation Schedule for Soloc:tivo

Catalytic Reduction (SCR) a.'l.d Flue Gas
Desulfurizntlon (FGD) Process Equipment" October
1, 2010, prepared by J. Edward Cichanowicz forth~
Utility Air Regulatory Group.

design and install the 14 SCRs in its
sample (compared to 18-69 months for
the 9 facilities (gl'eater than 33 units) in
our sample). The average design/build
time for the units in the report is 43
months, compared to an average of 37
mon:hs for our retrofit SCR timeframes.
None of the units in these two
collections overlap. We agree, based on
the information we have from the site,
that site congestion will require a longer
total installation time for all four units
than the average found in both ofthese
collections. Please see our Complete
Response to Comments for NM Regional
Haze/Visibility Transpolt FJP docmnent
for more detail concerning our response
to this question.
However, we do not believe there is
a basis in the record for concluding that
installation of SCRs would require a
timeframe as long as claimed for
Sammis Units 6 and 7. The seven
Sammis units were subject to an
enforcement action, 57 and the SCRs
were installed pursuant to a Consent
Decree. 56 The Consent Decree allowed
5+ years, from the date of the Decree in
March 2005, to install SCR on two units,
SNCR on five units, low NOx burners,
and new S02 scrubbers on seven units.
Construction was completed faster than
the Consent Docree schedule, however,
and all of the controls were operating by
!vlay 2010.
The Sammis retrofit project at this
2,200 MW plant is generally recognized
as the lmgest air quality control retrofit
in the his:ory of the United States and
is considered be "the most difficult
in the country because of the extremely
limited space for installation of the new
air emission control equipment and
systems."5o This project is not
comparable to SCR retrofits at SJGS,
neither in scope, nor complexity, nor
site congestion.
Based on an examination of site
conditions and available data on
historical SCR installation timeframes as
described above, we find that a change
to our proposed compliance schedule is
appropriate. We believe that a longer
time frame than the median timo frame
for construction identified in our survey
of SCR retrofits is justified due to site

to

57 U.S., et al., v. Ohio Edison Company, eta!.,
Opinion and Orc:'er, Case No. 2:9g-CV-11Bl, In the
U.S. District Court for the Soulltem Dls:rict of Ohio,
Enstorn Division, available at: hllp:/1
www.4cleanair.org/OMoEdison.pdf.
5u U.S. v. Ohio Edison and Pennsylvania Pm-ver
Company, C'.omont Decree, March 1B, 2005,
available nt: ftttp:l!www.epa.gov/compliancel
resotll'Cesldecmcs!civil!caa/ohioedison-cd.pdf
JJo Michael D. McElw~lln, Sammis Er:ergs Pla~1t
Proje<:t Wins Award, Herald-Star, De<:e:nber 13,
2010, nvnilabio at: http://www.hsconDect.com/page!
content.dotail/id/552039/Sammi<-energy-plantpmject-wins-a ward.b !Jnl?na\"=,'i01 0.
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congestion. We do not believe a
timeframe as long as that allowed for the
Sammis units is warranted, nor is it
allowed by the RHR. Consequently, we
are finalizing a schedulB which requires
compliance with the emission limits
within 5 years-rather than 3 yearsfrom thB effsctive da:e of our final rule.
Comment: A commenter objectEJd to
the proposed compliance schedule of 3
years and was concerned that SCR
installations often trigger PSD
permitting requiremEJnts becrruse they
cmlstitute physical changes to an
existing emission unit that may result in
increased emissions of sulfuric acid
mist. The commenter stated that
obtaining a PSD penn it for an SCR can
take up to 18 months or more and even
if the SCRs do not trigger PSD
permitting requirements projects could
still trigger state permitting
requirements, which can require several
months to satisfy. The commenter
further stated that the installation of an
SCR will involve a significant capital
expendibJl'e that will require approval
from the New Mexico Public Regulation
Commission. The commenter alleged
that we failed to cake these requirements
into account resulting in an
unachievable deadline for compliance.
Response: As stated e!stJw::Iere in our
response to comments, wo have
modified the complianco schedule. We
are finalizing a schedule which requires
compliance with the emission limits
within 5 years-ratl1er than 3 yearsfrom the effective date of our final rule.
We conclude this is adequate time for
the inclusion of any possible permitting
roquiremon ts.
Comment: A commenter stated that
our compliance schedule of three years
from the effective date of our final rule
did not allow time for competitive
bidding. To meet a threA-year schedule,
the commenter argued, PNM would
havB to simply offer tho work to a single
vendor, eliminating tho opportunity to
identify other qualified vendors or
provide any incentive to encourage
competitive pricing. Therefore, the
fnilmo to account for this renders the
three-year compliance date unrealistic,
and calls into question the undmlying
cost estimates, which are based on
contracts entered in~o by other utilities
that most likely were allowed sufficient
time to complete a proper competitive
bidding process.
Response: We believe this comment is
inconect. The 3 year schedule we
pl'Oposed did include time to prequalify
biddors. However, as stnted elsewhere
in our response to comments, we have
extended the compliance schedule to 5
years.

Comment: A commBnter stated that
our cost estimate does not appeill' to
account for the need to have two units
offline at the same time to install the
SCRs, and the commeater expresses the
view that PNM would not be able to
meet a three-year deadline for
compliance without taking two units
offline at once. The commente1·listed a
number of things that would have to
occur in the construction process, such
as engineering, vendor procurement,
and catalysts procmement, and finally,
the fact that construction on each unit
needs to take place during an outage. In
addition, the commenter argues, a threeyear deadline would likely eliminate the
ability of PNM to plan the outages for
off-peak seasons, when tho demand for
power and tho cost for replacement
power are lower. Also, a three-year
period would require PNM to
prefabricate as much of the SCRs as
possible, which would require
extremely large prefabrication yards and
prefabrication crews, significant
overtime hours, expedited material
costs, double "heavy long-lift" crane
costs, and a larger construc:ion
workforce overall. The commenter states
these costs were not included in its
analysis. The commenter lists other
complications such as a shortage of
skilled labor, air permitting
requirements, and ot.~er preconstruction activities, the possible
aced to purchase electricity at higher
prices, and strain on PNM's other
generati!1g assers. The commenter
requests we consider these costs and
constraints in its setting a tlll'ee- to fiveyear, compliance schedule and set the
deadline for compliance to the five
years allowed by law, or even longer if
PNM is required to respond with a
"Better than BART Alternative."
Response: As stated elsewhere in our
response to comments, we have
moditled the compliance schedule. We
find that compliance with the omission
limits must be within 5 years of the
effective date of our final rule. A longer
schedule will allow PNM to tie in the
SCRs during routine~y scheduled
maintenance outages and to plan
outages for off-peak seasons. We havB
not received any request from PNM that
we consider a "better than BART
alternative."
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that our BART determination proposal
would reduce NOx emissions, but
would do little to reduce SOx or carbon
dioxide (COz) emissions, leaving SJGS
fEll' from compliance with new or future
standards. The commenter states our
BART proposa: could cost $750 million
m• more (based on PNM's figures), and
would have an adverse effect on the cost
of electricity. Based on 2006-generntion
numbers of 12.5 million MWh's,
amortized over a 2Q...yeill' period at Bo/o
interest, and a $750 million
modification price, the commente1·
calculates the cost of electricity would
increase by approximately $6 per MWh
or 0.8 cents per kVv'h.
The commenter states that although
natural gas fired combined cycle, and
integrated gasification combined cycle,
have merit no option offers more
benefits than a CTL plant with
integrated power generation. According
to the commenter, the synthetic fuels
produced are drop-in replacements for
diesel and jet fuel, and contain virtually
no sulfur. The US military has
conducted extensive tests on these fuels,
and finds that they produce far lower
emissions than conventional peb·oleumbasEJd fuels.
According to t'::te comnmnter, the
conversion of the SJGS into a CTL plant
with integrated power genuration wou:d
retain jobs in the mining and plant
operations, will create ulb·a-clean
biodegradable synthetic fuels in the CTL
process, and wi:l use the waste heat and
byproduct gases from tho process to
cogenerate electric power. Tho
commenter states that emissions of
criteria pollutants from the CTL plant
manufactured by his company approach
those of a NGCC plant and emissions of
C02 are half those of a NGCC plant.
The commenter calculates that a
50,000 balTel per day CTL plant can coproduces 1200 lv1W of clean, efficient,
low nubon powsr. This would be
baseload gmmration, the commenter
argues, that would be produced 24/7
and could be sold into the California
marketplace. The size of tho facility
could be scaled to meet groator enm·gy
needs. The commenter states a plant of
this size would consume approximately
30,000 tons per day of coal, which is
nominally twice as much coal as is
currently consumed, so more jobs will
be needed at the mine.
F. Comments on the Conversion of the
According to tho commBnter, 1'-ZOx
SJGS to a Coal-to-Liquids Plant With
emissions would be reduced by 50 to 1,
Carbon Captt1re as a Means of Satisfying SOx emissions would be reduced by 20
BART
to 1, and C02 emissions would be
vVe received conunents oncouraging
reduced by 5 to 1. The commenter also
us to consider coal-to-liquids (CTL)
notes that ash in the coal is melted in
technology with integrated power
the gasification process, and can be used
generation as an option in determining
as an aggregate for paving roadways. In
BART for SJGS. The commenter states
addition, the sulfur from the process can
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be collected as elemental sulf:.u, and
sold as a byproduct. Water consumption
would be reducad by about Vz in
comparison to a conventional power
plant of :he same MW output, due to the
use of a hybrid cooling system (aircooled condenser in conjunction with a
cooling tower).
The commenter points out that
KbderMorgan has an existing C02
pipeline in the vicinity. The CO;; from
the plant could be sold to KinderMorgan
and used for enhanced oil recovery.
A plant of this scale, according to the
commenter, would cost approximataly
$8 billion to construct, assuming all
new equipment. However, this cost
could be substantially reduced by reutilization of much of the plant,
including coal handling equipment,
steam turbines, condensers, cooling
towers, and transmission lines. Thereutilization of existing equipment could
reduce the capital cost by an estimated
25 to 35% as compared to a totally new
facility. The commenter suggests this
could be a BART (retrofit) solution. The
cornmenter m·gues the revenues from
this p:aut would provide a return on
investment that exceeds all other
considered options by a wide margin.
The commenter encourages us to
consider conversion to a CTL plant with
integrated power generation to be BART
for SJGS.
Response: We appreciate the
commenter's suggestion that we
consider CTL technology with
integrated power genomtion as an
option in determining NOx BART for
the SJGS. Although we encourage PNM
and the other owners of the SJGS, and
the Navajo Nation to examine lhis
concept in detail, we cannot consider it
as a potential NOx BART technology as
it would involve a complete redesign of
the plant. We note the BART guidelines
state that "[w)e do not considor BART
as a requirer:lBnt to redesign the source
when considering available control
a:ternatives." ao
We agree with the commenter that the
NOx BART determination in our
proposal would reduce !\'Ox emissions,
yet would do little to reduce SOz and
COz emissions from the SJGS. S02
emissions under the RHR are covered by
the New Mexico submittal, which we
received on July 5, 2011. We will
address the adequacy of that submission
in a futuro action. As discussed in om·
proposal, we clisngrce with PNM's cost
estimate for installing SCR on the four
units of the SJGS. Although PNM
estimated the total cost to be in excess
of $900 million, we estimated that cost
to be approximately $250 million. As
GO

70 FR

3910~.

39164.

discussed elsewhere in our response to
comments, in light of information
provided by commenters, we have
refined our estimate to be $344,542,604.
We note that this estimate, being about
one-third that of PNM's, will result in
significantly lower costs being passed
on to rate payers than what has been
estimated by PNM.

these pollutants can have negative
impacts on plants and ecosystems,
damaging plants, trees, and other
vegetatio:1, and reducing forest growth
and cmp yields, which could have a
negative effect on species diversity in
ecosystems. Therefom, although our
action concerns visibility impairment,
we note the potential for significant
improvements in human health and the
G. Comments on Health and Ecosystem
ecosvstem.
Benefits, and Other Pollutants
Although wa appreciate the
Comment: Several consarvation
commenter's concer:1regarding the
organizations jointly submitted a
negative health impacts of toxic
comment letter pointing out that the
emissions from the SJGS, we note that
same pollutants that contribute to
toxic emissions are not considered to be
visibility impairment also harm public
visibility impairing pollutants.
health and have negative ecosystem
Similarly, Mercmy is not a visibility
impacts. They note that these same
impairing poEutant,. N20.--a GHGpollutants also harm terrestrial and
does not belong to the NOx family, nor
aquatic plan:s and animals, soil health,
is it considered a visibility impairing
m1d moving and s~ationary bodies of
pollutant.
water by contributing to acid rain, oZOlle
Comment: One commenter states that
formation, and nitrogen deposition.
power plants are responsible for
Another commenter, a retired
approximately one-quarter of the NOx
pediatrician, notes that NOx as a
emitted in the U.S. each year, and
precursor to ozone, causes nmnerous
therefore urges us to adopt a plan with
respiratory problems and adversely
stricter standards to regulate the toxic
affects children in particular; he
air emissions from the SJGS to protect
supports our action. Another
public health, decrease emergency room
commenter urges us to take into
visits and asthma. According to the
consideration the health impacts of
commenter, the SJGS is one of the
toxic emissions from the SJGS. Twa
greatest NOx polluters in ti1e nation,
cmmnenters state there are high levels
contributing to the formation of harmful
of mercury pollution originating from
particulate matter, ground level ozone
the SJGS. A commonter also points out
smog, and acid rain.
Response: We appruciute the
that nitrous oxido (N20J is a greenhouse
commenters' concerns regarding the
gas (GHG) that contributes to climate
NOx emissions from power plants such
change. According to the cmmnonter,
PNM has accumulated many air quality as the SJGS. We agree that these
vio:ations, and no amount of money is
emissions are detrimental to hmnan
worth the poisoning of our air, water,
health and the environment, with NOx
and soil. Anothor commonter points out being a precursor to ground-level ozone
that a recent study of tho 2010 health
and also leading to tho formation of acid
impacts of the SJGS ostirmtecl 3 3
rain. Although we appreciate the
deatl1s, 50 heart attacks, 600 asthma
common tor's encouragement that we
attacks, and over 30 hospital
adopt oven stricter standards, oftor
admissions, resulting in an estimated
considering all the comments we
$255 rnillion in health care costs in
received, as we have stated elsewhere in
2010. A commenter aiso expwsses
this notice, we believe that the
concern iliat if EPA loweTs the ozone
standards proposed in our proposal
standard in 2011, La Plata County, CO,
establish BART and will prevent
would not be attaining the standard.
visibility impairment from the SJGS.
Response: We appreciate the
H. Miscellaneotls Comments
commenters' concerns rognrding the
negative heal::h impacts of emissions
Comment: A commen~er stated that it
from the SJGS. We agree that ths same
is appropriate and necessary for us to
PM2.s emissions that causs visibility
promulgate a FIP that addresses
impairment can be inhaled deep into
interstate transport of air pollutants
lungs, which cmi cause respiratory
from New Mexico, pointing out that the
prob!ems, decreased lung function,
SJGS is located a short distance from
aggravated asthma, bronchitis, and
several state boundaries. They also state
premature death. We also agree that the we should have presented a clearer
same NOx emissions that cause
explanation of the events that have
visibility impairment also contribute to
taken place related to New Mexico's
tho formation of ground-level ozone,
work on the SIP in the 2003-2010
which has been linked with respiratory
timofrrnne. The commenter believes
problems, aggravated asthma, and even
including more detail in tho background
permanent lung damage. Wo agroo thnt
section of the proposal about the
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intermediate actions taken by us and
NMED in the given timeframe in regards
to New Mexico's SIP would have added
clarity for the public.
Response: We believe the level of
detail we included b the "Background"
section of our proposal is appropriate
and sufficient to give the public a clear
picture of the events leading up to om
proposal. In particular, the subsection
titled Statutory and Regulatory
Framework Addressing Interstate
Transport and Visibility provides
detailed information to give the public
a clear picture of what we received from
New Mexico in terms of the RH SIP and
the Interstate Transport SIP.
Comment: A commenter is concerned
with degradation of visibility in Mesa
Verde National Park over the last
decade. The commenter believes that in
the Interstate Transport SIP we received
on September 17, 2007, New Mexico's
statement that no sources in New
Mexico impact the protection of
visibility in neighboring states seems to
be unsupported by the evidence
presented by NMED.
Response: We note that it appears that
the commenter may have a
misconception of what NMED
submitted in terms of the Interstate
Transport SIP. As explained in our
proposal, we received a SIP from Kew
:'v1exico to address the interstate
transport provisions of CAA section
110(a)(2)(D)(i) for the 1997 0-honr ozone
and PM2.s NAAQS on Septembor 17,
2007. New Mexico did not state in ;:his
Interstate Transpmt SIP that no sources
in New Mexico impact the protection of
visibility in neighboring states. Instead,
New Mexico's Interstate Tran3pmi: SIP
stated that the requirement under
section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(H) that the state
not interfere with the visibili:y
programs of other states would be
addressed by the submittal of a RH SIP
by December 2007. As we state
elsewhere in our response to comments
and in our proposal, because New
Mexico had not submitted a RH SIP or
an alternative means of demonstrating
that emissions fi·om its sources would
not interfere with the visibility
programs of o:her States at the time of
our proposal, we proposed disapproval
of the September 17, 2007 SIP, and
proposed a FIP to fill that gap. We aro
now finalizing our proposed FIP to
e:1sme that emissions from New Mexico
do not interfere wi:h the visibility
programs of other States. We received
J:\ew Mexico's RH SIP under section
51.309 on July 5, 2011, long aftsr
statutory and regulatory deadlines. We
wiil review that submission, and
address it in a future action.

Comment: A commenter generally
agrees with our proposed determination
that all the air pollution sources in New
Mexico are achieving the emission
levels assumed by the WRAP modeling
except for the SJGS, but would like to
know what data and modeling supports
i!.
Response: We based our conclusion
that all sources in J:\ew Mexico are
achieving the emission levels assumed
by the \'VRAP in its modeling except for
the SJCS by reviewing the WRAP
photochemical modeling emission
projections used in the demonstration of
reasonable progress towards natural
visibility conditions and comparing
these emission projections to current
emission levels from sources in New
Mexico.
Comment: A commenter stated that
there must be balance in the proposals
and regulations that are presented by
the federal and state governments. The
commenter indicated that although this
is an issue of visibility, he is sure we
have somehow taken health impacts
into consideration in for1nulating our
proposal. The cmmnenter also
expressed his belief that our proposal is
counter-productive and has a better than
average potential to harm the local and
state economies. The commenter stated
that the technology we are proposing is
costly and seems unnecessary, as PNM
recent:y completed a project that put it
in compliance with all current hoalth
requirements, and only considers
visibility in the surrounding national
parks and wilderness areas while
ignoring the economic impact to the
locoJ community. The commenter
expressed his belief that cost estimates
from the private sector tend to be moro
accura:e than government estimates,
The commenter stated that our proposal
calls into question the continued
viability of the SJGS as an asset to the
Public Service Company of New
Mexico. The commenter stated that this
is not an issue that re<Juires omergency
action, and suggests allowing
tomorrow's technology provide a
solution to today's problems.
Response: We understand the
commenter's concern regarding the need
for balance in the regulations
promulgated by state and federal
governments, This decision is based on
the RH requirements of the CAA. We
have not relied on any potential health
impacts in t·eaching our decision,
although we note the potential fm'
significant improvo;nents in public
health. The SJGS is one of the largest
sources ofNOx in the western U.S. and
is within 300 kilometers of 16 Class I
areas. Finalizing our proposal is
necessary to satisfy CAA requirmmmts,
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including section 110(a){2}(D)(i)(II) '"ith
respect to preventing emissions from
New Mexico sources from interfering
with other states' measures to protect
visibility. As previously stated, we have
an obligation to promulgate a FIP to
address the requirements of section
110(a)(2)(D)(i) with respect to visibility
m:;d a FIP to address the requirements of
RH. The purposes and requirements of
these programs are iYJ.tertwhwd. As
such, we consider it appropriate to
promulgate one FIP that addresses the
requirements of section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)
with respect to visibility and the BART
requirements for NOx for SJGS.
We disagree with the commenter's
belief that our proposal is counterproductive. As presented in our
proposal, our modeling analysis
demonstrates significant visibility
improvement at numerous Class I areas
from installfltion of SCR at the SJGS. As
we discuss elsewhere in our response to
comments, our estimate of the cost of
installing SCR is approximately 113 what
PNM estimated. Regardbg the
commenter's belief that the technology
we proposed seems unnecessary since
PNM recently completed a project that
"1mt it in compliance with all current
health requirements," we note that as
part of our visibility impainne~t and
BART evaluation, we did consider the
controls previously installed by PNM as
a result of i~s consent decree with the
Grand Canyon Trust, Sierra Club, and
NMED on March 10, 2005. These
controls included the installation of
low-NOx burners with overfire air ports,
a neural network system, and a pulse jet
fabric filter.
However, as we discuss elsewhere in
our response to cmnments, those
contmls were not sufficient to prevent
:--.rew Mexico sources from interfering
with measures required in the SIP of
a!ly other state to protect visibility,
pursuant to section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) of
the CAA. The reduction in NOx from
om NOx BART determination and the
S02 emission limits will serve to ensure
there are enforceable mechanisms in
place to prohibit New Mexico NOx and
so2 emissions from interfering with
efforts to protect visibility in other
states. In addition, tho RHR requires us
to examine additional retrofit
technologies. We have determined that
SCR is cost effective and results in
significant visibility improvements at a
number of Class I areas, over and above
the existing pollution controls currently
installed. With regard to the
commenter's belief that cost estimates
from the private sector tend to be more
accurate than government estimates, we
note that we take our duty to estimate
the cost of controls very seriously and
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make every attempt to make a
thoughtful and well-informed
determbation, With regard to the
commenter's belief that this is not an
issue Umt requires emergency action
and that we should allow tomorrow's
technology provide a solution to today's
problems, we note that Congress added
the BART requirements to the CAA in
1977 to focus attention on the visibili:y
impacts from sources such as SJGS. We
therefore believe it is appropriate to take
action now, and our FIP is necessary to
satisfy the requirements of CAA section
110(a)(2}(D)(i)(II) with respect to
visibility for the 1997 6-hour ozone
standard and the 1997 PM2.5 standard,
and to satisfy certain related RH
requirements. We also note that as
described elsewhere in this preamble,
New Mexico has only recently
submitted a RH plan that addresses the
interstate provisions of the CAA with
respect to visibility, and as also
explained we cannot review it as part of
this action. The FIP clocks of both
statutory requirements have expired and
we therefore have an obligation to act
now under the CAA.
Comment: An owner participant of
Units 1 and 2 at the SJGS indicates that
our proposal presents significant
challenges and risks to its resomce
planning by handicapping its ability to
cost effectively respond to changing
conditions. The commenter states dlat
uncP.rtainties such as the impact of
potential futmo regulations, futme fuel
prices, and customer load growth/
decline, have the potential to change the
economic viability of their generating
resources. The commenter points out
that implementation of our proposal
would require it to make a significant
capital investment in the p!cmt, tho cos:
of which could only be recovered
through long-term operation of that
assot. This would likely have the effect
of "locking" SJGS into the generation
portfolio for a considerable period of
time or risk stranding those
investments. According to the
commenter, this Joss of flexibility would
hamper its ability to respond to future
scenarios such as changes in the
economic viability of coal resources,
changes in acceptance of coal resources
by State utility conm1issions, and
reduced demand for coal resources. TI1e
commenter states that this loss of
i:lexibility is completely ur..necessary
given that the RH program is intended
to make gradual reductions in emissions
over a decades-long period of time. The
conunenter asks us to recognize the
significant reductions ah·eady made at
SJGS or to defer to the SIP submitted by
NMED to the Environmental

Improvement Board. The commenter
suggests that further reductions could be
made at the plant, including the
possible installation of SCR, over
subsequent planning periods. Such an
approach would reduce the immediate
financial burden on the power plant's
customers, allow time for greater
certainty in terms of poterrtial carbon
limits and customer demand, and retain
greater flexibility in future resource
decisions.
Response: Regarding costs, EPA
reevaluated projections based on
comments received to increuse them to
$344,542,604, which is still much less
than indusu·y projectio:~s and cost
effective. Cost is one of the five factors
considered in making BART
determinations. 51 Regarding the utility's
loss of flexibility, the emission limits we
select today are the result of a schedule
in the 1977 Clean Air Act to make
gradual reductions ir:t emissions over a
decades-long]Jeriod of time
With regard to the commenter's
~equest that we recognize the emissions
reductions already made at SJGS or to
defor to the SIP recently that was
submitted by NMED to the
Environmental Improvement Board near
~he time of the comment, we note that
as part of our NOx BART evaluation for
SJGS, we did consider the controls
previously insta]ed by PNM as a result
of its consent decree with the Gt·and
Canyon Tmst, Si£ma Club, and NMED
on March 10, 2005. However, in making
the NOx BART determination, we were
obligated by tho RHR to examine
additional retrofit technologies. EPA
will give priority to the review of New
Mexico's recently submitted Haze SIP;
however, it was received too late to be
taken into consideration in this rule
making.
Comment: The Navajo Nation
submitted comments stating that the
Navajo Nation Environmental Protection
Agency is concerned that non-air
quality impacts have not been
adequately considered in the J?roposed
rule. The commenter states that 20% of
the plant workers at the SJGS and 41%
of the mine workforce at the San Juan
Mine are Navajo Nation tribal members.
The commenter is concerned that we
have provided no information or
analyses to explain how tlw SJGS vdll
fund the SCR installation c:osts within
t>1. States !l1Ust consider the following fnc~crs in
ma;<lng BART determinal'ons: (1) The coats of
compliance; (2} the onorgy and nonair quality
environmental impacts of con1p1ian\.~J; (3) a:1y
oxisting pollulion control technology in use at the
source; (4) the remaining useful lifo of tho sourco;
and (5) the degree of improveme'!t ln visibility
which rr"ay wnsbnably 1m anticipated to result froP->
the U'<' of such toclmology. 40 CFR
51.308(e)(l)(ii)(A).

the limited timeframe without resorting
to a reduction-in-force that would
potentially impact Navajo workers,
contractors, and subcontractors.
Response: Because SJGS has not
proposed to shut down, we do not
believe that jobs at the facility will be
threatened. EPA's decision to lengthen
the compliance deadline from 3 to 5
yeara should also provide some
increases in local employment during
that time associated with the
installation of pollution controls. The
RHR requires that the costs of
compliance and the non-air quality
en viromnental impacts of compliance
he considered [40 CFR
51.308(e)(1](ii)(A)]. As described in our
proposal, we fom:d that PNM did not
identify any significant or unusual
environmental impacts associated with
the control alternatives that had the
potentia: to affect the selection or
elimination of that control alternative.
For SCR and SCR/SNCR hybrid
technologies, the non-air quality
environmental impacts EPA evaluated
included the consideration of water
usage and waste generated from each
control technology.
Comment: A commenter argues that
things like wood burning stoves, wood
burning firep:aces, and natural
occurrences such as dust, wind, fires,
aad humidity, impair visibility just as
mt:ch as utilities. The commenter asks
us to explain how we propose to control
those events that affect air quality.
Response: Natural haze factors am
recognized in the cUTrent degree of
visibility impairment in Class 1 areas.
The purpose of this decision is to
significantly decrease impairment ~rom
the largest man mado sources. In
addition, the emissions resulting from
wood burning stoves and fireplaces are
typically included in the emission
inventory, which is part of tho RH STP
New Mexico recently submitted to us
under 40 CFR 51.309. We will review
the adequacy of this SIP submission in
a separate future proposal.
Comment: The commenter asks us to
explain how we intend to analyze the
cost benefits to businesses a:-~d
individuals.
Response: The CAA requires us to
consider the c:ost of ins tolling contmls
and the visibility benefits as part of the
BART analysis, and we have done that.
The commenter may wish to consult the
Statutory and Executive Orders Review
section of this action, which includes
our determination that the FIP does not
contain a Federal mandate that may
result in expenditmes that exceed the
inflation-adjusted Unfunded Mandates
Reform Act of 1995 (UMRA) threshold
of $100 million by State, local, or Tribal
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governments or the private sector in any
1 year.
I. Comments in Favor of Om· Proposal
Comment: Overall, we received more
than 12,000 comment letters in support
of our rulemaking from members
representing states, tribes, local
governments, various organizations and
concerned citizens in support of this
rulemaking: These comments were
received at the Public Hearing in
Farmington, New Mexico, by Internet.
and through the mail. Each of these
commenters was generally in favor of
our proposed decision for the SJGS.
These comments include urging us to
require appropriate retl'Ofit technology
at the SJGS for emission con:rol, and
limiting NOx. S02, sulfuric acid and
amir.onia currently or potentially
released by the facility. A number of
representative comments 5-om this
group are summarized below, The
Complete Response to Comments far
NM Regional Haze/Visibility Transpol't
FIP document includes the full text
received by these ccrmnenters.
We recmved many letters which were
similar in content and format, and are
represented by thirteen types of positive
comment letters in the docket for this
rulemaking. Each of these comment
letters supports our proposed decision
for the San Juan Generation Station in
New Mexico. More thaa 7,000 of these
letters specificaEy urge us to keep or
lower our proposed numeric limits on
nitrogen oxides, ammonia, and sulfuric
acid pollution in om final decision and
urge us to require compliance with the
limits within three years.
We received a letter fmm the State of
Colorado in support of this rulomaking.
These comments include support for
our cureful evaluation ofNOx emission
control costs for tl18 SJGS, and our
proposed promulgation of cost effective
emission control for this facility to
improve visibility and provide other
enviromncntal benefits. The State of
Colorado also Dncouraged us to work
closely with tho State of New Mexico in
selecting the most appropriate NOx
control technology.
We received a letter from the
Southern Ute Indian Tribe in support of
this rulemaking. The Tribe's comments
include support for our proposed action
to prevent emissions from New Mexico
sources from interfering with other
s~ate's measures to protect visibility,
and to implement NOx and S02
emissions limits at the SJGS to prevent
interference. In addition, the Tribe
supports om proposal to regulate
emissions sources in neighboring areas
that could undmmine the Tribes' efforts
to maintain air quality on the

Reservation. The Tribe is concerned
about the impacts of emissions from
SJGS on visibility on the Reservation;
therefore the Tribe is in favor of
reducing the regional transport of ozone
and ozone precursors such as NOx.
We received two resolutions which
generally support this rulema.'Gng, one
from the City of Durango, Colorado, and
another from the Town of Ignacio
Colorado. These resolutions include
support for requiring the use of BART
at the San Juan Generating Station.
Another commenter expressed
support of our proposaL The commenter
states that for the past 30-40 years, the
SJGS has had a largely unrestricted use
of the large common air-shed shared by
Mon~ezmna County, Colorado and San
Juan County, New Mexico. During this
timeframe, the residents of Montezuma
CouJ1ty and their neighbors have been
continually exposed to the air pollution
arisbg from the SJGS, yet the residents
of Montezuma County receive no benefit
from operation of the plant in terms of
electricity (aside from 40 MW
purchased from SJGS), tax revenues,
and community support.
Another commenter supported all
aspects of our proposed rule. The
commenter volunteers at Mesa Verde
National Park and mentions that many
park visitors express disappointment
over tho degraded air quality and
limited vistas from the Park. The
conunen:er states that tho 2.88 dcciview
of visibility improvement we prudictod
at Mesa Verde National Park with SCR
installed at SJGS, would be readily
noticed by both residents and visitors to
the region. The commenter notes that
PNM's Web site claims that SCR is
"unnecessary" and would "raise
electricity prices for the SJGS's two
million customers," yet PNM offers no
data or other support for its conclusion.
The commenter also notes that no
significant improvement in Four
Corners RH has berm seen since PNM
completed installation of emission
controls pursuant to the 2009 consent
decree. The commenter also states that
it is legally, socially, and economically
appropriate for PNM's customers to pay
the full costs of the power they
consume, including the air poilution
created while generating it. The
comrnenter also states that although
PNM characterizes the SJGS as a "low
cost" producer of power, it fails to
acknowledge that a substantial cost of
its power, in the form of regional air
quality degmdation, is borne by the
poople of the Four Corners region, many
of whom do not co:1sume SJGS power
and derive no economic benefit from the
facility. The commenter believes a
three-year implementation schedule for
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SCR at the SJGS is both appropriate and
achievable at a reasonable cost.
Response: We note that several of the
specific emissions and timeframe
limitations supported by these
commenters in the proposal have been
modified slightly in this final action
based on all of the information received
during the comment period. Please see
the docket associated with this action
for additional detail.

f. Comments A1·gulng Ol!r Proposal
Wollld Hmt the Economy and/or Raise
blectricity Rates
Comment: A commenter stated that if
the FIP is adopted, the ow:1ers of the
SJGS will have three options:
compliance, plant shutdown, or plant
modification. The commenter states that
compliance would result in a capital
expense not justified by the likely
results of thut investment, and would be
a terrible, indefensible waste of
resom·ces. Plant shutdown would result
in the loss of hundreds of jobs in direct
plant employment, coal mining, and
other support and service sectm·s. The
commenter also points out thut plant
shutdown would result in the SJGS
customers losing their investment in tho
plant, which they have paid for through
rate payment. SJGS customers would
have to pay for the development of new
generation fadlities and fuel con:racts
or would have to buy power on the open
market, and they would also be
responsible for the reclamation of the
plant site and any coal mine that might
be abandmwd as a result of plant
closure. The commenter states that plant
modification would likely take the fm·m
of conversion from coal-fired to natural
gas-fired, which would also result in
loss of jobs, as there would be no need
for coal. The commenter indicates that
ail three options would result in an
incnmse in the cost of electricity to
customers, which should be avoided or
eliminated in light of the weakened and
unstable economic conditions at the
national, state, and local levels.
Another part owner of Unit 4 at the
SJGS, submitted comments stating L~at
the impact from imposing its share of
the costs of installing SCR at the SJGS,
may require it to raise electric rates, cut
back on planned clean energy
investments, or both, all for whut appem
to be insignificunt benefits.
Response: EPA's evaluation of capital
expenses by the implementation of the
FIP shows them to be justified by the
degree of improvement in visibility in
relationship to the cost of
implementation. The FIP calls fm NOx
and S02 emission limits at the SJGS to
prevent interference with other states'
visibility SIPs as well as requiring BART
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stating that it would submit u RH SIP by
Decemi:Jer 2007.
On January 15, 2009, EPA pub1ished
a "Finding of Failure to Submit State
Implementation Plans Required by the
1999 Regional Haze Rule." 74 FR 2392.
We found that New Mexico and other
states had failed to su~mit for our
L. Comments Requesting an Extension
review and approval Gomplete SIPs for
to the Public Comment Period
improving visibility in the nation's
national parks and wilderness areas by
Comment: We received comments
the required date ofDecember 17,2007.
requesting 01at the comment period be
We found that New Mexico failed to
extended, with most requesting an
submit the plan ele1mmts required by 40
additional 50 days. We also received
CFR 51.309(g), the reasonable progress
comments requesting additicnal public
requirements for areas other than the 16
hearings.
K. Comments Arguing Our Proposal
Class I areas covered by the Grand
Response: Originally the comment
Would Help the Economy
Canyon Visibility Transport
for
our
proposal
was
period
due
to
close
Comment: We received several
Commission Report. New Mexico a:so
on
March
7, 2011. In response to
comments stating that the proposed FIP
failed to submit the plan element
we
extended
the
public
requests
would help local economies by creating
required by 40 CFR 51.309(d)(4), which
new and different jobs in the Region and comment period to April 4, 2011. In
requires BART for stationary source
doLtg
so,
we
took
into
consideration
by increasing tourism. In particular, one
emissions of NOx and PM under either
how
an
extension
might
affect
our
commenter stated reducing visibility40 CFR 51.30B(e)(1] or 51.308(e)(2). This
ability to consider comments received
causing pollutants have far-reaching
notice initiated a 2-ysm deadline,
on
the
proposed
action
and
still
comply
impacts on local economies, human
referred to as the "F!P clock," for New
with
the
terms
of
a
consent
decree
we
herrlth, and ecosystems. The commenter
Mexico to submit a SIP or for EPA to
have with WildEarth Guardians. 5 2 We
stated that decreasing these pollutants
issue a FIP. The FIP would provide the
do note that our February 17, 2011,
will benefit all of these important areas
basic program requirements for each
public hearing in Farming:on, New
of concern. This commenter noted that
State that has not completed an
and
provided
Mexico
was
well
attended
tourism is critical to the economy of
approved plan of their own by Jrmuary
an opportunity for people to comment
New Mexico and the Four Corners
15, 2011. The CAA requires EPA to
on our proposal.
re51on, and made several points; Utah's
promulgate a FIP if a State fails to make
five Class I areas, all of which are
a required SIP submittal or if we find
M. Comments Reqllesting We Defer
national parks, genernte a significant
that the State's submittal is incomplete,
Action in Favor of a New Mexico SIP
portion of this sustainable tourism
does not meet :he minimum criteria
Submittal
eco:1omy: in 2008, these area~ were
established in the CAA or wo
Comment: Various cornmenters have
responsible for 5.7 million recreation
disapprove in whole or in part the SIP
stated U1at the NMED should take tho
visits, over $400 million in spending,
submission. CAA. section 110(c)(1).
leacl in implementing the RH
and nearly 9,000 jobs. Parks attract
In addition, WildEarth Guardia:Js
requirements of the CAA based on 01e
businesses and individuals to the local
sued EPA alleging that we failed to
fundamental principle that the CAA and perform the non-discretio:Jary duty to
area, resulting in economic growth in
the RHR emphasize that states, not EPA, either approve a SIP or promulgate a FIP
areas near parks that is an avemge of 1
are to take the lead in implementing 01e for New Mexico, among other States, to
percent per year greater Oum statewide
RH program, and wo should wait taking satisfy the requimments of Ci\.i\ section
rates over tho past three decades.
action until NMED sabmits to the
National parks also generate more tha:1
110(a)(2)(D)(i) with regard to the 1997
Agency their revised RH SIP and ado11t
four dollars in value to the public for
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
every tax dollar invested. Therefore, this such submittal instead of promulgating
for 8-hour ozone and fine p[lrticulate
aFIP.
matter. We have entered into a consent
commenter concluded, improving
Response: Congmss crafted the CAA
decree with WildEmth Guardians to
visibility at these national parks
to provide for States to take the lead for resolve this matter.
improves the local economies around
implementing plans, but bala:1ced that
This consent decree specifically
them.
requires us-no later than August 5,
This commenter also noted that an
decision by requiring EPA to approve
2011·-to sign a notice either approving
additional economic incentive behind
the plans or prescribe a federal plan
a SIP, promulgating a FIP, or approving
protecting air quality is the necessary
should the State plan be inadequate.
a SIP in part with promulgation of a
Our action today is consistent with :1w
investment in pollution control
pmtial FIP, for New Mexico to meet the
technologies as they are a job-creating
statute. As explained in our proposal,
requirement of 42 U.S.C.
mochanism in itself. Each installation
we received a SIP from New Mexico to
7410(a)(Z)(D)(i)(II) regarding interfering
croates shmt-term construction jobs as
address the interstate transport
with measures in other states related to
well as permanent operations and
provisions of CAA section
110(a)(2)(D)(l) for the 1997 8-hour ozone protection of visibility. As required by
management positions.
the consent decree, since New Mexico
Response: We agree with the
and PM2_5 NAAQS on September 17,
comments. Although we did not
2007. New Mexico's SGptember 17, 2007 did not submit a complete proposed SIP
to address the visibility requirement by
consider the potential positive benefits
submittal addressed the requirement
May 10, 2010, then by November 10,
to local economies in making our
that the state not intmfere with the
2010, EPA was required to propose one
decision today, we do expect that
visibility programs of other states by
of three actions: A FIP; approval of a SIP
improved visibllity would have a
(if one has boon submitted in the
positive impact on tourism-dependent
62 WilrlEartl1 Guardians v. Lisa Jackson, Case No.
4:09-CV-02453-CW.
interim); or pmtial promulgation of a
local economies. Also, retrofitting the

for NOx at this source. BART requires
that we evaluate (1] cost of complianc•3,
(2) the energy and non-air quality
environmental impacts of compliance,
(3) any existing pollution control
technology in use at the source, (4)
remaining useful life of source, and (5)
degree of improvement in visibility
which may reasonably be anticipated to
result from the use of such technology.
After careful cost review EPA has
determined that the significant benefits
in visibility resulting from the
implementation of the FIP outweigh the
increase in costs for the facility.

SJGS with SCR is a large construction
project that we expect to ta.'<e 3 to 5
years to complete. This project will
require well-paid, skilled labor which
can potentially be drawn from the local
mea, which would seem to benefit the
economy.
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FIP and partial approval of a SIP. In the
absence of a SIP, EPA proposed a FIP on
January 5, 2011. We received the New
Mexico submittal on July 5, 2011,after
the close of the record for the proposed
FIP EPA will give priority to the review
of New Mexico's SIP but we cannot
consider it and meet the consent decree
dendline.

both provisions of ths CAA, and both
provisions concern emissions of NOx
(amo:1g other pollutants). To separate
our actions could potentially lead to the
same sourcs needing to install two
successive levels of control measures,
the first in order to meet the
requirements of section 110(a)(2)(D)(i),
and then the second in order :o meet the
requiroments of the RH progra111.
N. Comments Generally Against Our
The CAA requires each state to
Proposal
develop a SIP that provides for the
implementation, maintenance, and
Comment: Various commenters
generally stated they do not support the enforcement of the NAAQS. CAA
section 110(a)[l). The statute explicilly
proposed rulemaking. Their reasons
requires that each state's SIP shall
included; It will affect the town's
include, among other things, adequate
economy, affect the coal power plant
provisions prohibiting any sourcB from
indush'y, electricity costs will increase,
emitting any air pollutants in amounts
they have no direct health problems
which will interfere with measures
from actual emissions, direct and
required to be included in the
indirect jobs/businesses wou!d be
applicable implementation plan for any
affected, current air pollution control
other State to protect visibility. CAA
equipment meet EPA and health
section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II).
standards. Others commentod that our
On Ap~il 25, 2005, we published a
decision is arbitrary as no other similar
"Finding of Failure to Submit SIPs for
facilities have the same requirements
Interstate Transport for the B-hour
imposed by the FlP and that tht~re will
Ozone and PM 2 .5 NAAQS." 70 FR
be no benefit to the community. One
21147. This notice included a finding
commenter argues that SJGS aiready
that New Mexico and other states had
meets the visibility standards !'squired
failed to submit SIPs to address any of
by the CAA.
the four prongs of section
Response: While we appl'eciate the
110(a)(2)(D)(i), including the provisions
effort and time of the commenters, the
relating to interstate transport of air
comments did not include
pollution affecting visibility, and started
documentation, rationale, or data for
a 2-yem· clock for us to promulgate a
EPA to respond beyond our msponsP.s
FIP, unless a State made a submission
provided elsm·vhore.
to meut the roquirements of section
0. Comments on Legal Issues
110(a)(2)(D)(i) and we approved -:.he
submission. CAA section 110(c)(1). That
1. EPA's Authority
two year period has expired.
Comment: Various commenters
The CAA a:so requires each state to
argm)d that combining Interstate
develop a SIP to protect visibility. CAA
Transport and RH BART requirements
section 169. On January 15, 2009, we
in the proposed ac~ion exceeds our
published a "Finding of Failure to
anthority and does not satisfy the
Submit S:ate Implementation Plans
regulatory requirements of each
Required by tho 1999 Regional Haze
program, and each program has different Rule." 74 FR 2392. In that notice we
requirements and purposes.
found that New Mexico a11d other sta:es
Response: We do not agree that it
had failed to submit complots SIPs for
exceeds our authority to combine action improving visibility in the nation's
on RH BART requirements as part of our natio:1al pm·ks and vdlderness areas by
action on the required State submittal to the requiwd date of December 17, 2007.
meet section 110(a)(2)(D) of the CAA.
Specifically, ws found that New Mexico
EPA has two separate sources of
failed to submit the plaa elmnents
authority a11d obligations to take this
required by 40CFR 51.309(g), the
action, i.e., a statutory obligation to
reasonable progress requirements for
promulgate a FIP to meet the
areas other than the 15 Class I areas
requirements of section
covered by the Grand Canyon Visibility
110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) and a statutory
Tra11sport Commission Report. In
obligation to promulgate a FIP to meet
addition, we also found that New
RH program requirements of the CAA.
Mexico had failed to submit ths plan
Nothing in the CAA predudes EPA from element required by 40 CFR
51.309(d)(4), which requires BART for
2.ddressing both requirements
simultaneously, and indeed, to address
stationary source omissions of NOx and
both in the samo action is rational to
PM under either 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1) or
ensure the most efficient use of
51.308(e)(2). This finding of failure to
resomces by both the Agsncy and tl1e
submit started a 2-year clock for us to
affected source. The SJGS is subject to
promulgato a FlP, tmless the State made
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a RH SIP submission and we approved
it. That two year period has also
expired.
On September 17, 2007 we received a
SIP from New Mexico to address the
interstate transport provisions of CAA
110(a)(2)(D)(i) for the 1997 8-hour ozone
and PM25 NAAQS. In that submission,
the state indicated that it intended to
meet the requirements of section
110(a)(2)(D)(i) with respect to visibility
by submission of a timely RH SIP. Those
RH SIPs were due no later than
December 17, 2007.
As of the time of our proposal for this
action on January 5, 2011, the state had
not make the RH SIP submission as
represented in its section 11 O(a)(2)(D)
submission, and had not make a RH SIP
submission or aiternate section
110(a){2)(D) submission indicating that
the state in:ended to meet visibilitv
prong by any other means.
'
We received a RH SIP submittal from
the state on July 5, 2011. L"nfortunately.
due to the timing of that submittal, we
cannot evaluate it as part of this action.
We note that this RH SIP submittal
arrived approxir.mtely 3Vz years past the
due date of December 17, 2007, and well
past January 15, 2011, the date by which
we were obligated either to approve a
RH SIP submission or to promulgate a
RH FIP, as a result of the 2009 finding
of failure to submit the RH SIP.
Morsover, Ul8 July 5, 2011, submission
also occurred more than four years aftsr
tho date by which we were obligated
either to approvo a SIP submission or to
promulgate a FIP to address the s:ate's
failure to submit a submission for
section 110(a)(2)(D}(i)(II).
We are under a consent decree
deadline vvith WildEarth Guardians that
requires the Agency to take action by
Angnst 5, 2011, either to approve the
New Mexico section 110(a)(2){D) SIP, or
to promulgate a FIP, to address the
1lO(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) visibility prong.
Because of tho lateness ofthe July 5,
2011 submission, it is not possible to
review and potentially ful;y appmve the
July 5, 2011, SIP submission by
proposing a rulemaking and
promulgating a final action by August 5,
2011, as required by the consent decree.
The CAA requires us to promulgate a
Fil' if aStute fails to make a required
SIP submittal or if we find that the
State's submittal is incomplete, does not
meet the minimum criteria established
in the CAA or we disapprove in whole
or in part the SIP submission. CAA
section 110(c)(1). As previously
discussed, we have made findings
relatod to t.'le New Mexico SIP
submission needed to address interstate
transport and the requirement that
emi8sions from New Mexico sources do
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not interfere with measures required in
the SIP of any other state to protect
visibility, pmsuant to seed on
110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) of the CAA.
Therefore, as New Mexico failed to
submit an approvable SIP that addresses
the interstate provisions of the CAA
with respect to visibility, and has made
a very late RH SIP Sclbmission giving us
no time to complete the regulatory
process :1ecessary to evaluate that
submission in light of the deadlines
imposed by the above-mentioned
consent decree, we have fue statutory
authority and the obligation to
promulgate a FIP that meets one or both
requirements.
In addition, we think that it is
appropriate to take action on the
visibility requirements of section
110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) and RH program
requirements simultaneously in these
circumstances because the purposes and
requirements of the interstate transport
provisions of the CAA with respect to
visibility and the RH program are
intertwined. The requirements of CAA
section 110{a)(2)(D)(i)(II) explicitly
provide that states must have SIPs with
adequate provisions to prevent
inferer.ce with the efforts of other states
to protect visibility, which includes the
protections contemplated by the RH
program. This sectio:1 of the CAA
requires each SIP "to include adequate
provisions prohibiting any source from
emitting any air pollutants in amounts
which will interfere with measures
required to be included in the
applicable implementation plan fm any
other State * * • to protect visibility."
These required SIP measures to protect
visibility are set forth in sections 169A
& 159B of the CAA and EPA's
implementing regulations for the RH
program.
Section 110(a}(2)(D)(i)(II) does not
explicitly define what is required in
SIPs to prevent the prohibited impact on
visibility in other states. However,
because the RH program requires
measures that must be included in SIPs
specifically to protect visibility, EPA's
2006 Guidanca r,, recommeaded that RH
SIP submissions meeting the
requirements of the visib!lity program
could satisfy the requirements of CAA
section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) with respect to
visibility.
Subsequently, when some states did
not make the RH SIP submission, in
""See, "Gt:idanca for State J:nplementation Plan
(SIP) Submissions to Meet Cnnenl Outstanding
Obligations Under Ser.tion 110(•){2)(D)(i)for Loa !1Ho:u Ozone and. PM2.5 National An:bient Air
Quullty St!lndard•," from William '1'. H""nett,
Director Alr Q:Jol!ty Policy Divislnn, OAQPS, to
Regional Air Division Director, Regions I-X, dated
August 15, 200!l (the "2006 Guidonce"),

whole or in part, or did not make an
approvable RH Sl'P submission, we have
evaluated whether states could comply
with section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) by other
means. Thus, we have elsewhere
determined that states may also be able
to satisfy the requirements of CAA
section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) with
something less than an approved RH
SIP, see e.g. Colorado (76 FR 22036
(April20, 2011)) and Idaho (76 FR
36329 (Ju~e 22, 2011)). In other words,
an approved RH SIP is not the only
possible means to satisfy tho
requirements of CAA sectio::t
110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) v.rith respect to
visibility; however, such a SIP could be
sufficient. Given this reasoning, we do
not agree with commenters' contentions
that the two programs have completely
different requirements and purposes
and that it is unreasonable for EPA to
seek to address these issues in the sam~
action.
Comment: Various commenters have
stated that we proposed to act on an
interstt!te tmnsport SIP requhement,
while borrowing portions of the RH SIP
requirements, and that such partial
implementatio::t of programs is
inappropriate and conflicts with the
structure and pmpose of the CAA.
Response: We disagree with the
premise of tho commenters that we
cannot address mom tl1an one statutory
requirement in the same notice and
comment rulemaking. See response to
comments, above, regarding our general
authority and obligation to act on
section 110(a)(2)(D)(i](II) and RH SIP
requirements. Wo also specifically
disagree that acting on portions of the
RH SIP requirements in this action is
inappropriate and conflicts with the
structure and purpose of the CAA. We
have authority to act on submissions, or
portions of submissions, as appropriate
to meet the requirements of the CAA, in
accordance vvith section 110(£:)(3). In
this instance, we have determined that
it is appropriate to take action
addressing tho NOx BART requirements
for an individual source, and thereby to
meet a portion of our outstanding
statutory FIP obligation for the RH
program, at the same time as acting on
tho section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(fl) SIP
submission with respect to the visibility
prong :a moot that statutory FIP
obligation.
We note that we have previously
acted on othm· portions of the section
11D(a)(2}(D)(i) SIP submission from the
state. In prior actions, we approved the
New Mexico SIP submittal for: (1) The
"significant contribution to
nonattainment" prong of section
110(a)(2)(D)(i) (75 FR 33174, June 11,
2010); and (2) the "interfere with

maintenance" and "interfere with
measures to prevent significant
deteriora:ion" prongs of section
110{a)(2)(D)(i). (75 FR 72688, November
26, 2010). Were it in fact
"inappropriate" to act on portions of
SIP submissions, or were it contrary to
the structure and purpose of L~e CAA to
do so, as the comrnenters argue, we
would not have taken such prior actions
on portions of the state's section
110(a)(2)(D)(i) submission. Moreover, no
one objected to those actions on those
grounds.
We also Gontend that promulgating
FIPs to address specific CAA
requirements is consistent wirh the
purposes of the statute. One of the
primary goals of the CAA, is to protect
and enhance the quality of the Nation's
air resources so as to promote the public
health and welfare. CAA section
101(b)(1). Failing to submit an
approvable SIP submission, as required
by section 110 of CAA, is contrary to the
purposes and goals of the CAA. The
CAA requires us to promulgate a FIP if
a State has failed to make a required
submission or finds that a plan does not
smisfy the minimum established
criteria, or disapproves a SIP
su3mission in whole or in part. CAA
section 110(c)(1).
In this action, we aro disapproving a
portion of the New Mexico Interstate
Transport SIP with respect :o tho
requirement that emissions from New
Mexico sources do not interfere with
measures roquirad in the SIP of any
other state to protect visibility. On
September 17, 2007 we roceived a SIP
from New Mexico to addross the
interstate transport provisions of CAA
110(a)(2)[D)(i) for the 1997 8-hour ozone
and PM2..s NAAQS. In this submission,
the state indicated that it intended to
meet the requirements of section
110(a)(2)(D)(i) with respect to visibility
by submission of a timely RH SIP. As
previously explained above, V>o
received a RH SIP submission from the
state on July 5, 2011. Because of the
latenGss of the submission, and in light
of our obligations under the WildEorth
Guardians c::msent decree to have
completed rulomaking on the visibility
prong o:: Section 110(a)(2](D)(i), it is not
possible to review such SIP submission,
propose a rulemaking, and promulgate a
final action prior to the August 5, 2011
det~dlino.

Therefore, as previously stated, we
have both a statutory obligatio:1 to
promulgate a FJP to address the
requirements of section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)
with respect to visibility and a statutory
obligation to promulgate a FIP to
address the requirements of RH. As also
proviously stated, the purposos and
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requirements of these programs are
intertwined. As such, we consider it
appropriate to promulgate one FIP that
addresses both the requirements of
section 110(a)(2)(D)(i) with respect to
visibility and the BART requirements
for NOx from SJGS. Although there are
additional RH SIP requirements to be
addressed, and we intend to address
these requil'ements in the near future,
:here is no requirement in the CAA that
we ta.1.::e action to address a state's
failure to submit an approvable RH SIP
in only one ac:ion.
Comment: Some commenters argued
that the proposed FIP Is too all
encompassing, exceeds the authority
vested in EPA under Section 110 of the
CAA because it provides too stringent a
control fm attaining visibility standards,
and will have broader impact than the
purpose of the CAA to not interfere vvith
neighboring state implementation plans.
Response: In general, for the reasons
we have outlined elsewhere in our
responses to comments, we disagree that
our FIP is too all encompassing or
exceeds our atithority under section
110(a)(2)(D)(i) ofthe CAA. Under that
provision, we may not approve the SIP
submission from the state unless the SiP
contains provisions adequate to prohibit
emissions from sources in that state
from in:erfering with measures required
to protect visibility in other states. As
explained in this action, WB have
determined that emissions so:nccs in
New Mexico meet this mquiroment,
except for the SJGS. For :his source, we
have de:ermined that additional and
federallv enforceable controls are
required in order to meet the NOx
emissions used in the WRAP
photochemical modeling rmd that
fedmallv onforceablo emission limits am
required in order to meet the SCh
emissions used in the WRAP
photochemkal modeling, as part of this
action in order to be in compliance with
section 110(a)(2](D](i). Our action is also
based in part on our authority to address
the NOx BART requirements for the
SJGS. To meet this separate
requirement, we havo determined that
specific NOx controls are roquirod for
the SJGS.
Comment: Various commenters
argued that EPA failed to prese;::tt "a
coherent or defensible justification" for
its interpretation of section
110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) in the proposnl, and
that EPA failed to explain adequately its
interpretation of CAA section
110(a)(2)(D](i)(II) and the relationship
between that provision, as interpreted
by the Agency, and CAA sections 1.69A
and 169B. In addition, the commenter
asserted that EPA has no basis to
disapprove the state's section

110(a)(2)(D) submission with respect to
the visibility prong, because the state's
submission was consistent with EPA's
2005 guidance to states for these SIP
submission.
Response: We disagree with these
assertions. First, in the proposal we
explained our views as to the proper
interpretation of section
110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II). We explained that
section 110(a)(2)(D(i)(II) requires states
"to have a SIP, or submit a SIP revision,
containing provisions 'prohibiting any
source or other type of emissions
activity within the state from emitting
any air pollutant in amounts which will
* * * interfere with measures required
to be included in the applicable
implementation plan for any other State
under part C [of the CAA) to protect
visibility. 75 FR 493 (January 5, 2011).
We explicitly stated that "[b]ecause of
the impacts on visibility from the
interstate transport of pollutants, we
interpret the 'good neighbor' provisions
of section 110 of the Act described
above as requiring states to include in
their SIPs msasures to prohibit
emissions that wou:d interfere with the
reasonable progress goals set to protect
Class I areas in other states." Id.
In the proposal, we expressed our
view that section 11 O(a)(2)(D](i)(II)
"docs not explicitly specify how we
shou:d ascertain whether a state's SIP
contains adequate provisions to prevent
emissions from sources in that state
from interfering with measures required
in another state to protect visibility" Id.
at 496. We clearly stated that the statute
is thus ambiguous and that the Agency
must interpwt that provision in this
action. Id. Wo aro explaining our
reading of the ambiguity in tho statute
in this notice and comment rulemaking.
Thereafter, we ar7iculated in detail the
underlying premise for our 2006
guidance, and the recommendations
thot states address this requirement
through submission of the RH SfP. We
specifically explained the basis for our
belief that the development of those
SIPs would provide an appropriate
forum in which s:ates would have
evaluated the need for emission controls
to protect visibility, and in particular
would have considered emissions from
sources in other states and their degree
of control as part of developing their
respective programs to protect visibility.
The proposal mticulated our basis for
proposing to interpret the requirement
of section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) to mean that
the state's SIP must contain at least
those emission reductions that other
states would have relied upon from New
Mexico sources in the development of
their reasonable progress goals in their
respective visibility programs.
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Moreover, our proposal articulated that
evaluation of the analysis conducted by
the WRAP is one means of gauging
whether New Mexico has adequately
controlled its sources for this pmpose.
We also disagree with the assertion
that we have failed to explain
adequately our interpretation of the
visibility pl'ong of section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)
in light of the requirements of section
109A and 169B of the Act. As explained
i::t oar proposed action, the CAA
establishes a visibility pmtection
program that sets forth "as a !lational
goal the prevention of any futu.re, and
the remedying of any existing,
impairment of visibility in mandatory
class I Federal areas which impairment
results from manmade air pollution."
CAA section 169A(a](1). In section
159A(a)(l) of the 1977 Amendments to
the CAA, Congress created a program for
protecting visibility in the nation's
national parks and wilderness areas.
This section ofthe CAA establishes as
a national goal the "prevention of any
future, and the remedying of any
existing, impairment of visibility in
mandatory Class I Federal areas which
impail·ment results fwm manmade air
pollution." In 1980, we promulgated
regulations to address visibility
impairme3t in Clnss I areas that is
"reaso:1ably attributable" to n single
source or small group of sources, i.e.,
"reasonably attributable visibility
impairment." 45 FR 30084 (December 2,
1930). These regulations represe;1ted the
first phase in addressing visibility
impairment. We deferred action on Ric!
that ernana~es from a variety of sol!l'Ces
until monitoring, modeling and
scientific knowledge about the
relationships between pollutants and
visibility impairment wm·e improved.
Id.
Congress added section 169B to the
CAA in 1990 to address RI-1 issues, and
we promulgated regulations addressing
RI-I in 1999. 54 FR 35714 (July 1, 1999),
codified at 40 CFR part 51, subpart P
(the RHR). The RHR revised the existing
visibility regulations to integrate
provisions addressing RH impairment
and established a comprehensive
visibility p:otection program for Class I
areas. The requirements for RH, found at
40 CFR 51.308 and 51.309, are included
in our visibility protection regulations at
40 CFR 51.300~309. States were
required to submit the first SIP
addressing RH visibility impairment no
later than December 17, 2007, 40 CFR
51.308(b).
We disagree with tho mgument that
because section 169A and B create a
specific progmm for protection of
visibility, that compels the conclusion
that section 110(a)(2)(D)(il(I) could not
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have any substantive bearing on this
issae. Such an argument is at odds with
the clear provisions of the statute, and
with the structme of the CAA. Section
llO(a)(Z)(D)(i)(II) of the CAl\ requires
that SIPs shall include adequate
provisions "prohibi:ing * * * any
source "' * * withb the State from
emitting any air pollutant in amounts
which will * * * interfere with
measures required to be included in the
applicable implementation plan for any
other State under part C • " • to
protect visibility." (Emphasis added).
Because sections 169A and 169B
establish the national goal for visibility
protection, including RH issues, we
infer that when Congress included
p1·otection of required visibility
programs in other states as part of
section 110{a)(2)(D)(i), it was a
conscious reference to the sections in
the CAA that address that matter.
Indeed, in section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II),
Congress directed us to prevent
interference with the "measures
required to be bcluded in the
applicable implementation p:an for any
other State under part C of this chapter
* " *to protect visibility," and the RH
program is unequivocally among those
required measures to protect visibility.
Thus, it is nmsonable for EPA to
evaluate whether the SIP of a given state
prohibits emissions, consistent witb
what other states will have developed
their own visibility progrnms in reliance
upon.
It is illogical :o conclude that
Congress would have explicitly directed
us to assure that state SIPs contain
provisions to protect visibility programs
in other states, but that we not have the
authority to require such provisions as
part of a section 110(a){2)(D)(i)(II) SIP
submission, or if necessary to supply
them as part of a FIP. Such an argument
is also clearly inconsistent \'lith the
other prongs of section 110(a)(2)(D)(i).
The mere existence of other statutory
programs to provide for attainment and
maintenance of the NAAQS required in
part D of the Act, does not negate the
requirement that states also meet the
requirement of the "significant
contribution to nonattalnmont" and
"interference with maintenilllco" pmngs
of section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(I), a:1d the
<mthority of EPA to require substantive
provisions in the SIP, or to promulgate
a FIP to provide them, as may be
necessa1·y. We have exercised such
authority and issued SIP calls or
promulgated FIPs to assure that state
SIPs meot the roquiroments of sec:ion
110{a)(2)(D)(i). 64 Because of the impacts
•• See, e.g,, "Finding of Significant C:mtri\mtion
and Rulamnking for Certain States in the Ozone

on visibiEty from the interstate
transport of pollutants, we thus
interpret the "good neighbor"
provisions of section 110 of the Act
described above as requiring states to
include in their SIPs measures to
prohibit emissions that would bterfere
with the reasonable progress goals of tbe
RH program set to protect Class I areas
in other states of the RH program.
Finally, we disagree w1th the
commenter's views concerning the
state's September 2007, submission
comp:ying with the Agency's 2006
guidance, and even if it had complied
with that guidance, the purported legal
significance of that fact for purposes of
this action. As the commenters
themselves conceded, the state's 2007
submission stated that it would make a
timely RH SIP submission by December
of 2007 as its intended means of
meeting the requirements of section
110(a){2)(D)(i)(II) for visibility, but due
to intervening events the state did not
in fact do so prior to our proposed
action. Contrary to the commenter's
views, that submission was not factually
consistent with the recommendations of
the guidance. 65
More importantly, however, our 2006
guidaace reflected om·
recommendations for how states could
potentially meet the section
110{a)(Z)[D)(i)(II) requirement at that
point in time. As of August 2006, we
stated om belief that it was "currently"
prcmatw·e for states to make a more
substa:1tive SIP submission for this
element, because of the anticipatr,d
imminent RH SIP submissions, We
explicitly stated that "at tbis point in
time" in August of 2006, it was not
possio:e :o assess whether emissions
from sources in the state would interfem
with measures in the SIPs of other
states. As subsequent events have
demonstrated, we were mistaken as to
the assumption that all states would
submit RH SIPs in Decembor of 2007
and mistaken as to the assumption that
all such submissions would meet
applicable RH program requirements
aml therefore he approved shortly
thereafter. Thus the premise of the 2006
Guidance that it would be appropriate
TranAport AssossmGnt Group Reginu for PurpoS:es of
Reuucing Rogional Transport of Ozone; Final Rule,"
6:'1 FR 57356, October 37, 1998, (the NOx SIP Call),
GD- Subsequent to L"ta proposnl for this action, and
suh:mquont to tho commenter's comments, t.he ;;Lete
did make aRH Sl? •ubmi'"ion orr July 5, 2011, one
month hoforo we have to finalize rulemaklng oilher
hy promulgating a FIP or reviewing, proposing a
rulemaking and promulgating a finul action fully
opproving tha SIP, as requil:ed by the Angu•t 5,
2G'l1 consent decree deadline. ~ovortheless, the
coiTinenter was clearly in error givon that the::e was
110 suhmi.~sion purporting to rneet the requiren:ents
oHhe RH progrnm as of the time of its c:onunents.

to await submission and approval of
such RH SIPs before evaluating SIPs for
compliance with section
110(a)(2)(D){i)(II) was in error. Our ZOOB
Guidance was clearly intended to make
recommendations that were relevant at
that point in time, and subsequent
events have readered it inappropria:e in
this specific acli on.
In short, we must act upon the state's
submission in light of the actual facts,
and in light of the statutory
requirements of section 110(a)(2)(D)(i).
Whereas our prior recommendations
were prospectively anticipating the
submission of the RH SIP as a means of
the state imposing the controls
necessary on New Mexico sources
necessary to prevent interference with
the required visibility programs of other
states, those recommendations are
inappropriate at this juncture. In order
to evaluate whether the state's SIP
currently in fact contains provisions
sufficient to prevent the prohibited
impacts on the required programs of
other states, we are obligated to consider
the current circumstances and
investigate the level of controls at New
Mexico sources lll1d whether those
controls are or are not sufficient to
prevent such impacts.
We similarly disagree wi:h the
commenters' argument that it is still
"premature" to evaluate the compliance
of the state's SIP at this time, and that
we "must await the elate on which
regional haze SIPs have been submitted
and approved." First, this approach is
illogical, as it fails to address what
would happen if a state were never to
submit the required RH SIP, or wero
never to submit a RH SIP that was
approvablc. On its face, the
commenter's argument is simply
inconsistent with the objectives of the
statute to protect visibility programs in
other states if a state never submits an
approvable RH SIP. Second, this
approach is flatly inconsistent with the
timing requirements of section 110(a)(1)
which specifies that SIP submissions to
address section 110(a)(Z){D](i).
including the visibility prong of that
section, must be made within three
years after the promulgation of a new or
revised NAAQS. We acknowledge that
there have been delays with both RH
SIP submissions by states and our
actions on tbose RH SIP submissions,
but that fact does not support a reading
of tho statute that overrides the timing
requirements of the statute. We beliovo
that there are means available now to
evaluate whether 01 stato's section
110(a)(2)(d)(i)(II) SIP submission meets
the substantive requirement that it
contain provisions to prohibit
interference with the visibility programs
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of other states, and therefore that further
delay, until all RH SIPs are submitted
and fully approved, is unwarranted and
inconsistent with the key objective to
protect visibility.
Section 110(a)(2}(d)(i)(II) directs EPA
to evaluate the SIP of a state for
adequate controls on emissions from the
state to prevent interference with
measures "required to be bcluded in
the applicable state implementation
nlan" of other states. T1ms, this
~valuation is supposed to consider what
o::her states should have in their SIPs as
of this point in time, and is not limited
by the fact that other states may or may
not have made the required RH SJP
submission, nor by the fact :hat we may
or may not have approved those RH SIP
submissions at this point in time.
Instead, we must evaluate the state's
section 110(a)(2){D)(i)(II) submission in
light of the programs that states are
required to have, and that clearly
includes the RH program required in
other states. As discussed above, we
believe that one means to evaluate this
issue is to determine whether the level
of controls in the SIP are consistent with
the expectations for contro;s at New
Mexico sources relied upon by other
states in the development of their own
respective visibility programs and
consistent with the needs for emissions
reductions that we ourselves conclude
are neoded for purposes of the RH
program.
Comment: Tho proposed FlP requires
exceedingly stringent and expensive
compliance obligations that are not
adequately legally supported because
the proposed FlP fails to adequately
satisfy the interstate transport
provisions of Section 110(a)(2)(D)(i) of
the CAA or the provisions of the RHR.
Response; We disagree that the FIJ> is
not legally supported. The Fil' satisfies
provisions in both section
110(u)(Z)(D)(i)(II) of the CAA regarding
interstate transport of pollutants
affecting visibility in other states and for
the NOx BART detennination for the
SJGS, the RHR.
We find that the emissions from the
S]CS in New Mexico are interfering
with tho oLl-ter states' required measurss
to protect visibility. Therefore, we am
imposing through the FIP, specific
emission limits upon the SJGS to
prevent such interference. We are
imposing an S02 limit and a NOx limit.
To provide greater certainty to the SJGS
tl1at controls needed to prevent
interference with other states' visibility
programs, as well as the controls needed
to meet the RHR's BART requirements,
do not conflict with oach other and end
up imposing unnecessary greater costs
upon the SJGS, we are imposing a BART

NOx emission limit that meets both
requirements at this time, rather than
postponing action on this RH SIP
requirement. We are only determining
that the SJGS is subject to BART and ·
promulgating the NOx BART FIP for the
SJGS. We are not addressing whether
New Mexico has met the requirements
of the RHR for any other sources; we are
not addressing whether the SJGS is
meeting the RH BART requiremen:s for
any other pollutants; and we will
address those requirements in later
actions.
We have the specific authority to
promulgate a FIP imposing a NOx BART
emission limitation upon the SJGS
because we previously found that New
Mexico had failed to submit a complete
RH SIP by December 17, 2007. 74 FR
2392 (January 15, 2009). T11is finding
started a two year clock for the
promulgation of a RH FlP by EPA or the
approval of a complete RH SIP from
New Mexico. CAA section 110(c)(l).
The FIP obligation imposed upon us
became effective on February 15, 2011.
Part of that FIP obligation includes
making a NOx BART detennination for
the SJGS. To prevent a possible conflict
between a NOx visibility transport
emission limitation FIP for the SJGS and
the NOx RH BART emission limitation
FlP for the SJGS, we chose to
promulgate now, rather than later, the
NOx RH BART determination for tbe
SJGS. We are combining the
requirements of section
110(a)(Z)(D}(i)(II) for NOx with a NOx
BART evaluation (40 CFR 51.308) to be
efficient and provide greater certainty to
the somce as to the appropriate NOx
controls needed to meet those two
separate but related requirements.
This FIP also will imposs a federally
enforceable limit on ths emissions of
S02 from tho SJGS based upon tho
WRAP determination of each member
state's co:1tribution to visibility
impairment of so2 emissions, of which
New Mexico is a member. The SJGS's
existing S02 permit does not provide
tho necessary emission limits and
enforceable mechanisms to ensure the
S0 2 omissions used in the WRAP
photochemical modeling for the SJGS
units will bo met. Therefore, we
assumed the S0 2 emission limit used b
the WRAP modeling and, by this action,
make it enforceable. This is necessmy to
ensure that New Mexico sources do not
interfore with efforts to protect visibility
in other states pursuant to the
requirements of section
110(a)(Z)(D)(i)(II) of the CAA.
Comment: One commenter argued
that EPA took too narrow an
interpretation of the term "interfere" in
the visibility protection context of
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Section 110(a)(Z)(D)(i)(II) for New
Mexico, and that EPA should account
for a broader range of causes of visibility
impairment when considering
regulating interference with other states'
visibility. According to the commentor,
EPA's action should consider future
growth in emissions from area sources
such as oil and gas development as part
of evaluating interference with the
visibility programs required in other
states' SIPs because the proposed New
Mexico RH SIP already reduces NOx
emissions sufficiently. The commen:er
also argued that pollutants other than
NOx cause interference with other
states' visibiiity prcgrams and should be
considered instead ofreducing NOx
emissions under BART because the
commenter believes NOx emissio:1s
contribute a minor portion to overall
visibility impairment.
Response: We disagree with :he
assertion that we took too narrow a view
of the term "interfere" in Section
110(a)(2)[D)(i)(ll). In the FIP proposed
and fbalized in this action, we are
concluding that the New Mexico SIP
contains adequate provisions to prevent
such impacts on the visibility programs
of other states, except fm the emissions
from the SJGS. By promulgating a FIP to
impose NOx and S0 2 emission limits
necessary at tho SJGS to prevent such
interference, as well as to meet the
requirement for BART for NOx for this
same source, EPA is addressing the
requirements of the statute. In reaching
this conclusion, we considered the term
"interfero" based upon the facts,
information, and data available to the
Agency at this time.
As we discuss in om proposal, we
relied on WRAP modeling to determine
the appropriate emission limits for
sources in New Mexico in order to
determine if New Mexico's emissions
were interfering with other state
visibility SlPs. The states in the West,
including New Mexico, worked together
through the WRAP to determine their
contribution to visibility impairment at
the relevant Federal Class I areas in tlm
region and the emissions reductions
from each State noedod to attain the
reasonable progress gcmls for each aJ'ea.
Western states are relying on the VVRAP
assumed reduction in emissions levels
modeled for sources in New Mexico
including the SJGS in order to meet
their RH reasonable progress goals. All
of the sourcos except for SJGS met tho
WRAP asstm1ed reduction in emissions
levels modeled for Now Mexico's
assigned contribution to the region's
visibilitv impairmcmt of Federal class I
meas. Thus, we proposed a FlP to
prevent emissions from New Mexico
sources from interfering with other
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states' measures to protect visibility,
and to implement NOx and 30 2
emission limits necessary at one source,
the SJGS, to prevent such interfemnce,
as well as BART for NOx for this source.
We determined that enacting a NOx
BART determination for SJGS was
necessary because the WRAP analyses
showed that NOx emissions in general
and SJGS NOx emissions, specifically,
contribute significantly to haze in the
West. SJGS is by far the hu·gest source
of NOx emissions in NM. Our FIP
requires substantial reductions in NOx
emissions from this source. liVe agree
that oil and gas development can result
in emissions that could have an impact
on visibility due to increases in NOx
emissions. However, we are basing our
evaluation of the potential impacts of
emissions from New Mexico sources on
the WRAP analysis, and consideration
of the sources that other states would
have assumed that New Mexico
intended to control as pmt of that
modeling. The state's initial submission
for section 110(a)(2}(D)(i) indicated that
the state intended to meet its obligations
with respect to the visibility prong by
means of the RH SIP. Therefore, we
have examined the issue in light of what
othor states wou:d have assumed such
a SIP would achieve. Moreover, even if
the impacts from the oil and gas sector
were significaP-t, this fact would not
justify a decision to not act on the BART
requirements for NOx for the SJGS,
because NOx crnissio::ts from SJGS are a
significant source ofNOx emissio:1s Umt
interfere with other state's required
visibility programs. In addition, bnsed
on_ the facts and information currontly
available, we believe the most effactivc
means of ensuring that emissions from
New Mexico do not interfere with other
states' visibility programs is to require
further and federally enforceable NOx
reductions and federally enforceable
·
S02 limits at SJGS.
We also specifically disagree with tho
commenter's statement that NOx
emissions contribute only a mbor
portion w overall visibility impairment.
As we noted in our proposal, our
modeling indicates that the visibility
impairment due to tho SJGS's emissions
is primarily dominated by nitrate
particulates. As our NOx BART
modeling demonstrates,reducing NOx
emissions from the SJGS will result in
a 21.69 dv, cumulative improvement,
across 16 Class I areas. As the RHR
states, "States should consider a 1.0
deciview change or more from an
individual source to "cause" visibility
impairment, and a change of 0.5
deciviews to "contribute" to

impairment." 66 Therefore, we do not
view a cumulative visibility impairment
of 21.69 dv as an insignificant
contribution. The commenter suggests
we consider future growth in emissions
from area sources such as oil and gas
development as part of our control
strategy. We agree with the commenter
that oil and gas activity in New Mexico
produces NOx and other emissions. We
understand the vVRAP is currently
reviewing and refining the emissions
inventory for chis sector. We will
address this matter further in our review
of New Mexico's RH SIP.
2. BART Requirements
Comment: One commenter states
"EPA's BART determination for the San
Juan Generating Station contravenes
EPA's rules and conflicts with the
structure and purpose of CAA Section
169A." Following this comment, there
appears a parenthetical "see'' refere:1ce
to comments that had been submitted
from two other commenters.
Response: The comment does not give
any underlying rationale or facts for its
assertion that our action contravenes
our rules and conflicts with CAA
Section 169A. We disagree with the
statement, because the NOx BART
determination for the SJGS w11s made in
accordance with our rules and CAA
requirements. The references to
subsections of other submitted
comments do not appear to match with
the comments we had received. We
cannot further evaluate or respond to
this comment In any event, the other
comments are separately addressed in
this document.
Comment: One commentsr states that
our proposed rule must be withdrawn
becat.:se it fails to justify
implementation of a SCR BART limit.
This commenter cites to a portion of
American Corn Cmwers v. EPA, 291
F.3d 1, 19 (DC Cir. 2002), where the DC
Circuit wrote of state's having "broad
authority over BART determinations."
The commenter also points to that
comt's discussion of legislative history,
whers it stated that"* * * Congress
intended the states to decide which
sources impair visibility and what
BART controls should apply to those
sources." Id. nt 8. From this, the
commenter states that the authority of
states to establish BART cannot be
constrained by us.
Response: While a State has broad
authority over a BART determination
when it is the decision maker, we
similarly have broad authority when
promulgating a FIP. Because, as
discussed earlier in this notice, New
on 70

FR 39104, 39120.

Mexico did not timely formulate and
submit its BART determinations, we
have the authority and responsibility to
make a NOx BART determination for
SJGS.
Comment: One commenter argnes that
an evaluation of the amount of
reasonable progress expected to be
achieved in the Class I areas by other
control measures is required before the
amount of reasonable progress needed
from BART at the SJGS should be
determined. Under the CAA, BART is
not expected to be the maximum degree
of emissions reduction technologically
feasible. In fact, it may be lower if
reasonable progress from other CAA
programs is sufficient.
Response: We believe BART to he a
severable piece of the RHR that can be
evaluated on its own. BART can be a
part of a reasonable progress strategy,
and controls imposed under other CAA
requirements can be considered to bG
BART. Jn fact, as we discuss elsewhere
b our response to comments, we did
evaluate the existing controls at the
SJGS, but found them inadequate to
satisf.; NOx BART. However, there is
not any requirement in the RHR that
would require we first make an
evaluation of masonable progress prior
to conducting a BART evaluation, nor is
thero any consideration of lessening the
degrea of a potential BART control in
light of other CAA programs.
Comment: One commenter alloges our
proposed rnle improperly requires
BART for the San Juan Generating
Station under Section 110 of the CAA
and not Section 169A. While we
propose to act under the "good
neighbor" provision in Section 110 of
the CAA, the commenter alleges, EPA
"appears to selectively borrow" the
BA~T. requirement from the RH prog:am
established under Section 169A to do
what "neither section could do alone."
One commenter states Congress
intended BART to be one part of a
"comprehensive, long·tenn strategv for
addressing RH in Class I areas." The
commenter asserts that BART is more
stringent than 169A requires, because it
is being used "out of contsxt" in a
limited Section 110 program designed to
ensure one state does not interfere with
another state's air quality plans. The
commenter feols the approach we usc is
a partial or piecemeal implementation
of the RH program, which is contmry to
the integrated, comprehensive decision·
making that 169A envisions. Because
requirements of Section 110 and the
Section 169A were not kept separate
from each other, the commenter feels
our proposal is substantively and
procedurally flawed and fails to
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properly implement the programs under
both sections.
Response: We are not requiring NOx
BART for the SJGS under section 110 of
the CAA. We are requiring NOx BART
for the SJGS under section 169A and the
RHR. Further, we disagree with the
statement that BART requirements were
selectively borrowed from the RH
program or that any provisions were
selectively borrowed or considered out
of context. In making the BART
determination, ·,'le first looked to RHR
requirements and determined SJGS is
BART eligible for NOx at each affected
emissions unit. We then established
BART for those tmits under the RH Rule
and the Guidelines for BART
Determinations found in Appendix Y of
40 CFR part 51. Because our BART
determination is in accordance with the
guidelines, it is not any more stringent
due to the additional action under
Section 110. Moreover, as discussed
elsewhere, we do not agree our
determination is pmcedurally or
substa:1tively flawed because it is not
comprehensive enough. vVhile other
commenters have suggested that we
should proceed to determine BART for
other pollutants, we are finalizing a
NOx BART determination for the SJGS
and will address other RH requirements
in a separate future action, Therefore,
we do not agree that tho action under
Section 110 and the determination
under Section 169A have created any
conflict or flaw in the implementation
of either pmgram.
Comment: l\ commen:er states :hat
although a similar analytical approach
is appropriate, the outcome of the BART
analvsis for the SJGS should differ from
the prcposed BART determination for
the Four Comers Power Plant.
CommBnter agrp,es that a consistent
method of analysis should apply.
However, it disagrees that the outcomes
of the analyses must be the same, given
the meaningful differences between the
two facilities. For oxamplo, the site
congestion is a much greater concern at
the SJGS than at Four Corners. EP l\
should reconsider the emission limit it
assumed for San Juan in the sitespecific, plant-wide manner employed
by Region 9.
Another commenter states the
proposal fails to consider other BARTeligible sources or otl1er emission
control stra:egies. In addition, the
commenter is concerned that our
proposed FIP for the SJGS may have
boon inappropriately influonced by tho
FIP proposed for Four Corners Power
Plant by Region 9, Although the overall
analytical approach must be consistent,
the commenter argues, tho final
determinations should be differont to

reflect the differences between those
two facilities.
Response: We agree with ::he
cornmenters that a consistent method of
analysis should apply for all BART
evnluations, and we believe the use of
the BART Guidelines ensures that
occurs. However, we see no reason to
conclude the outcomes of these analvses
should be prejudged to necessarily b"ave
any relationship to each other. We note
that the differences the first commenter
mentions, such as existing pollu:ion
control equipment and site congestion,
were factored into our SJGS NOx BART
visibility modeling (baseline emissions)
and cost evaluation, respectively. Also,
concerning the amount of review time
(e.g., comment period), cur consent
decree deadline prevents us from
extending the comment period more
than we already have, which was almost
a month over our initial 60 day period.
We disagree with the first commenter
that we failed to properly consider the
NOx emission limit the units of the
SJGS c:m reliably attain. Elsewhere in
our response to comments, we present
detailed information that documents
these tmits can reliably meet a NOx
BART emission limit of 0.05 lbs/
MMBtu. In our analysis, we soe no
information in the record that causes us
to conclude there are a:lY site specific
issues that would prevent the units of
the SJGS from attaiPJng this emission
limit. Lastly, as we discuss elsewhere in
our response to comments, we have
modified the compliance schedule. We
find that compliance with the emission
limits for the SJGS should be within 5
years of the effective date of our final
rule, We note that the compliance
schedule for the Four Corners Power
Plant is now being a:-talyzed lmder a
"better than BART" scenario according
to section 51.308(e)(2)-(3), which
provides for a possibly longer time
poriod for the installation of controls.a7
Comment: TI1e proposed F1P for SJGS
is entirely inconsistent with the FIP
proposed for six units in Oklahoma by
EPA. Given the similarity of the BART
determinations made by the state of
Oklahoma and the BART determination
prepared for San Juan by PNM's
consultant, and the significant
difference between those determinations
and EPA's proposed FIP, commenter
asks EPA to reconsider its BART
analysis for SJGS using the method of
analysis applied in Oklahoma.
Response: We disagree that the results
(e.g., emission limits and controls) of
07 Su?pleme,tnl Proposod Rulo of Source
Specific Federal Implemenl&tion Phm for
lmplemenll"g BaRt Av•ilnblo Retrofit Technology
for Four Corners Power PlunL: Nuvnjo Nation, 76 l'R

10530.
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our proposed NOx BART
determinations for Oklahoma flll and the
NOx BART determination we proposed
for the SJGS should be similm·. The cost
of controls must be compared to the
expected visibility benefits, and those
benefits from the potential insta:Iation
of SCR on sources in Oklahoma were
predicted to be much less than what we
expect to result from the installation of
SCR at the SJGS. In fact, the visibility
benefit (or lack thereof) from the
installation of SCRs on the Oklahoma
BART sources is so small that we did
not see the need to refine the cost
estimate by investigating the feasibility
of a lower NOx emission limit. Our
conclusion in no way implies we
accepted the SCR cost estimate at face
value-only that we did not see the
need to refine it. With regard to the
different BART compliance schedules
between om· pmposals, we believed in
SJGS's case that the expected visibility
benefits were so significant that tha
controls should be installed "as
expeditiously as practicable." 40 CFR
51.308(e)(l)(iv). As we discuss
elsewhere in our response to comments,
we have modified the compliance
schedule, We are finalizing a schedule
which requires compliance with the
emission limits v.rithin 5 years-rather
than 3 years-from the effective date of
our final rule.
Comment: Some commenters have
stated that the proposed FIP does not
satisfy other requirements of the RH
Program,
Response: We are acting on a portion
of the State's SIP revision addressing
Interstate Transport requirements,
specifically visibility. We nro not acting
upon a state RH SIP submittal. The only
RH requirement on which we are acting
is to make a NOx BART determination
for the SJGS and promulgate a NOx
BART FIP for the SJGS under the RHR.
We have made clear in our proposal that
we will later act on the rest of the RH
requirements.
Comment: One commentor states that
the requirement to install SCR at the
SJGS is a fatally flawed and unnecessary
approach to RH reduction, and that the
FIP is not consistent with the law,
science, economics, or prudent
enginoering practice.
Response: While we appreciate
Commonter's general concern about the
control equipment for RH reduction, the
Commenter did not provide any specific
examples in the record to be able to
adequately respond to this generalized
statement. It should be noted that EPA's
action establishes emission limits that
0"

ld,
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FR 51735, October 4, 1993) as it only
applies to one facility and is not a rule
of general applicability. Therefore, this
action is not subject to review under the
Executive Order.
Comment: One commenter states that
the proposed rulemaking is contrary to
Executive Order 13563 (Improving
Regulation and Regulatory Review) of
January 18, 2011 and as such we should
consider the cost of promulgating the
rule and take the least bmdensome path
among different options.
Response: Executive Order 13563 is
supplemental to and reaffirms the
principles, structures, and definitions
governing contemporary regulatory
review that were established in
Executive Order 12866 of SeptBmber 30,
3. Exacutive 01·dsrs Comments
1993. The President issued the
referenced Order on January 18, 2011,
Comment: The MSR Public Power
after we issued our proposed
Agency (MSR) disagrees with our
findings under the Unfunded Mandates rulemaking. In general, the Order soaks
to ensure the regulatory process is based
Reform Act of 1995 that the proposed
on the best available science; allows for
FIP does not contain a federal mandate
that may re~ult in expenditures by state, public participation and an open
local, or tribal governments that exceed exchange of ideas; promotes
the inflation-adjusted threshold of $100 predictability and reduces uncertainty;
million ($100 million in 1995 dollars) or identifies and uses the best, most
innovative, and least burdensome tools
more in any one year thus triggering a
for achieving regulatory ends; and takes
written assessment of the costs and
into account benefits and costs, both
benefits of the proposed FIP. MSR
quantitative and qualitative. However,
believes that the cost of retrofitting the
four unlts at the SJGS is closer to PNM's nothing in the Order shall be construed
to impair Ol' otherwise affect the
estimated cost of S908 million.
authority granted by law to the Agency.
Response: Tl:e Unfund8d Mandates
Although :his OJ'der was issued after
Reform Act (Ulv!RA) requires that
our proposed rulemaking, in our review
Federal agencies assess the effects of
process the cost of compliance was one
Federal regulations on State, local. and
of the elements addressed to ensure that
tribal governments and the private
the requirements to achieve the goals
sector. In particular, UMRA requires
stated in the CAA were beneficial and
that agencies prepare a written
statement to accompany any rulcmaking not burdensome to the regulated entity.
that "includes any Federal mandate that Please refer elsewhere in our response
to comments for a detailed analysis of
may result in the expenditure by Stato,
tho elements required by our regulations
local, and tribal governments, in the
for BART determinations.
aggregate, or by the private sector, of
Comment: The Navajo Kation EPA
$100,000,000 or more (annually
commented that the FIP proposal has
adjusted for int1ation) b any one year"
tribal implications as specified in
(Section 202(a]). Om mvised cost
estimate indicates that the Total Annual Executive Order 13175, and that
consultation is required bocause of the
Cost is $39,265,670. 69 Therefore, we
to Navajo workers, contractors,
impacts
have determined that we are below this
and subcontractors at Snn Juan
threshold, even without adjusting it for
Generating Station and ~e San Juan
inflation. In other words, even if the
Mine.
entire Total Annual Cost of the
Response: Executive Order 13175,
installation of SCRs on tho units ofthe
SJGS wBre ascribed :o one entity, WB do nntitled "Consultation and Coordination
not believe the UMRA threshold would with fndian Tribal Governments" (65 FR
67249, Nov. 9, 2000), relates to
be triggered. ·
co:1sultations with tribal governments
Comment: Once commen:er states
by fedoral agencies. As directed by the
that we should not ignore Executive
Executive Order, EPA has recently
Order 12866.
issued a new policy entitled EPA Policy
Response: This action is not a
for Consultation and Coordination with
"significant regulatory action" under
the terms of Executive Order 12866, (58 Indian Tribes (May 4, 2011), which reestablishes and clarifies EPA's process
for consulting with tribes. We have
60 Soo llxhibi: 1 RTG Rovisod Cost Anuly•is, iinos
concluded that this final rule does not
91. Cost Arracys!s Pox.

may be met with SCR but it does not
mandate specific control equipment.
Comment: A commenter states that
our BART analysis should be only about
visibility and not public health
concerns, which can be misleading.
Response: We agree with the
commenter that our action shoald be,
and in fact is, about protecting visibility.
We derive our authority for this action
both under section 110{a)(2)(D)(i)(II) of
the CAA and the RHR. fn so doing,
although we do note the ancillary public
health benefits resulting from
controlling the same pollutants that
cause visibility, we have not considered
those benefits in arriving at our
decision.

have tribal implications, as specified in
Executive Order 13175, because this
action does not impose !'ederally
enforceable emissions limitations on
any source located on tribal lands, and
neither imposes substantial direct
compliance costs on tribal governments,
nor preempts tribal law. However, in
response to this comment, we engaged
in government-to-government
consultation at the request of the Navajo
Nation regarding this mle and the
Nation's previously submitted
comments.
4. Other General Legal Commonts
Comment: A number of commenters
have requested that we should approve
the New Mexico Interstate Transport SIP
previously submitted in 2007 as it
satisfies both our policy and our
Consent Decree with VVildEmth
Guardians. Another commenter states
that we have no sound basis in any
event for disapproving New Mexico's
SIP revision under the visibility clause
of section 110(a)(2)(D](i)(II), as that SIP
revision simply canies out our own
guidance to the states.
Another corrunenter stated that our
proposal to adopt a FIP before NM
completes its ongoing rulemaking
procoss to adopt a RH SIP is premature
and deprives the state of its significaat
discretion to establish and administer
its own RH program,
Response: We disagree that we should
approve the SIP submitted in 2007
because it satisfies both our policy end
the WEG Consent Decree. Our consent
docree with WEG requires that by
August 5, 2011, we must approve a SIP,
promulgate a FIP, or appmve a SIP in
part with promulgation of a partial FIP
for New Mexico to meet the requirement
of section 110(a)(Z)(D)(i)(II) regarding
interfering with measures in other states
related to protection of visibility. As
stated elsowhore in this notice, New
Mexico's 2007 submittal fails to meet
this requirement. That SIP anticipated
the timely submission of a substantive
RH SIP, which was due by December 17,
2007, as the means of meeting this
requiroment. Because until recently that
RH SIP was not submitted, we had no
choice but to soak other means of
satisfying our WEG consent decree
deadline of August 5, 2011.
Because states were late in their lill
SIP submissions, on January 15, 2009,
we published a "Finding of Failure to
Submit State Implementation Plans
Required by the 1999 regional haze
rule." 74 FR 2392. In New Mexico's
case, this finding included sections 40
CPR 51.309(g) and 40 CFR 51.309(d)(4).
Section 51.309(d)(4)(vii) states that the
implementation plan must contain any
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necessary long term strategies and
BART requirements for stationary
source PM and NOx emissions. Any
such BART provisions may be
submitted pursuant to either
§ 51.308(e)(1) or§ 51.308(e)(2).
This finding started a 2-year clock,
which expired an January 15, 2011, for
the promulgation of a RH FIP by us,
unless those states, including New
Mexico, made a RH SIP submission and
we approved it. Therefore, we had full
authority to promulgate a FIP for the
State of New Mexico that included a
NOx BART determination for the SJGS.
[n response to the second commenter,
we do not view it as pramature to take
action on one element of the ~H
requirements at this time. We chose to
exercise this authority to conduct a NOx
BART review of the SJGS, as a partial
route forward in satisfying our consont
decree with WEG.
Although we subsequently rocaived
the New Mexico submittal on July 5,
2011, we simply have arrived at a point
where we do not have the time to stop
our action, review that SIP, propose a
rulemaking, take and address public
comment, and promulgate a final action
as defined in the consent decree.
Comment: One commenter alleges
that our statomont that tho SJGS is more
than 30 years old and needs to update
its control equipment is inaccurate.
Response; As explained elsewhere in
this notice and our proposal, our data
supports the need for the SJGS to retrofit
their sources of emissions to meet the
requirements of the CAA.
Comment: One commenter arguos that
tho Administrative Procedures Act is
not adequate regarding impacts on small
governmental entities.
Response: This final rulemaking only
addresses the disapproval of a portion of
the SIP revision submitted by the State
of New Mexico for the purpose of
addressing the visibility prong of the
fnterstnte Transport rule. See elsewhere
in our response to commonts for a
detailed description of what is
addressed in this Final Action.
Therefore, comments related to the
Administrative Procedures Act and how
it is not adequate regarding tho impacts
to small businesses are outside the
scope of our proposed action.
Comment: One commenter alleges
that "Feder5l forces" create air
regulations to solve a problem that
doesn't exist and threatens our county's
livelihood.
Response: This rnlomaking is the
resu:t of CAA requirements that a SIP
must have adequate provisions to
prohibit emissions fl.·om adversely
affecting another state's air quality
through interstate transport and that
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certain facilities install BART to protect
visibility in national parks and
wilderness areas. The visibility problem
in these areas of great scenic importance
has been recognized as a significant
issue by policymakers from Federal,
State and local agencies, industry and
environmental organizations. 7o
Technical data, that are pru't of the
record, evidence that emissions of S0 2
and NOx from the SJGS are interfering
with efforts to protect visibility in other
states, as well as impacting Class I areas
within NM.

New Mexico that was not sufficiently
controlled to eliminate interference with
Ll:te visibility programs of other states.
Our review ru1d the State's first
focused on BART eligible sources
because thesa are sources first
considered for control in State Regional
Haze Plans. In May 2006, NMED
conducted an internal review of sources
that met the regulatory definition
"BART-eligible" source set forth in 40
CFR 51.301. 71 The State identified 11
facilities that were BART-eligible. The
WRAP perf01'I11ed the initial BART
CALPUFF screening modeling for the
P. Modeling Comments
state of New Mexico. The modeling was
Comment: The San Juan Goal
performed for each of the 11 sources
Company (SJCC) commented that EPA
and their combined S02, NOx, and PM
compared the emission levels of both
emissions. The purpose of this BART
New Mexico's 2018 projected emissions CALPUFF scroening modeling was to
and Now Mexico's current emissions
determine whether any of these 11
that were developed for the VVRAP
sources "emits any air pollutant which
photochemical modeling. EPA relied
may reasonably be anticipated to cause
upon that comparison to determine that or contribute to any impairment of
all of the sources in New Mexico ars
visibility" in any Federal Class I ru·ea.
achieving the emission levels assumed
Consistent with the BART Guidelbes,
by ·wRAP in its modeling except for the this WRAP initial BART GALPUFF
S]GS. SJCC alleged that EPA's summary
screening modeling evaluated the 9Bth
of that analysis presents no relevant
percentile visibility impacts at any Class
data to support the Agency's
I area from each of these 11 soUl·ces.
conclusion. Because the WRAP
Using 0.5 dv as the significance
inventories are so extensive and
threshold, of the 11 sources, only one
difficult to research and review, EPA at
somce's visbility impacts at any Class
a minimum should have provided
I area due to its combined S02, NOx.
copies of the State's emissions
and PM emissioas was above the 0,5 dv
inventories that we~e reviewed and the
significance threshold (i.e., P0JM's SJGS
specific emissions data for SJGS that
Boilers #1--4). Of the 10 other sources,
supports EPA's conclusion. SJCC stated
none were above a 0.33 dv impact.
that EPA should not have put the
Consequently, only the PNM's SJGS
burden o:' interpreting the WRAP
Boilers #1--4 were determined by NMED
technical support documents on the
to be emitting pollutants contributing to
reader. Furthermore, in light of the
impairment of visibility in any Federal
substantial number and different typos
Class I area and therefore were subject
of emission sources throughout New
to BART. We note in the BART
Mexico, our conclusion is suspect. EPA Guidelines that states (and by extension
must produce the specific emissions
EPA when promulgating a FIP) have
information for SJGS and for all other
flexibility in determining an appropriate
emission sources in the State, which
threshold for determining whether a
isolates SJGS as the only reason for New source contributes to any visibility
Mexico's interstate interference with
impairment for the purposes of BART.
visibility protection.
However, this threshold should not be
Response; While we did point in the
higher than 0.5 dv. As discussed in the
proposed rule to the WRA.P Web site as
TSD, based on modeling sensitivities,
a reference for the emission data that we even if we re-ran the BART CALPUFF
reviewed and compared, we also
screening modeling for the other 10
developed a complete TSD, and
sources, the conclusion reached by both
included some of tho spreadsheets for
New Mexico and EPA would be
2002, i.e., the "current" emissions m1d
unlikely to change. Therefore, these
for tho projected 2018 emissions, b. the
facilities are not subject to BART. As
docket fm the proposed rule.
such, Now Mexico did not propose
Specifically, in Chapters 2 (BART
additional controls fm these facilities
Eligible Determination), 3 (Subject-tonor did tho WRl\P modeling include
BART Detormbation) and 4 (BART
additional reductions for these 10
Guidelines and Modeling Protocols) of
the TSD we discussed the WRAP's
71 BART-eligible sourPJJS nre those sources, which
CALPUFF screening modeling and why have the potential to emit 250 tons or n1oro of n
air pollutant, that wore put in
we identified SJGS as the only source in visibility-impairing
place between August 7, 19u2 and August 7,1977,
7a Sea

RHR, 64 FR 35714 (July 1, 199H).

nnd whoso oporntions fall within one or mora Df 26
spor:ificnlly listed source catogorias.
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sources. These 10 sources are
sufficiently controlled to eliminate
interference with other states' visibility
programs.
Our review and the States'
particularly focused on somces
potentially subject to BART because in
deve!oping RH plans, sources subject to
BART were a palticular focus for States
in projecting emission reductions. Arter
the running of the WRAP initial BART
CALPUFF screening modeling that
identified the oae source subject to
BART, the WRAP ran photochemical
modeling for all the sources in the entire
region for the base year (2002) aad the
future year (2018). The vVRAP
pruticipating states based their RH
reasonable progress goals and long-term
strategies upon this photochemical
modeling and its inputs, particularly the
future year projections for all of the
sources in the region. All the
participating \VRAP states agreed to the
emissions input for the base <md future
years. These states are relying upon the
WRAP photochemical modeling's future
year projected emissions from all the
sources in the region to establis!l their
Reasonable Progress Goals, b
consultation with New Mexico, the
WRAP photochemical modeling
included anticipated reductions in
emissions at the SJGS. Through the
WRAP consultation process, New
Mexico provided the anticipated future
year projected emissions from SJGS to
be 0.27 lb/MMBt:1 for units 1 and 3 and
0.28 lb/MMBtu for units 2 and 4. Other
\!\'RAP states cue relying ·on the levels
modeled for the SJGS units, developed
in consultation, in their demonstration
of reaso:~able progress plans towards
natural visibility conditions, New
Mexico, however, did not adopt limits
to insure that :he levels assumed for
SJGS in the WRAP modeling would be
achieved. This discrepancy from what
other States assumed is a particular
concern becausa, as discussed
previously, SJGS, was found in the
BART modeling to, by itself, conh·ibute
significantly to visibility impairment.
Our review of the WRAP BART
CALPUFF screening modeling and
analysis for sources potentially subject
to BART in New Mexico is well
documented in the TSD as described
above. In addition, as part of our review,
we evaluated the methodologies used by
WRAP in developing their future year
omissions projections for the \II/RAP
photochemical modeling, The
spreadsheets on the WRAP Web site
documen~ the future year projections
used by the WRAP in thoir
photochemical modeling. Except for
SJGS, the \VRAP projections in the
photochemical me doling were

supported by accepted and agreed upon
emissions inventory projection
methodologies in combination wi:h
regulations or other limitations and
were based on the data available at the
time. This information was publicly
available for review on the WRAP Web
site.
Therefore, we adequately explained
why our action is limited to the SJGS.
In addition, the information we relied
on to reach our conclusions is available
to the public and was validated by a
voluntary group of state, federal and
local air agencies dealing with regional
air qua:ity issues. Relying on WRAP
data provides consistency of analyses
throughout the Western states, and
assures that our decisions are not
arbih·ary. Thus, EPA's decision is based
on data to support that the SJGS is the
only source that requires the enforceable
measures in this action to ensure
reductions needed to meet the
anticipated level of emissions relied
upon in the WRAP modeling.
Comment: SJCC contests EPA's
conclusion that SJGS is the only source
in New Mexico continuing to contribute
to visibility impairment in other states
because EPA reached this conclusion
without comparing all the New Mexico
souces' current emissions in the \.tVR.i\P
modeling with their projected 2018
emissions. In addition, EPA did not use
the annual emissions value in the "core
emission inventories" presented in the
WRAP modeling for the SJGS reported
in tons per year (tpy). The commenter
states tJmt EPA performed i:s
compru·ison by using emission rates in
terms of units of pounds per British
thermal unit (lbs/MMBtu) for the SJGS.
The commenter continues to allege that
in addition to using lbs/MMBtu rather
than the annual emissions, EPA
apparently, further adjusted SJGS's
current emissions that were in the
W~'\P modeling to account for a shorter
averaging time because the WRAP
averaging periods were unenforceable.
This methodology was not applied to
any other source. SJCC claims that if
EPA had applied this methodology to
the other New Mexico sources, it is
extremely likely that EPA would have
needed to adjust their current levels as
well. Therefore, EPA's comparison
nnalysis is flawed, and EPA cannot
assume that the SJGS is tho only source
in the State (or within the v\'RAP region
for that matter) whoso currcmt emissions
have not boon specified on a basis that
is consistent with how projected 2018
omissions were expressed for the \'I;'Rl\P
modeling.
Response: As discussed in our
proposal and olsowhore in this notice,
the analysis conducted by the WRAP

provides an appropriate means for
evaluating whether emissions from
somces in a state are interfering with
the visibility programs of other states, as
contemplated in section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)
of the Act. In developing their visibility
projections using photochemical grid
modeling, the WRAP states assumed a
certain level of emissions from sources
within New Mexico. The visibility
projection modeling was in turn used by
the states to establish their own
respective reasonable progress goals. We
evaluated the planned emission
reductions from point sources in New
Mexico assmned in the WRAP 2018
modeling. But for SJGS, the \VRAP
projections were supported by accepted
and agreed upon emissions inventory
projection methodologies and/or
regulations or other limitations and
were based on the data available at the
time. As a result of the initial BART
analysis performed by the WRAP,
identifying SJGS as subject-to-BART,
and consultation with New Mexico, the
WRAP photochemical modeling
included anticipated reductions in
emissions at the SJGS. The reductions at
SJGS were the o:1ly additional
reductions that other states relied upon
occmTing that NMED would require in
their RH!BART SIP. The WRAP's
photochemical modeling that was
performed to yield daily (24-hour)
visibility impairment impacts adjusted
the future year NOx emissions from
SJGS after input from NMED and PNM
to 0.27 lb/MMBtu for units 1 and 3 and
· 0.28 lb/MMBtu for un.its 2 and 4.
PNM has subsequently indicated that
they cannot meet these relied-upon
emission rates without installing
additional control equipment and the
actual achievable emission rate is
approximately 0.30 lb ofNOx/tv1MBtu
on a longer-term basis (30 day rolling
average) as currently reflected in their
permit and 0.33 lb of NOx/MMBtu on a
shorter-term basis. Clearly, the
differem:e between what was assumed
by the WRAP and what is actually being
achieved and is onforceable should not
be ignored.
We disagree that our use of ;bs/
MMBtu versus the annual omissions
rate compromised our ovaiuation. There
is no compromise in integrity using the
lbs/MMBtu versus using an annual
omission rate, since the annual NOx
emission rate for each EGU in the
WRAP photochemical modeling is
calculated using the short term emission
rate of lbs/MMBtu multiplied with the
heat input and hours of opm·ation. In the
future case photochemical modeling for
most sources, the actual bose emissions
from 2002 wsre projected to the futuro
using differing techniques to project the
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amount of grmvth and yield an estimate
of the future emissions, :aking in~o
account the source type, any applicable
regulations and limitations, and data
available at the time. As discussed in
another response to comment, the
WRAP modeling was conducted in a
colla~orative effort, and the
participating states agread with those
methodologiss for generating the future
year emission inventories. To apply the
same exact procedures in calculating
fuh1re emissions that were applied to
the SJGS to all other sources in New
Mexico would be inconsisten: with the
methodology that the "\:\TRAP used. We
used the same methodology ~o calculate
emissions for EGU's that: WElre installing
controls as the WRAP did for other
EGUs installing controls. We used the
short-term 0.33 lb/MMBtu emission rate
as it directly relates to the averaging
period for evaluating the visibility
impairment, which is daily. For EGUs,
the WRAP utilized a forecasting
technique to yield 2018 emission
estimates by applying a growth factor to
the 2002 firing rate up to a capacity
threshold of [).85. 72 For NOx a:1d SOx
emissions from EGUs, the \\'RAP also
used data from 2004 to be representative
of emission rates for 2018. However, :'or
EGU sources where the installation of
controls was anticipated, such as the
S}GS, they utilized the short-term
emission factor that would result from
the addition of controls (lb of pollutaat
per MMBtu) and then multiplied by the
heat input to yield an annual tpy value
that was reported in the WRAP's
emission spreadsheets. While the
commenter is correct that the WRAP's
spreadsheets for photochemical
modeling report data is in tpy, the
WRl\.P calculation mafuod uses the
same oasis for ca:culation that we used
in our analysis, aloof pollutant per
MMBtu. We did our emission
calcu:ations for the SJGS using the smne
methodclogies as the WRAP for other
EGUs installing controls and, therefore,
disagree with the commenter's
allegation that +:he SJGS were calculated
tmfairly.
We disagree with the characterization
:hat we adjusted the SJGS current
emissions in the WRAP. From the
comment it is unci em if the
commentor's concerns were just about
emission rate/calculations for the
photochemical modeling or the
CALP'CFF modeling. Because the
comment is unclear, we have addressed
7#:-Document that was includ9d in cur proposal
docket, "Developing tha WRAP Point and Acea
Source Emissio:1s Projections for the ZOlH
Reasonable Progress Milestone for RtJgionnl Hnr.o

Planning", Paula G. fields, Murtlnus E. Wolf, Torn
Moore, Lee Gribovir:z.

their comment for botl1 types of
modeling. At issue is the emission rate
that needs to be calculated from the
SJGS in order to determine visibility
impacts from the facility. For the
CALPUFF modeling, the July 2005
BART l'Ules recommend using the actual
24-hour maximmn emission rate over
the last several years as the basis for the
baseline emissions, and when a source
is controlled in the futme the emission
rate that would represent a maximtm1
24-hour potential omission ra:e after
install of controls is used for the future
control scrmario. Therefore, the values
used in the CALPUFF modeling
pursuant to EPA regulation and
guidance are a short-term (24-hour)
emission rate :o reflect visibEity
impairment impacts. For the baseline,
we took tl1e existing en:'orceable parmit
level, which is a 30-day average and
converted it to a 24-hour maximum
emission rate to use in CALPUFF to
determine the visibility impacts from
the SJGS, PNM and NMED's CALPUFF
modeling, conducted to estimate daily
visibility impairmElnt at Class I areas for
the baseline conditions, utilized an
emission factor rate of 0.33 lb/MMBtu as
the level that they could show
compliance on a short-term basis. 7 3 We
utilized the same emission rats in our
CALPUFF n:odeling of the base case
visibility impacts.
In the photochemical modeling, the
emission rate usod in ths baso!ine
inventory WHS bused on a NOx emission
rate of 0.27 or 0,2& (depending on the
boiler Unit) 11nd a G.33 lb/MMBtu based
rate as tho mlL'XimUIIl 24-hour emission
rate in the CALPUFF modeling. We also
note that these baseline emission ratss
were used by the state in consultation.
In summary on this issue, EPA believes
the cummenter did not fully understand
how emission rates were modeled for
tho two modeling platforms in
comparison to how the WRAP
culculated future year emission rates for
EGUs, and we believe we have followed
our regulations and guidance in
accurately assessing the impacts with
appropriate emission rates.
As part of our action for
110(a)(2)(D)[i) of the CAA, wo me also
setting a so2 limit in our action to be
protective ofthe 0.15lb/MMBtulimit
for SJGS units tl1at was included in the
WRAP photochemical modeling and
relied upon by WRAP states. SIGS has
installed control equipment that is
achieving below this level currently, but
does not have an enforceable limit that
n NMED Proposed Regional Haze SIP1 available
at AppxA_NM_SJG8_NOxDIIRTVatamlination
_OIJ212010.pdfand modeliag files provided by
NMED to EPA for Review ]lme/july 2009.
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limits the SJGS units to 0.15lb of 80 2 /
MlvfBtu.
Comment: The SJCC found the
wording of EPA's conclusion comparing
New Mexico's current emissions and
projected 2018 emissions to be
confusing. If all sources in New Mexico,
other than SJGS are currently achieving
projected 2018 emissions, as EPA
asserts, thEln that means the only
emissions reductions that will occur
during the first RH plannbg period
from all emission sources in )Jew
Mexico will be from SJGS, which SJCC
asserts is incorrect. To support this
interpretation, the SJCC turned to the
New Mexico emissions inventmies used
in the WRAP modeling and noted that
the WRAP mod sling projects a
reduction in NOx emissions of about
10,500 tpy from the SJGS by 2018. The
SJCC notes that in comparison, the
State's (then) proposed RH SIP
estimated that statewide 1\JOx emissions
will decrease by 64,814 tpy by 2018.
Based upon these numbers and
comparing them, tho SJCC concludes
that the statement that all sources in
New Mexico, except SJGS, are achieving
the emission levels assumed by the
WRAP modeling is incorrect. Rather, the
SJCC asserts, information shows that
other New Mexico sources besides the
SJGS could be "interfering" with othor
states' metasures to protect visibility.
The SJCC concludes that although EPA's
interpretation of "interference" may be
reasonable on its face, the application of
its explanation ofits meaning indicates
otherwise. EPA's explanation provides
no credible justification for singling out
the SJGS as the only New Mexico source
of emissions that is interfering with
other states' visibility-protection
measures.
Response: The statement that other
sources were achieving th.e necessary
reductions may have bmm unclear. In
developing its emissions inventory,
WRAP states estimated the emissions
growth and all reductions that were
expected to occur from point, area, and
other sources, from all regulatory
requirements. For New Mexico point
sources other than the SJGS, the current
federally enforceable omission limits for
these sources me consistent with those
relied upon in the WRAP modeling. For
the SJGS, the WRAP states considered
the impact of the RH BART
requirements. As discussed in our
proposal and elsewhere in this notice,
we evaluated tl1e planned emission
reductions from point sources in Now
Mexico assumed in the WRAP modeling
and concluded that the SJGS was the
only source in New Mexico that was
expected to get reductions beyond tho
current, i.e., baseline levels, becauso
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that source was determined to be subject
to BART. The 10,500 tpy NOx reduction
mentioned by the commenter rsfers to
the reduction in NOx emissions at the
SJGS anticipated by the WRAP and
included in the future case
photochemical modeling.
For other sources, such as the ones
the SJCC points to as accounting for the
remainder of their 64,814 total
reduction of NOx emissions in New
Mexico, the WRAP states considered
other rules on the books, projected
reductions from other federal rules
(including those addressing mobile
somces), national consent decrees, and
mobile source fleet turnover, among
other things. These projections were
1·eviewed and agreed to by the WRAP
states as a part of their joint
development of a complete WRAP
emission inventory in support of their
RH SIPs, and were relied upon by the
WRAP states as a part of the reasonable
progress goals. The commenter is
correct that other sources in .New
Mexico are projected to reduce their
emissions as well. Those projections are
based on the states' best estimRte of the
growth of errJssions from some sources
and the future impact of all combined
regulatory programs. We conclmle, for
the purpose of satisfying section
110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II), those projections wore
reasonable and adequately incorporated
into the WRAP modeling.
As to the comment on how we
defined "interference" in the context of
CAA § 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II), please refor to
ou1· response to comments to legal
issues (Section 0.1 of :his notice),
where we have a full response as to how
we view the term "interfere" in the
context of the interstate transport
requirements of the CAA. In that
response we state that by promu:gating
a FIP to impose NOx and S0 2 emission
limits necessary at the SJGS to prevent
such interferencB, as well as to meet the
requirement for BART for NOx for this
same source, EPA is addressing tho
requirements of the CAA. In reaching
this conc~usion, we considered the term
"interfere" based upon the facts,
information, and data available to EPA
at th:s time.
Comment: PNM commented that our
choice of an SOz baseUne and future
emission rate of0.15lbs/MMBtu was
incorroct, and that an SOz emission rate
of 0.18 lbs/MMBtu is more appropriate.
PNM alleges that this is based on the
current, fcderaliy enforceable omission
limit. PNM asserts tl1at om justification
for using tho lower SOz rate is that the
lower rate is expected in the future. The
commenter argues that utilizing the
current SOz limit is tho more
appropriate modeling meH10d even

though the use of the current limit
would actually result in higher expected
visibility improvements.
Response: We conducted CALPUFF
visibility modeling to analyze the
impacts on visibility impairment from
the NOx BART proposed controls. Due
to the nonlinear nature and complexity
of atmospheric chemistry and chemical
transforraation among pollutants, all
relevant pollutants should be modeled
together to predict the total visibility
impact at each Class I mea receptor.74 In
order to es:imate the benefi:S from the
NOx BART proposed controls, we
included the so2 emissions as relied
upon in the WR:\P modeling in our
CALPUFF modeling. The SOz emission
limit of 0.15 lb/MMBtu that we input
into the NOx BART visibility modeling
is based upon what was relied upon in
the WRAP modeling. Our FIP makes
Uris ·wRAP-relied upon SOzlimit of 0.15
lb/MMBtu federally enforceable. PNM's
requested baseline emission rate of 0.18
lb/MMBtu of SOz is not what was relied
upon in the WRAP modeling.
Per EPA's BART Guidelines,
maxinmm actual emissions should be
utilized in the visibility modeling of the
base case, and all installed control
technology should be considered.
Future case modeling should include
post control maximum emission rates,7 5
We note that the SJGS currently has S0 2
control technology installed and has
current actual 80 2 emissions below our
proposed FfP limit. As a result, the
facility will not have to install
additional controls to meet Olll' so2 PIP
limit. As we me setting the 0.15 lb/
MMBtn S02 emission limit in the FIP
for SJGS, we modeled an omission rate
of 0.15 lb/MMBtu for SOz for both tl10
baseline (current) and control (future)
cases in estimating the anticipated
visibility improvement due to
installation of the NOx BART proposed
controls. By holdbg the S0 2 emissions
constant in the rovi;;f;d baseline
(cunent) and future (control) cases, tho
74 Memo from joseph l'alsie (Geographic
Strategies Group, OAQI'S) to Kay Princo (Branch
Chief EPA Region 4) an Regional Haze Regulations
and Guidslirws for Bost Availabls Ret:-cfit
'l'e<:hnology (IJART) DotBrminations, July 10, 2C06
'"Page :111129 of BART Rulo, "We b3lleve tho
maxirnu..-n 24-honr modeled i:::npact CB.Il be an
appr:Jpriate IneliSUrn in. determining the degrne of
visiblllty improvement expected from BART
reductions [or for BART applicability)", Pages
39107-3918 of BART Rule For assessing tho fifth
factor, tho dograe of improvsm:ent b1 vts.ibEity frmu
vnrious BART co-ntrol option~. the Stntos may run
CALPUFF or another appropriate dispersion modo!
to predict vislhUity impacts. Scenarios would ba
run for the pre-contrnlled and post-contro~lod
emis.•ion rstes for ouch of the BART ccJ:trol options
undel' review. Tho moxi:num 24-hour emission
rates would be mod alec! far a period cf three or fivo
yours of meteorological data.

modeled predicted improvements in
visibility due to the NOx BART
proposed controls are kept separate
from any potential changes in visibility
due to changes in S02 emissions. This
means the final CALPUFF analysis
reflects only the benefits due to the
additional NOx reductions beyond the
baseline. This also reflects the SJGS's
flexibility to increase its S02 emissions
up to the SOz FIP limit of 0.15 lb/
MMBtu. It provides a more
rep1·esentative estimate of anticipated
visibility improvements from
instailation ofNOx controls.
Comment: A commenter disagrees
with the general modeling approach and
assumptions relied upon in EPA's
modeling analysis. Ths commenter
contends that we performed numerous
different visibility models and chose ilie
ons with the highest visibility
improvements, even though the chosen
model results are the least consistent
and the least realistic of the modeling
runs prepared. The commenter claims
that EPA's chosen value suggests that
visibility improvements associated with
installing SCRs at SJGS will be three
times higher than the model that would
assume more realistic, site-specific
background ammonia concentrations
and the Method 6 post-processing that
has been relied upon by PNM, NMED,
and 'WRAP and by EPA itself with
regmd to SD2 (by relying on the WRAP
modeling:. The commenter argues that
EPA's rejection ofPNM's modeling is
unjustified and unnecessarily inflates
the expected visibility improvements
associated with SCRs. The commenter
states that EPA did not raise any of its
concerns to PNM or NMED until the
issuance of the proposed FIP despite
discussions with N"NfED over several
years mgarding proper modeling
techniques.
Response: This comment is incorrect.
In January 2010, NMED proposed as
NOx BART, the installation of SCR on
the fom units at SJGS and relied upon
modeling much of which was
completed in the 2006-2007 timeframe.
SCR is gonorally considered the most
stringent control technology available
for NOx. The Guidelines for BART
Determinations under the Regional HazEl
Rule's modeling guidelines in 40 CFH
part 51 App. Y, IV. D. 5 indicate that
selection of the most stringent controls
available may allow a source or tho state
agency to skip conducting visibility
impairment modeling. Therefore,
because NMED selected SCR, the most
stringent control generaily available,
consistent with om RHR requirements
(Step 1, Numbsr 9 ia the Guidelines),
we did not perform a close review of tho
modeling in the State's proposal dming

I
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the State's public process.
Unfortunately, NMED decided not to
finalize their proposal and then
withdrew it from further state
rulemaking in May 2010.
When we developed the proposed FIP
for NOx BART, we conducted om own
visibility impact analysis (the degree of
visibility improvement reasonably
anticipated due to r.,;ox BART at SJGS).
In conducting modeling for om
proposed NOx BART FIP, we utilized
current practices and model versions
that were acceptrrble to us at the time
they were conducted in the latter half of
2010. In order to minimize technical
concerns with the CALPUFF modeling
system version, modeling options
selected in CALMET, calculation of
emissions (including sulfuric acid mist],
and background ammonia levels
employed by PNM, we remodeled
visibility impacts using the CALPUFF
version that we have detenni!ted to be
appropriate for regulatory purposes.
Please see our Complete Response to
Comments: for NM Regional Hazel
Visibility Transport FIP document for
more details. We remodeled the
visibility impacts of SJGS to address
thesB issues with PNM and NMED's
modeling, utilizing an acceptablB
version of CALPUFF. In doing so, we
maintain consistency with the most
current modeling guidance EPA and tho
FLM representatives have provided to
the states.
We performed :-tumerous modeling
runs in order to ovalnate the sensitivity
of model rosults to the chosen model
inputs and post processing methods to
generally inform th,; process. The
justification for selecting the revised
IMPROVE equation ("Method 8") over
the original IMPROVE equation
("Method 6") is discussed in a separate
response to com1:.~ent. Background
ammonia conumtratlons are also
discussed further in a separate responso
to comments. We disagree with the
commenter's assertion we simply
picked the modeling results that best
supported om position, without regard
to consistency and/or realism. Every
parameter and model input was
evaluated and selected separately, based
on accepted metlwdology of EPA and
the FLM representatives, guidance and
available data. During selection of
mods! versions and inputs, EPA RG staff
conferred with other EPA modeling
exper~s and FLM representatives on
these modeling issues to ensure that our
modeling would be done in accordance
with current day CALPUFF modeling
practices fo~ visibility impairment
analyses. A discussion of model
selection and inputs was presented in
our proposal and in the TSD and further

discussed in the Complete Response to
Comments for NM Regional Hazel
Visibility Transport FIP document.
Results for all modeling scenarios are
provided in the Appendix 3 to the TSD,
entitled "EPA's CALPUFF Visibility
Modeling Results." These results
demonstrate the sensitivity of the model
to underestimation of background
ammonia and the sensitivity to the use
of the original IMPROVE equation.
Utilizing the different methods and
different ammonia levels does result in
different predicted impact levels, but
the overall change in visibility
impairment, i.e., the net visibility
improvement, due to the proposed NOx
BART FIP emission limit is a significant
value in all cases. In other words, while
the ammonia levels affect visibility
improvement, throughout the range of
ammonia bsckgmund being modeled,
the NOx BART controls adopted here
result in significant and important
visibility improvement. For example,
our sensitivity modeling predicted
significant visibility improvement at
Mesa Verde due to the proposed NOx
BART eniission limit, ranging from 38 to
56% improvement, depending on the
background ammonia and postprocessing method selected.
Comment: 'vVe received corm11ents
that alleged that our CALPUFF
modeling analysis failed to fully and
appropriately account for the visibility
improvemont already achieved by
recent 302 and NOx emission
reductions from SJGS. PNM contracted
with B&V to perform a BART analysis
for tlJe SJGS. The commonters claim that
this analysis used EPA's BART
guidelines and showed that the low
NOx burners installed on all four units
at SJGS during the envhonmental
upgrade project between 2007 and 2009
meet the requirements for NOx BART.
Response: Our technical modeling
analysis accounted for the visibiiity
improvements achieved by existing
controls at the SJGS by incorporating
the SOz and NOx enforceable permit
limits established under the March 10,
2005 consent decree between PNM and
the Grand Csnyon Trust, Sierra Club,
and NMED (2005 Consent Decree) into
the baseline emissions modeling
scenario. Our analysis of the visibility
improvements due to the installation of
NOx controls as part of our proposal
reflected the visibility improvement due
to installation of additional NOx
controls beyond those installed as
roquirod by the 2005 Consent Decree
(complBted in 2009). Fmthermore, we
note that neither NMED nor EPA
reviewed or approvod a NOx BART
analysis including a CALPUFF
modeling analysis performed by B&V
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prior to the installation of controls
under the 2005 consent decree. LowNOx burners do not satisfy the
requirements for NOx BART for the
S]GS; thoy are not supported by the
NOx BART five-factor analysis.
Comment: We received comments
suggesting that modeling should be
pm·formed using an emission rate of
0.07lbs NOx/MMBtu, for operation of
SCR, rather than the 0.05 lbs/M!vl:Btu
emission rate.
Response: Our modeling of the
visibility impacts and benefits of the
i:lstallation of SCR as being NOx BART
are based on the determination of the
emission limit technically feasible and
achievable at the SJGS. This
determination is discussed in response
to additional comme:-tts received on the
emission limit achievable by SCR at
SJGS.

Comment: We received comments
that claim that the installation of SCR at
tho SJGS would result in imperceptible
visibility improvements.
Respome: We performed visibility
modeling as part of the NOx BART
determination analysis. A change of 1
deciview is generally regarded as a
perceptible change in visibility (70 FR
39118; July B, 2005). Our modeling
indicates that significant impmvements
in visibi2ity are anticipated from the
installation of SCR to satisfy NOx BART
requirements. As discussed in the TSD,
our visibility modeling shows that
improvement due to installation of SCR
is significant and at a level that is
certainly perceptible, including a 3.11
dv improvement at Canyonlands and
2.88 dv at Mesa Verde and an
improvement of 1 deciview or greater at
7 other Class I areas. Installation of SCR
willmsult in significant and perceptible
visibility improvements at a number of
Class I areas.
Furthermore, in a situation where tho
Installation of BART may not result in
a porceptible improvement in visibility,
the visibility benefit may still be
significant. "Failing to consider lessthan-perceptible contributions to
visibility impairment would ignore the
CAA's intent to have BART
requirements apply to sources that
contribute to, as well as cause, such
impairment" (70 FR 128; RH
Regulations and Guidelinos for Best
Available Retrofit Technology (BART)
Determinations, July 6, 2005).
Installation of SCR will result in
significant and perceptible visibility
improvements at a number of Class I
areas. However, a perceptible visibility
improvement is not a requirement of the
BART determination as a visibility
improvement that is not perceptible
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may still be determined to be
significant.
Comment: A commenter asserted that
EPA's proposed reductions ofNOx
emissio:1s from the SJGS, to satisfy the
requirements of section
110(a)(2)(d)(i)(II) of the CAA, are
excessive and not supported by the
record. The commenter claimed that
EPA failed to provide quantitative
details on how those emissions
reductions were calculated.
Furthermore, the emission reductions
achievable by EPA's proposed NOx
BART appear to be substantially more
than the amount of reductions required
for New Mexico to comply with its
visibility-related obligation tmder
section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II), The
commenter alleges that EPA did not
provide information on the extent that
SJGS's emissions must be adjusted and
did not provide a straightforward, sideby-side comparison of SJGS's "current"
emissions with and without those
emissions being adjusted by the Agency;
thus, the actual amounts of the
emissions "discrepancies" that EPA
stresses in its preamble are unidentified.
The commenter challenges EPA's
statement that those discrepancies are
"significant" based on "changes in
visibility projections" and states that
EPA failed to provide modeling results
quantifying the visibility impact
associated with those emission
"discrepancies." The commenter s:ates
our "discrepancies" are not differences
between SJGS's projoctod emissio:-1s
Ltsed in tho WRAP modeling and !lll
EPA-adjusted level of "cmnmt"
emissions. Rather, those emissions
"discrepandes" are the differences
between SJGS's current levels of NOx
aad S0 2 emissions used in the WRAP
modeling and their EPA-adjusted
counterparts, i.e., currant levels of those
emissions adjusted to values that EPA
believes should have been used in the
modeling. The commenter questioned
how, if New Mexico's 2002 NOx
emissions were 312,193 tpy (PlaaOZd)
and SJGS corresponding emissions were
30,353 tpy ofNOx. only the amount of
EPA's adjustment could significantly
impact out-of-state visibility impairment
when the Scate's total NOx emissions
will likely be at least 10-100 times
greater than the "adjustment" amount
The commenter then indicated that it is
impossible to independently evaluate
the sh·ength of our conclusion regarding
the extent to which emissions from
SJGS must be "adjusted," because the
specific numbers, which purportedly
support that Agency conclusion, have
not been provided. TilB conunenter then
indicated that a judgment of whether
EPA's "discrepancies" are significant

emmet be evaluated until EPA identifies
(1) the magnitudes of those
discrepancies and (2) the resultant
modeled difference in visibility
impairment due to those discrepancies.
The commenter alleges that at no time
have we specified the amount of
emissions reductions that may be
necessary to satisfy New Mexico's
obligation under section
110(a)(2)(DJ(i)(II) of the CAA. The
commenter estimated the amount of
NOx reductions in the WRAP modeling
for the SJGS as 10,590 tpy and then
approximated the amount of NOx
emission reductions from SJGS under
EPA's scheme to prevent New Mexico's
"interference" as approximately 2,200
tpy ofNOx after considering the consent
decree reductions of 8,411 tpy since
2002. They then commented that if
SJGS's current (Plan02d) 2002 NOx
emissions are "adjusted" in accordance
with EPA's approach, those required
emission reductions to reach SJGS's
projected level used in the WRAP
modeling would increase by aa
unknown quantity, but they then
assumed that the discrepariCy is 100%
greater than 2,200 tpy, yielding an
additional4,400 tpy NOx reduction
needed by 2018 to prevent interfere:1ce.
Commenter indicated tlu1t EPA's
proposal under§ 110(a){2){D)(i)(II) to
retrofit SJGS's generating units with
SCR could achieve roughly 4 times the
amount of NOx emission reductions
actually required and EPA's proposed
NOx emission reductions from the SJGS
am excessive.
Response: We disagreo with the
11Ssortion that EPA must separate the
required NOx emission reductions
required by SJGS to meet section
l10(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) requirements from the
NOx emission reductions required to
meet the NOx BART detennination for
SJGS. EPA also disagrees that we are
required to conduct a modeling analysis
to detormine if the NOx reductions
necessary for SJGS to meet the
110(a)(2.)(D)(i)(II) visibility requirement
would result in significant visibility
improvement. As we discuss elsewhere
in this notico, there is no necessity that
we must evaluate theso requirements
sepamtely and no requirement that we
perform a 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(Il) visibility
analysis. See Legal response to
comments, above, regarding mu· general
authority and obligation to act on
section 110(a)(2)[D)[i)(II) and RH SIP
requirements.
The commenter takes issue with the
fact that we did not specifically qua:1tify
the difference in emissions between the
WRAP modeling and what is being
achieved by SJGS, and explain why the
discrepancy was believed to be

significm1t. We disagree. We provided in
the proposal and TSD a full discussion
of how the NOx emissions in the WRAP
modeiing were not being achieved by
SJGS, and how NOx emissions relied
upon in the WRAP modeling for the
SJGS, and agreed upon during
consultation, are not federally
enforceable. Therefore, we are
establishing federally enforceable NOx
emission limits that will eliminate
interstate interference and at the same
time address the RH BART requirement
for NOx for SJGS. The commenter then
asserts that a side by side compaxison
should have been provided in tons/year.
We disagree that is necessary to quantify
this comparison in tons/years. The
modeling for electric generating units
[EGUs) may have been reported out as
tons/year (tpy) in the 'iAJRAP emission
modeling summary tables, but the
WRAP actual modeling itself used a
short-term emission rate (i.e., lb/
MMBtu). See onr other response to
conunent that addresses tpy versus lb/
MMBtu modeled emissions in more
detail.
In the case of SJGS, the vVRAP's
photochemical modeling that was
performed to yield daily (24-hour)
visibili:y impairment impac:s included
future emission estimates based on
emission rates of 0.27 and 0.28 lb of
NOx/MMBtu and 0,15 lb of S02 /
MMBtu. After Nl\!lED's consultation
with other states, l'NM indicated to the
State that SJGS could not meet the two
:'uture WRAP emission rates for NOx
without installing additional NOx
contmls. PNM claims that the actual
emission rate was approximately 0.30 lb
of NOx/MMBtu on a longer-term basis
as reflected in the permit and 0.33 lb of
NOx/MMBtu on a short-tenn basis a.s
reflected in PNM's visibility impact
modeiing for SJGS. PNM and NMED's
CALPUFF modeling, conducted to
estimate daily visibility impail'lllent at
Class I areas, utilized an emission fac:or
rate of 0.33lb/MMBtu for Gstimation of
daily impact as the level that they could
show compliance on a short-term
basis. 7 o

We did not model the difference
between the current enforceable
emission limits and those omission
limits relied upon in the WRAP
modeling for SJGS. We find that Now
Mexico somces, other than the SJGS, are
sufficiently controlled to eliminate
interference with the visibility programs
of other states because the federally
enforceable emission limits for these
som•ces are consistent with those relied
upon in the WRAP mcdeling. The SOz
and NOx emissions relied upon in the
7Ei-Jd.
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WRAP modeling for the SJGS, however,
are not federally enforceable. Therefore,
we are establishing federally enforceable
emission limits for S02 and NOx for the
SJGS to eliminate interference with the
visibility programs of other states. There
is no requirement to perform a
110(a){Z}(D}(i)(II) visibility analxsis.
We note that the 98% largest deciview
impact we modeled using 0.33 lb/
MMBtu NOx and 0.15 lb/MMBtu S02
was 5.15dv at Mesa Verde Class I area.
We also modeled visibility impacts
using 0.33 lb/MMBtu NOx and 0.18 lb/
MMBtu S02 in our initial modeling to
compare model results with those
presented by PNM a:1d NMED. We note
that reducing S02 emissio:1s from 0.18
to 0.15 lb/MMBtu resulted in a minimal
change in visibility impacts at all Class
I areas (0.03 dv at Mesa Verde},
demonstrating a limited sensitivity to
changes in S0 2 emissions compared to
the lmge changes in visibility due to
decreasing NOx emissions at SJGS, as
shown in our modeling of the 0.05 lb of
NOx/MMBtu emission rate (SCR case}.
The use of 0.15 lb/MMBtu SOz emission
rate is discussed in a separate response
to comment. Considering that the 0.33
lb/MMBtu NOx value is approximately
20o/o greater than the 0.27/0.28 rate, the
significant visibility impacts, and the
NOx sensitivity demonstrated by the
modeling, it is clear this difference in
emission rates can have a significant
impact on visibility. Even on a longterm basis, tho difference between
relying upon 0.30 lb/MMBtu compared
· to the 0.27/0.28lb/MMBtu would have
a significant impact. Although the
atmospheric chemistry is not stl·ictly
linear in this case, if modeled, the
combined difference in NOx and SOx
omission mtos would likely result in an
impact between several tenths of a
deciview and 1 deciview. Clearly, the
difference between what was assumed
by the WRAP and what is actually being
achieved bv the SJGS should not be
ignored. Since we determined a much
lower emission rate for BART, we did
not :teed to directly evaluate the
impacts of just achieving the emission
rata levels bcludod in the WRAP
modeling.
The commontor claims that the SJGS
total emissions in 2002 were
approximately 10% of the statewide
New Mexico NOx emission total. The
commenter implies that the reductions
found to be needed at SJGS are
exceedingly small in comparison to the
total State emissions and therefore
should not be singled out for control.
The commenter fails to consider the
proximity of SJGS to Class I amas and
the fact that its emissions are
concentrated relative to the more diffuse

emissions of many somces in the State,
such as area and mobile sources. We
conduct modeling to quantify visibility
impairment impacts because sources
that are close to a Class I area and have
elevated stacks result in greater plume
impact on the Class I area, and will have
a greater impact on visibility
impairment per ton ofNOx, compared
to a much greater tonnage of NOx
emissions from a variety of sources that
are lOOs of kilometers away. Much of
the New Mexico !\!Ox emissions are
spread throughout the state and nearer
to ths metropolitan 81'eas of
Albuquerque and Santa Fe and over 200
kms from Class I areas in other states,
in comparison to the SJGS which is just
42 km from the Mesa Verde Class I area.
Om modeling indicated that the SJGS
had a very large impact in our baseline
omissions modeling (5.15 deciviews at
Mesa Verde) which ~ighlights why we
conduct modeling instead of analyzing
emission ratios, which is apparently
what the commenter erroneously
implies we should do.
The commenter did not provide
specific details or cite any guidance as
to how EPA erred in estimating
emissions for modeling. We disagree
with the comments that we have
un:'airly adjust(Jd the emission
calculations to overstate the ben[lfit of
our proposal. We have condudsd our
calculations consistsnt with EPA
methods and guidance, and the WRAP
EGU modeling projections. 7 7 As
documented in our TSD, we used the
most rocont materials; including EPRI's
spreadsheets, <md current EPA guidance
to estimate emissions for our analyses
and disagree with the commenter's
vague comment that we unfairly
adjusted the emissions to what we
thought they should be.
Comment: We received comments
from the NPS and USFS supporting the
reporting of the cumulative visibility
impact of SJGS and tho cumulative
benefits of SCR. NPS and USFS bolieve
it is appropriate to consider both the
degree of visibility improvement in a
given Class I area as well as the
cumulative effects of improving
visibility across all of the Class I areas
affected. The BART guidelines do not
consider the geographic extent of
visibility impairment. NPS and USFS
believe the most practical approach to
this problem is to considor the
cumulativo impacts of a source on all
Class I areas affected, as well as the
77 Domur..ent that was included in our proposal
dor.kot, "IJ<JVoloping lh& WRAP Point and Area
Source Emissions Projections for the zrnu
Reasonable Progress Milestone for Regional Haze
Planning", Paula G. Fiolds, Martin us E. Wolf, Tom
Mnora, Loe Gribovir:7.,
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cumulative benefits from reducing
emissions. They state that cumulative
benefits have been a factor in the BART
determinations by Oregon and
Wyoming, as well as EPA in its
proposa:s for the Navajo Generating
Station and the Four Corners Power
Plant. They also note that the
improvements in visibili;:y impairment
due to reductions in !\!Ox emissions b
other analyses have beeP. largest at Class
I areas other than the closest Class I
area, ilierefore evaluation of all Class I
areas within the modeling domain is
appropriate.
Several commenters were opposed to
the use of a "cumulative deciviews" or
"total" visibility improvement metric.
These commenters claim tbat the
"cumulative dociviews" metric is
misleading and that the modeling
impact improvements wou;d take place
at dif:erent locations within a c:ass I
area, within different Class I areas, and
probably on different dates so a
"cumulative deciviews" result would
not be observed by one viewer. They
continued that one viewer would not
perceive visibility impacts in more than
one Class I 81'ea simultaneously, or even
within relatively short periods of time,
in nearly every case. Furthermore, the
visibility impacts to a region should not
depend on the number of Class I areas
present. The conunenters state it is
improper to consider a "cum·,1lative"
dedview improvement over more than
one Class I area.
The commenters also suggest that the
use of a "total dv" metric is inconsistent
with BART guidelines (40 CFR part 51
Appendix Y, IV.D.5). The guidelines
state that it is appropriate to model
impacts at the nearest Class I area as
we: I as other nearby Class I areas to
determine where the impacts are
greatest. Modeling at other Class I areas
may be unwarranted if the highest
modeled effects are observed at the
nearest Class I 81'ea. The r.ommenters
claim the analysis should be focused on
the visibility impacts at the most
impacted area, not all areas. The
commonters add that states have already
successfully dea:.t with this practice, To
illustrate, they IJoint to the Colorado Air
Quality Control Commission declining
to take a "cumulative" approach to
deciviews, even though common tors
had argued the concept should
influence decision making about BART.
Response: We agree with the NPS and
the USDA Forest Sm·vice on the utility
of a cumulative visibility metric in
addition to the other visibility me:rics
we utilized and we do not agree that our
approach is inconsistont with BART
guidelines. Our visibility modeling
shows that a number of Class [areas are
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individually and significantly impacted
by emissions from the SJGS. The
number of days per year significantly
impacted by the facility's NOx
emissions is expected to decrease
drastically at each Class I area (Table 68 of the TSD) as the result of installation
of NOx BART emission controls at the
SJGS. Clearly, the visibility benefits
from NOx BART emission reductions
will be spread among all affected Class
I areas, not only the most affected area,
and should be considered in evaluation
of benefits from proposed reductions.
The portion of the BART Guidelines
(40 CFR 51 Appendix Y, IV.D.5) that the
commenter referenced states: "If the
highest modeled effects are observed at
the nearest Class I area, you may choose
not to aaalyze the other Class I areas any
further as additional analyses might be
unwarmnted." 78 This section of the
BART Guidelines addresses how to
determine visibility impacts as part of
the BART determina:ion. Several
paragraphs later in the BART Guidelines
it states: "You have flexibility to assess
visibility improvements due to BART
controls by one or more methods. You
may consider the frequency, magnitude,
and duration components of
impairment," emphasizing the
flexibility in method and metrics that
exists in assessing the net visibility
i rn provement.
As discussed in a separate response to
comment, for any CALPUFF visibility
modeling in a SJP, a protocol addressing
procedures and analyses should be
determined with the appropriate
reviewing authority and affected FLMs.
As identified in the BART Guidelines,
an important element of the modeling
protocol is the choice of receptors used
in the model, and the dGcision of when
additional analyses including modeling
the effects at Class I areas beyond the
nearest area are warranted aitd
necessary. As indicated in the TSD and
RTC for this notice, we conferred with
EPA OAQPS and FLM representatives
on the details of conducting :he
CALPUFF modeling in this action, and
concluded, likfl PNM and NMED
previously concluded in their 2009
modeling, that because of the size of the
souxce and the number of Class I area
potentially affected, we should evaluate
modeling receptors at all Class I aroas
within 300 km of the source. We also
received comments from FLM
representatives supporting the way we
conducted our modeling including our
evaluation of multip:e Class I areas.
Our baseline modeling indicated that
visibility impacts from the SGJS were
above 0.5 deciviGws at all 16 Class I
?It 70

FR 39170.

areas within 300km of the SJGS and
above 1 deciview at 14 of :he 16 Class
I areas/ 9 These significant visibility
impacts support the conclusion that
further analyses were warranted. In this
specific case, our analysis indicated the
largest baseline impact was at the
closest Class I area (Mesa Verde) but
also bdicatecl very large impacts at
other Class I areas. In fact, we found that
the lmgest overall decrease in visibility
impact resulting from the proposed NOx
emission reductions occurred at a much
more distant Class I area (Caayonlands).
Therefore, had we stopped our analysis
after modeling the visibility
improvement at Mesa Verde, we would
not have discovered that the largest
visibili:y improvement is predicted to
occur elsewhere.
In fully considering che visibility
benefits an:icipated from the use of an
available control technology as one of
the factors in selection of NOx BART, it
is appropriate to accolmt for visibility
benefits across all affected Class I areas
and the BART guidelines provide the
flexibility to do so. One approach as
:wted above is to qualitatively consider,
for example, the frequency, magnitude,
and duration of impairment at each and
all affected Class I areas. Where a source
such as the SJGS significantly impacts
so many Class I m·eas on so many days,
U1e cumulative 'total dv' metric is one
way to take magnitude of the impacts of
the source into account.
Therefore, under the BART
Guidelines, and based upon these facts,
we decided additional analyses were
not only warranted but necessmy. The
BART Guidelines only indicate that
additional analyses may be unwarranted
at other Cla~s I areas, and in no way
exclude such analyses, as the
commcnter suggests. We concluded that
a ctuantitative analysis of visibility
impacts and benefits at only the Mesa
Verde area would not be sufficient to
fully assess the impacts of controlling
NOx emissions from the SJGS.
Again, nothing in the RHR suggests
that a state (or EPA in issuing a FIP)
should igaore the full extent of the
visibility impacts and improvements
from BART controls at multiple Class I
areas. Given that the national goal of the
program is to improve visibility at all
Class I areas, it would be short-sighted
to limit the evaluation of t!le visibility
benefits of a control to only the most
impacted Class I area. As noted
previously, NMED and PNM's BART
analyses also presented visibility impact
and improvemGnt projections at all 16
Ciass I meas. \"le believe such
'"70 FR 39113. Impacts of 1 der.iview or gronter
are considered to cause a visibility impuirmm1t.

information is useful in quantifying the
overall benefit of BART controls.
Comment: A commemer disagreed
with our use of the revised Il\1PROVE
equation (Method 8) post-processing
mGthodology for tho CALPUFF model
results to calculate visibility impairment
for the SJGS NOx BART determination
from predicted pollutant concentrations.
To be consistent with the \'V'RAP
modeling, the cmrunenter claims we
instead should have used the original
IMPROVE equation (Method 6). The
commenter further alleges that our use
of Method 8 resulted in much higher
visibility impacts and improvements
than would have been predicted usir:g
Method 5. The commenter also claims
that our NOx BART mode:ing analysis
is internally inconsistent because we
rely on Method 6 for S02 (using the
WRAP modeling) and on Method 8
modeling for NOx. Furthermore, the
commenters assert that the use of
Method 8 is generally justified by EPA
by referring to the <;regulatory version,"
however, Method 8 processing is not
supported by the "regulatory version''
EPA used in its analysis.
Response: Method 6 and Method 8
refer to two different vmsions of
algorithms used to estimate visibility
impairment from pollutant
concen:rations. Method 8 is a mora
recently available, more refined version
of the original equation and is now
considered by us and FLM
representatives to be the better approach
to estimating visibility impairment.
Compared to the original IMPROVE
equation, this revised Il'vfPROVE
equaaon has less bias, accounts for
more pollutants, incorporates more
recent data, and is based on
considerations of relevance for the
calculations needed for assessing
progress under the RHR. 80 vVe are aware
that Method 8 tends to show more
improvement in visibility than Mothod
6 when reductions in very small
particles are achieved, such as those
that are formed by emissions of NOx.
Wo believe that this, however, more
accurately reflects real visibility
conditions.
We are also aware tl1at at the time the
States were working together in the
WRAP to devolop their RH SJPs,
Method 6 was widely employed to
develop RPGs and for initial BART
""Revised IMPROVE algorithm for Estimating
Light Exlincdon from Particle Spodation Data.
IMPROVE, )amurry 2006 (Mtp:/(
vista, dra. colostate.edu!impmm/Pl! blica ti ons!
GrayLit/gray_literaturo.lttm); Hond, J.L., Douglas,
S.G., 2006, Review of tho IMPROVI> Equation for
Esthnaling Amhiont Light Extinction CoefficientsFinal Report (http;//vista.dra.colostate.edu!
improve!Pubiications/GmyLit/
016_1MPROVEEoqRoview/IMPROVEeqReview.htm).
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a:gorithm. We also evaluated modeling
analyses. By the time Method 8 was
results using Method 6 to quactify the
widely available, some States were far
sensitivity of our results to the choice in
enm:gh along in their SIP development
visibility impairment algorithm. We
that a switch to the newer method
would have been disruptive. Because of note that using either Method 8 or
Method 6, substantial visibility benefits
this, we did not object to the use of
were projected for the installation of
Method 6 in the WRAP photochemical
SCR and support tl1e conclusion that
modeling or subject-to-BART screening
SCR is the appropriate BART control.
modeling. In the case of New Mexico,
We disagree w1th the comment
Method 6 was used in WRA? modeling
concorning .\1ethod 8 and the
to determine which sources are subject
to BART. Using Method 6, New Mexico "regulatory version" of the model.
determili.ed that the SJGS was subject to CALPOST is the post-processing tool
used to apply an algorithm to estimate
BART because of its significant impact
visibility impairment from pollutant
on Class I areas. We reached the same
concentrations from CALPUFF. We
conclusion using either Method 6 or
Method 8 in our modeling. New Mexico determined CALPOST version 6.221,
v~hich includes the option to app;y
and the other WRAP States also used
Blther the Method 6 or the Method 8
Method 6 to develop reasonable
progress goals for the Class I areas in the algorithm, was the appropriate
CALPOST version for our analysis.
region.
For the purposes of ensuring that New Since we determined Method 8 was the
better method for estimating
Mexico's emissio:1s do not interfere
impairment, we chose to use the version
with other Sc:ates' plans for visibility
of CALPOST that allowed the
improvmnent, the choice of IMPROVE
MetJwd is not relevant. The commenter calculation using either Method 6 or
Metl1od 8. We note that this CALPOST
seems to imply that because the Wfu\P
version was approved and supported by
modeling laTgely mmd ~1ethod 6, we
the FLMs to allow for application of the
should use Metlwd 6 for all our
revised IMPROVE equation ["Method
analyses, including our source specific
8"). 82 As discussed in more detail in a
analyses for NOx BART. However,
regardless of which LlyfPROVE equation separate response to comment in this
Section N and our Complete Response
is used, New Mexico did not provide
to Comments for NM Regional Hazel
fodemlly enforceable limitations on
Visibility Tmnsport FIP document, the
S]GS' S02 a:-~d NOx emissions to
ultimate decision on the acceptable
achieve the reductions expected by
model version, formulation, and set-up
other States. Without these reductions,
of CALPUFF and CA.LPOST for
other States will not achieve the
visibility modeling is onr respon~,;ibility
progress at their Class I areas which
ln a FIP situation.
they expected under the collaborative
Comment: We received a number of
\'\!RAP process.
comments concerning the version of the
As discussed previously, we have
CALPUFF modeling system EPA has
concluded that it is appropriate to
address the requirements for NOx BART used. We utilized CALPlJFF Version 5.8
suite for visibility modeling. The
for SJGS at the same time we address
commonier indicated revised CALPUFF
New Mexico's obligations under the
model Versions 6.112 and 5.4 are
visibility prong of 110(a)(Z)(D)(i). As
available and submitted modeling
part of the BART analysis, we
performed CALPUFF modeling to assess analyses using these versions of
tho impacts of tho NOx BART proposed CALPUFF with the suggestion that their
controls on tho single source at issue on modeling should be used instead of
ours. A number of commenters stated
visibility impairment. Because Method
tlu1t Version 5.8 is outdated and
8 is the preferred method fo~ analyses
overestimates visibility impacts. The
being conducted ut this time,a-1 we
commenters argue that the latest
estimated tho CALPUFF visibility
version, CALPUFF Version 6.4, which
impacts using this peer reviewed
includes updated chemistry and
technical enhancements to improve the
01 U.S. EPA. Additional Regional Haze Questions.
U.S.Jlnvironmontal Protoctions Agency. August 3,
model's performance and accuracy,
2006, available at http://w.vw.wrapail·.org/fomms/
should be used to evaluate visibility
iwg!documcmts/Q__and~AJor~Regional~Haze~8-03impacts. They alleged that this version
06.pdfrsemr;l!~%22%22New%20lMPROVE%
20equation%22%22; WRAP presentation. "Update
on IMPROVE Light Extinction Equation r.nd Natural
Condition.<:~ Estirnates 1 ' Torn Mooro, !v1uy 23, 2006;
U.S. Forest Service, National Park Service, a.-.d U.S.
fiBh and Wildlifo Sm:vico. 2010. Fodemllond
ma..'1agers' air quality related values work group
(FLAG}: phase I report-revised (2010). Natural
Resource Repm·t NPSINHPC/NRR-Z010/Z32.

Nntional Par-k

Service~

Denver C'..oloradn.
1

n2. U.S. Forest Service~ National Pa~;:-k Servicn 1 nnd
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 2010. Fedornl land
manager•' air quality rolatod values work group
(FLAG): phase I raport-revi•ed (2010). Nntnral
Resour<;a Report NPSiNRPG/NRR-2010/232.

Natio:aal Park Scrvir.o. Denver, Colorado, available
ut http:!/www.natum.nps.gov/air!Pubs!pdf!flng/
FLAG~201 O.pdf.
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includes updated chemistry that is more
robust and performs better and technical
enhancemen:s to improve the model's
performance and accuracy.
Additionally, commenters included
information on a February 16, 2011
meeting held witl1. the EPA in Research
Triangle Park (RTP), North Carolina
along with represe::~tatives of tho
western states utility organization
WEST Associates, the America:-~
Petroleum !nstitute (API), and TRC (:he
developer of CALPUFF}. The FLMs
participated in this meeting by
teleconference. It was agreed at the
meeting that the FLMs will take the lead
on a review and testing of the CALPUFF
model code changes including the new
chemistry modules. and Model Change
Bulletins (MCBs) and coordinate with
EPA.

Response: The commenter indicated
that a revised version of the model is
available aad submitted modeling
analyses using CALPUFF model
Versions 6.112 and 6.4. Comments
received justifying the use of these
versions ofCALPUFF alleged that they
were more scientifically robust and
included updated chemistry and
technical enhancements to improve the
model's performance and accuracy. We
disagree that the newer versions of
CALPUFF should be used in this action
to dete:·mine potential visibility
impacts. The newer version(s] of
CALPUFF have not received the level of
review required for use in regulatory
actions subject to EPA approval and
consideration in a BART decision
making process, Based on our roview of
tl1e available evidence we do not
consider tl1e models to have been shown
to be sufficiently documented,
technically valid, and relinblo for use in
a BART decision making process. In
addition, tho nvDilable evidence would
not support approval of these models for
em-rent regulatory use. There are known
technical problems with CAU'UFF
6.112 and furthermore, the development
of m:w model versions requires
technical and policy evaluations to
ensure tho models meet regulatory
requirements.
The commenter's modeling using
different model versions with as yet
unapproved mechanisms and the nonguideline techniques indicated different
results than past modeling submitted by
PNM a:1d the results of our modeling of
S]GS. 6 ~ The visibility impacts of their
modeling results are much lower
compared to results of past PNM, NMED
and EPA modeling. These discrepancies
are large enough to lend further
83

C:omparison of modo! resdts presented by
with vnluBs ln o-ur TSD Chapter 5,

r:ornrr~entor
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credence to the need for a full review of
the revised modeling systems before
considering the modeling results for any
decision making.s4 85 EPA was fully
justified in following its modeling
approach, which was consistent with
current EPA and FLM guidelines, as
well as similar to modeling recently
performed by NMED and PNM. EPA
used the approved version of the model
in accordance with the appropl'iate
procedures, as discussed further in
other response to conunents and is
confident in using our results as one of
the five factors in ma.ldng a BART
determbation.
In considering the comment that we
should use the :atest version of
CALPUFF (6.4) or an earlier version
6.112, we considered the regulatory
status of CAL PUFF for visibility
analyses and what analyses are needed
to utilize an updated CALPUFF
modeling system. The requirements of
40 CFR 51.112 and 40 CFR part 51,
Appendix W, Guideline on Air Quality
:VIodels (GAQM) and the BART
Guidelines which refers to GAQM as the
authority for using CALPUFF, provide
the framework for determining the
appropriate model platforms and
versions and inputs to be used. Because
of concern with CALPUFF's treatment
of chemical transformations, which
affect AQRVs, EPA has not approved the
chemistry of CALPUFF's model as a
'preforred' model. The use of the
regulatory version is approved for
increment and NAAQS analysis of
priintll'y pollutants only. Currently
CALPUFF Version 5.8, is subject to the
requirements of GAQM 3.0(b) and as a
screening model, GAQM 4. CALPUFF
Versions 6.112 and 5.4 have not been
approved by EPA for even this limited
purpose.
Under the BART guidelines,
CALPUFF should be used as screening
tool and appropriate consultation with
the reviewing authority is required to
usa CALPUFF in a BART determination
as pmi of a SIP or FIP. Tho BART
Guideline cited and referred to EPA's
n4 70 ?R 39123, 39124. 1"We understand tlle
concerns of commenters that the chemistry modules
of the CALPUFF model are less advanced than
some of the more recent almospl:eric cl.annistry
slmulnlions. To dnto, no othf'lc mndoling
applications with updated chomostry hovu hoen
i<.pprovsd by EPA to ostimnttl Ringlo sourco
pollutant concontrrrtions fro:;n Long range
transport.., and in di.s:cussior1 af using other models
'\>Vitlt mora c:.c.lvanced <:hemistt·y il r.~ntinues, '"A
discussion of the :1se of alte:rr.. ative models is given
ln th• Guideline on Air Qunlity in appm•dlx W,
!'iGCtion ~1.2."

""EPA roport, "Assessment ofthe VISTAS
Version ofthe CALPUFF Modeling System", EPA~
454/R--08~007, August 2000 available at (i>tcp:/1
w-ww.epa.gov/ttn!scramll'F.ports/
ca/puff_vistos~n.<sessment~mport_finrtl.pdf).

GAQM which includes provisions to
obtain approval through consultation
with the reviewing authority. Moreover,
we also note that in EPA's document
entitled Guidance on the Use of Models
and Other Analyses for Demonstrating
Attainment of Ail' Quality Goals for
Ozone, PM2.5, and Regional Haze
(EPA-454/B-07-002), that Appendix W
does not identify a particultll' modeling
system as 'preferred' for modeling
conducted in support of state
implementation plans under 40 CFR
51.308(b). A model should meet several
general criteria for it to be a candidate
for consideration. These general criteria
are consistent with the requirements of
40 CFR 51.112 and 40 CFR 51,
Appendix W. Therefore, it is conect to
interpret that no model system is
considered 'preferred' under 40 CFR 51,
Appendix W, Section 3.1.1 (b) for either
secondary particulate matter or for
visibility assessments. Under this
general framework, we follcwed the
general recommendation in Appendix Y
to use CALPUFF as a screening
technique since the modeling system
has not been specifically approved for
chemistry. The use ofCALPUFF is
subject to GAQM requirements in
section 3.0(b), 4, and 6.2.1(e) which
includes an approved protocol to use
the current 5.8 version.
As noted pwviously, the summary of
results provided by the commenter
indicate much lower results compared
:o the current regulatory approved
version of the modeling system. The
significant difference in results is an
indicator that there are important
changes in the science between those
new versions and tho current EPA
version. We mus: have a full
understanding of these changes before
'approving' their use. The information
provided indicates tl1e new science
includes chemistry for which this model
was never approved so those changes
would necessitatG a notice and comment
rulemaking and not a simply update as
previously done for this rnodol to
address bug-fixes and tho liko. We
believe that with such modifications to
the modeling system, CALPUFF
(Version 5.4) used in this manner could
no longer be con.sidered a screening
technique under Section 4 of GAQM.
The CALPUFF Version 6.112 wot:.ld be
considered an alternative model and
would bo subject to the requirements of
Section 3.2 of GAQM. As covered in
more thorough detail below and in our
RTC, these alternate versions of
CALPUFF {6.112. and 6.4) are subject to
tho provisions of GAQM.
Based on the technicttl inforrriation
that has boon provided, these model
vorsim;s could not be approved because

the information provided is not
sufficient and does not comport with
the requirements of Section 3.2,
including 3.2.2(b)(3) and (e), ofGAQM.
The model developer has relied upon
several articles (Escoffier-Czaja and
Scire, 2007; and Scire, et al., 2003)
which describe the general reliability of
the CALPUFF modeling system and
post-processing techniques for use in
visibility assessmonts. Based on our
review of this information, we do not
believe it provides sufficient
information for EPA to assess the
suitability of the newer versions of the
modeling system as would be done in
reviewing models in accordance with
GAQM Section 3.2.2(e) requiremeats.
First, it is important to understand
that each of the papers were presented
as part of general proceedings at
conferences, and therefore do not reflect
the thoroughness of a formal peer
review process that would be associated
with submissio:1 to mainline scientific
journals. Therefore, we do not consider
these references suitable for establishing
the validity of the model or postprocessing techniques or demonstrating
that these models have undergone
independent scientific peer review as
necessary for reviewi:1g models in
accordance with Section 3.2.2(e)(i) of
GAQM.
Second, the evaluation techniques
utilized by the developer are not
appropriate for evaluation of the
chemical mechanisms of the CALPOFF
system. Appendix A.3 of GAQM
describes CALPUFF as generally
considered suitable for treatment of
dispersion of non-reactive pollutants
from a single source or small group of
somces for distances beyond 50-km to
200- to 300-km. CALPUFF usage, in the
context of the Southwestern Wyoming
Air Quality Task Force (SWWYT AF)
modeling dataset presented in both
Escoffier-Czaja and Scire [2007) and
Scire et al. (2003), is treated as a full
photochemical modeling system such as
the Comprehensive Air Quality Model
with Extonsions (CAMx) m· the
Community Multiscale Air Quality
Model (CMAQ). However, the
evaluation techniques presented in the
aforementioned rofonmces evaluate the
model as a near-field dispersion model,
presenting information on sulfate and
nitrate performance in quantile-quantile
plots {Q-Qplots) only for the BridgerTeton IMPROVE monitoring sito. This
technique is not satisfactory for
purposes of model performance
evaluations for full science chemistrv
models. Recommended methods ancl
motrics for evaluation of photochemical
models are discussed at length in EPA's
Guidance on tho Use of Models and
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Other Analyses for Demonstrating
Attainment of Air Quality Goals for
Ozone, PMz.s, and Regional Haza (EPA454/B-07-002). Therefore, we do not
consider the analysis techniques
presented by the model developer
sufficient to demonstrate that the model
is not biased, as would be done to
justify use of a model b accordance
with Section 3.2.2(e)(iv) of GAQM.
Finally, no modeling files were
provided for 1·eview, no protocol or
other complete documentation was
provided outlining the methods and
procedmes of operating the alternative
model in agreement with the
appropriate reviewing authority (EPA
Region 6) prior to submission of
comments, contrary to requirements of
Section 3.2.2(e)(v) ofGAQM.
Therefore, on the basis of available
informatio:1 submitted to the public
record, we could not approve L~e uss of
the alternative model versions in
accordance with Section 3.2.2{e)
requirements of GAQM. We believe om·
nwdeling accurately describes the
visibility impacts of the SJGS, the
benefits of BART controls, and was
basHd on established and wellrecognized methods.
It would be problematic for us to
allow the use of any unapproved model
variants with potentially significa:1t
cha:1ges to chemistry treatment without
additional information regarding the
model's formulation, performance, and
acceptability. In promulgating the BART
guidelines wo made the decision in the
final BART Guide:ine to recommend
that the model be used to estimate the
98th percentile visibility impairment
ruther than the highest daily impact
value as proposed. We made the
decision to consider the less
conservative 98th percentile primarily
bacausa the chemistry mod des in the
CALPUFF model EITe simplified and
likely to provide conservative (higher)
results for peak impacts. Since
CALPUFF's simplified chemistry could
lead to model over predictions and thus
be conservative, EPA decided to use the
less conscrvativo 98th porcentile. 8 G The
modeling tlmt PNM's contractor
performed for PNM was based on
CALPUFF versions that have been
updated with an allegedly more robust
chemistry and purportedly performs
better according to the commentor than
the cmTent version of the modal

approved for regulatory actions
(CALPUFF version 5.8). If these versions
of CALPUFF ca:J. be shown to be reliable
and acceptable to EPA, it would likely
be appropriate to the use Highest Daily
impact (1st High instead of the 8th
High) based on the presumption that the
updated chemistry of CALPUFF model
would result in less conservative rBsults
than Version 5.8. In past agreements in
usb.g the CAMx photochemical modal,
which has a robust chemistry module,
the Region has recommended the use of
the 1st High value when sources were
being screened out of a full BART
analysis based on L~e CAMx reaults. 8 7
The current version of CALPUFF
approved for regulatory action was :ast
updated by EPA on June 29, 2007. The
CALPUFF modeling system approved at
that time included CAlJ'UFF version
5.8, level 070523, CAL!V!ET version 5.8
level 070623, and CALPOST version
5.6394, level 070522. CALPUFF is still
considered a screening model for
visibility assessments. Therefore, we
followed the requirements of Appendix
i/V for screening models in our
modeling.ea We conducted our
modeling with the version 5.8 suite with
a few exceptions that were discussed
among modeling experts from EPA
Region 5, EPA/OAQPS and FLM
representatives. Om modeling
procedures were discussed more fu:ly in
omTSD.
We note that the CALPUFF Versions
6.4 and 6.112 have not been reviewed
by EPA for potential regulatory use.
PNM's contractor has indicated that a
meeting was held with EPA/OAQPS
representatives on Feb. 16, 2011 and
FLM representatives participated via
conference call. The cammenter
indicates that EPA was going to let tlw
FLM representatives take the lead on
review and testing of the new version of
CALPUFF (6.4) and coordinate with
EPA regarding this issue. Mr. Tyler Fox,
Group Leader of tho Air Quality
Modeling Group at EP A/OAQPS has
indicated that EPA will take the lead on
the review of the new version
(CALPUFF Version 6.4) and that the
new addition of a more sophisticated
chemistry mechanism is a paradigm
shift in treatment of chemistry in
CALPUFF and requires additional rule
making and public review since
CALPUFF was never approved for
chemistry in the GAQM and EPA is

aa "Most importaJ:t, the simplified chemistry in
the model tends to magnify the actual visibility
effects of Lhal source, Because of these features and
the lL'lCertainties associated wit.'I the model, we
believe it is appropriale to use the 9uth percentilea more robust Bpproar:h that does not give undue
woight to the extretr~e tail of the distribution.~~ 70
I'R 39104,39121.

a7 Comment Letter li:01n EJ>A Region 6 to TCEQ
dated February 13, 2007 rog>rding TCEQ Final
Report "Scrconing Analysis of Potential BART·
Eligible Sources in Texas", December 2006.
""GAQN: [2005 updnte) part a.O{b), and 4.2.1.1
and 4.2.1.2. Secllon 4 dealing with screening
versioas of modoling una lyses was updated ill the
2D05 GAQM notice.
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currently evaluatir.g several models to
address cmrent modeling needs for
models that can be used for analyses of
secondary formation pollutants for
ozone, PMz.s secondary, and regional
haze/visibility impairment. so At this
time, EPA and :he FLM representatives
ure in the process of pla:1ning to move
forwlli'd on reviewing all available
models to de:ennine their suitability for
these analyses. We note that we have
reviewed the materials shared at the
meeting and discussed the planned
stops forward from the meeting, but that
CALPID'F Versions 6.4 and 6.112 have
still not been evaluated to determine
their suitability for use in various
contexts.
Based on the applicable GAQM and
BART Guidelines regulations, the
combination GAQM (2005) citations
(6.2.1(e) aYJd 3.0(b)), and the BART
Guidelines outline that for any visibility
modeling performed with the CALPUFF
model in a SIP, a protocol addressing
procedures and analyses should be
developed with the appropriate
reviewing authority and affected FL.Ms.
Approval of an alternate model usually
includes co:1sultation with the modeling
group at EP NOAQPS even though
ultimate authority in most cases is the
Regional Office. In the case of a SIP or
a FIP, the EPA Regional Office has the
final approval decision on what
constitutes appropriate/acceptable
modeling. Development of an acceptable
protocol with a Regional Office for
review and approval of an alterna~ive
model (i.e. updated model version, etc.)
cnn be a very significant task and could
take 6 months to a year or longer to
complete a protocol that datailed
submission of information for review
including model sensitivity runs,
evaluation of model performance, etr.:.,
so this can be a sizable hurdle in order
for EPA to ensure that we are basing
decisions on sound science and the best
tools for nctions. Approval of updated
CALPUFF versions has been such a
large task that EPA/OAQPS has
typically taken the lead in approval of
CALPlJFF updates for regulatory use. ln
this case, PNM did not work out a
protocol to address any of these nsedod
elements for EPA Region 6 to conduct
a review of PNM's proposed use of an
alternate model and the modeling
results. The new ver:-;ions ofCALPLTF,
version 6.112 or 6.4, that the commentor
used to provide modeling analyses havo
not gone through a full regulatory
review in accordnncG with 40 CFR part
51 Appendix W Section 3.2.2.
an Personal cmnmnnications with Nfr. Tvler Fox
to verify guidance given al meeling pertah;ing to
al~ernate CALPUFF verslon8. July 29, 2011.
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Furthermore, the currently availab:e
information does not support the
approval of these versions of the
CALPUFF model for use in making
BART determinations, In addition, if
these versions of the model were used,
EPA would have to reconsider whether
using the 98th percentile impact for
determining impairment was
appropriate. Therefore, EPA does not
believe the use of CALPUFF vsrsion
5.112 or 6.4 is appropriate for this
rulemaking. We believe we have made
the appropriate choice in using
CALPUFF version 5.8.
Comment: The USDA Forest Service
(USFS) provided comments supporting
our assumptions regarding the value of
the background ammonia (a constant 1.0
ppb concentration) used for the
visibility analysis. In contrast, PNM
claims that the use of variable monthly
ammonia values ranging from 0,2 ppb in
the winter months to 1.0 ppb dming the
summer would better reflect the
seasonal variations in ammonia
concentrations than would a constant,
assumed ammonia concentration. PNM
ftuther argued that the use of variable
monthly ammonia concentrations
would still be conservative. Therefme,
PNM alleges, since a variable monthly
ammonia scheme is more representative
and conservative, it should be used
instead of EPA's constant ammonia
levels. PNM also claims that the use of
the Ammonia Limiting Method (ALM) is
appropriate given the "conservatism
(averaging about a factor of two) of tho
assLUned ammonia relative to
observations." PNM further comments
that our supporting documentation also
states that "alternative levels may be
used if supported by data" and therefore
we have no basis for criticizing the
variable, monthly ammonia levels used
in the modl'lling prepared by PNM. PNM
further comments that EPA's decision to
rely on constant high backgt·ou:1d
ammonia concentrations unjustifiably
results in higher visibility
improvements than expected by PNM's
more raalistir. modeling results.
Response: We agree and concur with
the use of the 1 ppb ammonia levels
from USFS representatives. We disagree
with the comments supporting the use
of variable, monthly ammonia
concontrations. There m·e several factors
to consider with selecting tho
appropriate ammonia background for
estimating visibi:ity impacts, includ:ng
the length and temporal resolution of
the ammonia data collected, whether
:he ammonia data varies depending on
location of collection in comparison to
proximity of SJGS plumes, tlte
fluctuation of levels throughout the
year, and the importance of plume

chemistry from the point of NOx and
SOz emissions that react with emitted
and background ammonia as the plumes
transport to downwind receptors. We
have examined the available ammonia
data collected, including the data cited
to in the comments. 90 Our selection of
the IWAQM Phase 2 default ammonia
background constant value of 1 ppb
(rather than the variable monthly
ammonia concentrations suggested by
the commenter) better represents
ammonia concentrations directly
around the SJGS emission sources. The
ammonia near the source that is
available to interact with the plume as
it is emitted is of greatsr concern for
determining visibility impacts from the
source due to the atmospheric chemical
reactions that occur as the pollutants
and ammonia are transported together to
a Class I area, Therefore, it is more
appropriate to use a background level
for ammonia that is representative of the
area m:otmd the source rather than the
ammonia levels at the isolated
downwind Class I areas.
The pollutants emitted by the source,
such as sulfate and nitrate, will react
with available ammonia present nem·
the release point and this ammonia and
ammonia reaction products will be
transported along with the omitted
pollutants to the downwind receptors.
Tho available moni:oring data indicates
that ammonia levels are higher around
the SJGS emission sources and decrease
at Mesa Verde, thus supporting that
conclusion that when SJGS plumes are
transported to Mesa Verde (and other
Class [ areas), as expected, the SJGS
emissions react with ammonia levels
near the SJGS resulting in decreasing
ambient ammonia levels downwind
from the SJGS. The annual average
ammonia values at the Substation and
Farmington sites, which are the passive
monitor readings that are closest to the
SJGS, are abovo tho 1 ppb lovols that we
have chosen to model. This supports
our decision to use a constant 1.0 ppb
ammonia value as being representative
of the area around t.'le source rather than
the ammonia levels at the isolated
downwind Class I areas. Therefore, the
level we modeled is mora appropriate.
As discussed originally in the TSD and
also in our Complete Response to
Comments for NM Regional Hazel
ilisibility Transport FIP document, we
have taken into considerution the issues
raised bv the commenter and conferred
with thO' author of the 2008 Sather
00 Snthor, etal. "Baseline ambient gaseous
a.nm1onia concentrations in the Four Corners area
and eastern Oklahoma, USA," journal of
Environrnentnl Monitorir.g (Soptombor 2008) ["The
Sathar 2008 roport").

report, and concluded that the ammonia
levels we used in the model are
appropriate.
We disagree with the use of the ALM.
There is a lack of documentation,
adequate technical justification, and
validation for the development and use
of the ALM. This is discussed further in
a separate response to comments.
Comment: PNM contracted with Mr.
Joe Scire to review and prepare a report
on PNM's BART modeling submitted to
NMED during its 2010 state proposed
rulemaking process. PNM included this
Report as part of its comments to EPA.
PNM asserts that the Report confirms
that PNM's modeling was consistent
with the methodology deve:oped for
CALPUFF and it was pmpared
consistent with :he WRAP protocol for
BART modeling and the WRAP BART
modeling. The commenter argues that
since EPA has accepted the WRAP
modeling and used it to support its own
positions with regard to sol in the
proposed FIP, and given the fact that
PNM's modeling was prepared in a
manner consistent with the WRAP
modeling, EPA should not need to alter
PNM's modeling. Moreover, the
modeling results achieved by us are
merely a function of our modeling
methods, not true differences in
visibility impacts.
In addition to the commenter's
position that the P~M modeling was
conducted appropriately, PNM claims
that the Report shows more recent
developments in modeling science and
chemistry could be used to make a more
accurate and realistic prediction of the
visibility improvements that might
result from installing SCRs at SJGS. The
recommendations included modeling
results from the use of (1) two updated
CALPUFF models, Ver. 6.112 and a
version with updated chemistry (Ver.
6.4); (2) a refined modeling grid (1 km
versus 4 km). and (3) Ammonia Limiting
Method (ALM). PNM claims use of the
ALM would take into account the
spatial variations of background
ammonia concon:rations and account
for the consumption of background
ammonia by background sources of
sulfate and nitrate; and that modeling at
a higher resolution of 1 km (compared
to 4 km) is butter, to "better ropresent
the wind flow in a complex terrain
regime.'' Using these modeling
tochniquos, PNM argues that these
alternate modeling results show that the
greatest visibility improvement that
could be achieved at any Class I area by
installing SCRs at SJGS would be less
than 0.5 dv per unit, and thus less than
what a human could perceive.
Response: The commenter indica~es
that we used the WRAP photochemical
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modeling to support our action on S0 2
controls and from this, somehow
concludes we should accept PNM's
BART CALPUFF visibility modeling,
allegedly consistent with WRAP
p~otocols for assessing the visibility
impacts of SJGS. In this instance, the
commenter appears to confuse 1:\vo
types of modeling. As we discuss
elsewhere in this notice, we did rely on
:he WRAP's photochemical modeling in
considering whether New Mexico
sources, specifically SJGS, interfered
with other States' visibility plans. The
\WAF's GALPUFF screening modeling
was used to determine which BART·
eligible sources were subject to BART.
As a result of the WRAP CALPUFF
screening modeling, New Mexico
identified one source subject to BART
and, as discussed elsewhere, projected
emission reductions that were relied
upon by the WRAP in their
photochemical modeling. The
photochemical modeling was nsed to
consider the emissions from all sources
in the regions and was used to establish
the reasonable progress goals for the
WRAP States. The source-specific
CALPUFF visibility modeling, on the
other hand, requires a site specific
modeling approach designed to evaluate
visibility impacts to inform decisions in
a BART determination for a specific
source. Our CALPUFF visibility
mode:ing, performed using an accepted
CALPUFF model version and following
applicable guidance and EP A/FLM
recommendations, showed significant
visibility benefits due to the use of SCR
as NOx BART at SJGS.
As discussed elsewhere, since NMED
was previously proposing to install the
most stringent controls, we did not raise
some of our concerns with past
modeling, since the BART guidelines
allow some flexibility in the need to
conduct modeling when the most
stringent controls m·e being required. In
our review ofPNM's earlier BART
CALPUFF visibility modeling, we did
note some inconsistencies between
PNM's CALPUFF modeling protocol
and the EPA appwved modeling
techniques for source-specific modeling
to support a BART determination. As
stated in the TSD that accompanied our
proposal, however, we agree with the
commenter that the PNM CALPUFF
modeling generally followed the BART
protocol fm BART scroening analyses
developed by the WRAP. 91 After the
WRAP CALPUFF screening modeling
o1 GALMETIGALPUFF Protocol for /JA11T
Exewpb'on Son~enin.g Analysis for Class I Areas in
tile Weslem United Stales (August 15, 21)06;
available at: http:l/pah.cert.ucl'.edu/aqm/308/bart/
WRAP_RMC_llAllT_Protocol_Aug15_2006.pdf
-/r

* * }.

had been generated, some problems
with U1e changes fi·om the previous
C1\LPUFF modeling system that were
included in CALPUFF Version 6.Z11
and another version referred to as the
"VISTAS version" had been
identified.o2 Version 6.Z11 has been
found to set up situations where U1e
':loundary layer could rutificially
collapse creating unrealistic
meteorological conditio:1s and
significantly impacting the modeled
dispersion (refer to the TSD for
additional details). This assessment
leads to EPA's approval of CALPUFF 5.8
as the approved version, announced on
June 29, Z007. Furthermore, PNM did
not consult with Region 6 to establish a
protocol for additional CALPUFF
modeling as part of the BART visibility
analyses, and while they chose to
generally follow the protocol developed
by the WRAP specifically for BART
screening analyses, PNM deviated in
some ways. In addition, a site specific
protocol for SJGS should have included
additional refinements in model setUngs
and incorporation of data. We
spscifically noted several deviations
from appropriate practice in PNM's
implementation of the meteorological
processing model for CALPUFF, named
CALMET, in addition to model versions
issues. PNM's CALMET modeling
utilized radii of influence values
inconsistent with EPA/FLM guidance,
and did not follow tho EPA/FLM
guidance about including upper air
observational data. Finally, the
CALPUFF modeling system (including
CALMET) versions used by PNM did
not follow EPA and FLM
recommendations and guidance. NMED
received comment on not being
consistent with established BART
modeling proeedures from the FLM's
during the proposed 308 SIP in August
2010, PNM has also alleged that variable
runmonia concentrations should be
used, which is inconsistent with the
\'V'RAP's BART screening protocol and
mod8ling. Furthermore, NMED
specifically roquosted that PNM perform
modeling using the de fault constant 1
02 "CALPUFF: Status nnd Update," Dennis
Atkinson, Presentation at ReglnnalfState/Lor.al
Modelers Worlmhop, May 16, 2007. (h!tp.-1/
'"''W.cleanairinfo.com/regionalstatelocalmodding
workshop/ardrivF./2007/presentations/
Wednesday%20-%20May%2016%202007/
CALPUFF_status_ update.pdfj; EPA report,
"Assessment of the "VISTAS" Version of tho
CAl .PUFF Modeling System," EPA-454/R-D3-U07,
August 2008 available at (bttp://www,epa.gov/ttn/
scrmn/reports/calpuff_vistas_assessment_ report~
final. pdf); "CALPUFF Rogulatory Update," Roger
W. Brode, Presentational Regional/State/Loco!
Mmielors Workshop, Jnns 10-12, 2008, available at
[ilttp:llwww.cleanail'info.com/regionalstatdocal
modelingworkshop/arahive/2008/pteseutaUons!
BRODE_Gfl.pdfi.
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ppb background ammonia concentration
on multiple occasions in ZOOB as they
were developing the proposed RH SIP.
These numerous deviations from our
guidance methods and procedures and
use of an alternate model version were
not considered by the commenter. These
deviations are discussed :'.'tuther in the
Technical Support Document that
accompanied our proposal.
As discussed in section 4.3.1 and
table 4-8 o:' the TSD, our sensitivity
modeling results support the conclusion
that the differences between the \IVRAP
BART screening protocol and our
current regulatory approach would not
likely change the original determination
by the WR1\P and Nlv:!ED of which
sources screen out of BART and which
are subject to a full BART analysis. We
disagree, however, that PNM's modeling
was acceptable modeling for evaluating
the visibility impacts to inform a BART
determination. It would have been
inappropriate for us to use a CALPUFF
model version with known problems/
errors to support our proposed BART
determination instead of using the
CALPUFF version we approved for
regulatory review. Therefore, our BART
CALPUFF visibility modeling sought to
correct the deficiencies in the PNM
BART CALPUFF visibility modeling. In
addition, givon that the emission rates
that we proposed as NOx BART differed
from those used in PNM and NMED's
BART visibility modeling, it was
necessary to perform our CALPUFF
visibility modeling, following EP A/FLM
guidance and practices, to assess the
anticipated visibility improvements
from the use of SCR with our proposed
BART lower emission rate of 0,05 lb of
NOx/MMBtu (NMED/PNM modeling
used an emission rate o£ 0.07 lb of NOx/
MMBtu for SCR). As discussed in th!:l
TSD, we also had updated emission
estimates for sulfuric acid emissions
based on the latest information that was
included in our modeling. We therefore
disagree with the commenter and have
explained why we needed to do our
own BART CALPUFF visibility analysis.
We used the approved version of tho
model in accordance with the
appropriate procedures, as discussed
further in other response to comments
and we are confident in using our
results as one of the five factors in
making a BART dete1mination. The
comm8nter did not provide any direct
comments indicating that our BART
visibility modeling differed in any way
from EPA and FLM modeling guidance
and standard practices that EPA and the
FLM representatives have approved in
other pwtocols.
With regard to the commenter's
suggestion that more recent versions of
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CALPUFF be used, as discussed in more
detail in ano:her response, the two
suggested model versions have not gone
through the appropriate Ieview to assess
if they ru·e founded in appropriate
science and perform adequately and
reliably and ani an improvement to the
current version that is ilcceptable for
regula:ory actions. PNM did not submit
the modeling files as part of its
comments. Instead, the PNM submitted
report only includes a summary of the
modeling results. Therefore, sufficient
evidence has not been presented to
support PNM's claims had we wished to
review this modeling done with nonapproved models. Because the model
results provided by the commenter
cannot be evaluated and because we
have no basis ~o conclude that these
versions provide reliable results, we did
not conduct a full review of the
submitted summary of the model output
results. In looking over the summary of
the modeling results in the submitted
report, however, we continue to have
significant concerns with the model
version and options/inputs used given
that the results are indicating drastically
lower values than onr node ling that
was conducted with CALPUFF Version
5.8.

We disagree with the use of a higher
(1-km) for modeling of
visibility impacts using the CALPUFF
modeling system. Current EPA guidance
from the May 15, 2009 EPA Modoi
Clearinghouse momorru1dum defaults to
a horizontal grid resolution of 4-km.
While this guidance does not
automatically preclude the use of higher
resolution meteorological fields, the
memorandum discusses five issues that
should be addregsed in considering use
of a 1-km meteorological grid. None of
these five elements wore addressed by
the conm1enter. Among tho elements
that should have been considered were
a discussion of the nature of SJGS's
source-receptor relationship to Class I
areas in tho modeling domain and
metoorological characteristics which
govern these source-receptor
relationships, a s~atistical performance
analysis showing the inadequacy of the
4-km CALMET fields, demonstration of
the technical adequacy of CALMET
diagnostic algorithms in 11 complex
termin situatioa, st11tistical eva~uation
demonstrating that 1-km CALJviET fields
perf01m better than 4-km :ields in this
specific situation, aad discussion of
l1ow the enhanced resolution impacts
the air quality modeL When CALMET is
using much higher grid resolutions,
such as 1-km grid, on the original
Numerical Weather Prediction files, the
CALMET meteorological model
g~·id-resolution

per.formance must be examined through
appropriate statistical analysis to
understand if the CALMET diagnostic
adjustments perform appropriately. The
Report presented no evidence to support
the claim that a 1-km resolution
increases the accuracy of the final wind
field in specifically modeling the SJGS.
The commenter has not provided any
statistical or other analyses to justify
such a deviation for modeling of the
SJGS. Consistent with EPA-FLM
recommendations for CALMET and the
\!\TRAP BART screening modeling
protocol, we determined that a 4-km
grid resolution should be used.
We also disagree with the use of the
Anunonia Limit Method which is also
called ALM and note that it is
inconsistent with the nitrate
repanitioning approach that has been
previously accepted by the FLMs and
EPA. There is a lack of document11tion,
adequate technical justification, and
validation for the development and use
of the ALM. We and the FLMs have
previously reviewed protocols
proposing using ALMand we and/o:· the
FLMs have not approved the use of the
proposed AL:vf procedure. In general
terms, one of the key issues is ALM is
a method to have emissions from other
sources consume ammonia, so there is
less ammonia to react with the source of
interest being modeled. Since ammonia
levels from the local area around the
plant were used by EPA, to do
calculations in the modeling to ccnsumo
ammonia from surrounding sources
would unnaturally consume ammonia
that was actually monitored in the
vicinity of the SJGS. The ALM has not
been approved by EPA and L\e FLMs
tluough interagency workgroups
(IWAQM or FLAG] as an approved part
of CALPUFF based visibility analyses.
The commenter has not provided any
adequate justification, documentation,
m· other analyses to justify the proposed
use of ALM.
Furthermore, the use of ALM requires
the input of background runmonia
conce:1trations as well as background
concentrations of sulfate, nitrate, and
nitric add. The commenter used
background concentrations derived from
modeling simulations of the EPA
Community Multi scale Air Quality
Modeling System (CMAQ) for 2002. The
Report's stm1ma1y shows that monthly
avemges of predicted concentrations for
ammonia, sulfate, nitrate, and nitric
acid at a grid resolution of 36 km were
used as model inputs to apply the ALM.
As discussed in a sop11rate response to
comments, available ammonia monitor
data indicates that ammonia
concentrations are higher in the vicinity
of the SJGS and city of Farmington tha:-1

at the Mesa Verde Class I area
(approximately 42 km from SJGS). The
use of 36 km reso:ution model
predictions results in an average
ammonia level fm the entire 36km bv 36
k."'l. grid cell and does not reflect the'
higher ammo::Iia concentrations
measured near the SJGS which are of
greater concern for determining
visibility impacts from the source. In
addition, the CMAQ model predictions
that the commenter used are not an
appropriate estimation of background
ammonia available for reaction with the
SJGS emissions since this CMAQ
simulation of "background"
concentrations already includes SJGS
emissions and reactions they have in the
atmosphere. The background ammonia
concentration that the commenter input
into the non-approved CALPUFF model
has already been decreased by reaction
with SJGS mnissions in the CMAQ
model predictions.
The commenter also provided a
summary of the modeling results based
on variable ammonia levels using
CALPUFF version 6.112 ruld 6.4. We
disagree with the use of variable
a.rnmonia as we have responded to
connmmts about using variable
ammonia levels in another 1·esponse to
comment. Wo note that variable
ammonia levels were not approved in
the WRAP's BART screening modeling
protocol, nor in protocols by NMED in
their 2010 proposal, nor by EPA R8gion
6 as the commenter seemed to indicate
in their comment.
We note that the summary of the
report's BART visibility modeling
results shows that an SCR emission rate
of 0.07 lb/MMBtu was used, rather than
the 0.05 lb/MMBtu that we included in
our proposal. Using this higher level of
0.07 lb/MMBtu would bias tho
reduction in impacts from the
installation of SCR lower than what we
proposed. If their modeling was
conducted using our proposed emission
rate, it may have shown a value greater
than 0.5 dv for each individual unit.
This is not releva':lt though given the
numerous issues associated with their
modeling analysis as discussed above.
Moreover, as noted in the BART
Guidelines, the CALPUFF model results
am useful for considering the
comparative impacts of single somces
on visibility impairment in a relative
sense and relative to othor som'ces,
SJGS's impacts are significant. We note
that the SJGS is one of the single largest
sources of NOx in the United States and
located close to 16 Class r aroas. As
such, even without modeling results,
one could conclude that the source is
likely to contribute to significant
visibility impacts at multiple Class I
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areas and that the installation of SCR
would lead to meaningful visibility
benefits. We also note that our modeling
looked at the dv improvements at 16
Class r areas and indicates even greater
visibility benefits at other Class I areas
than Mosa Verde. The summary of the
modeling results provided by the
cmrunenter do not evaluate
improvements at other Class r areas or
any cumulative visibility improvement
benefits of SCR, yet they asserted that
their analysis showed the maximum
impacts from SCR at any Class I area. As
we note elsewhere, we actually
projected the largest visibility
improvement due to SCR control level
at the Canyonlands Class I area. As a
result, there is no evidence to support
the commenter's claim that the largest
improveme:1t was less than 0.5 dv at
any Class I area. Given the relative size
of SJGS and its location as compared to
other BART sources, such results would
be sUl'prising. We conclude tl1at our
rnode:ing which was perfom1ed using
an accepted CALPUFF model version
and following applicable guidance and
EP A/FLM recommendations is an
appropriate approach for assessing the
visibility benefits due to the use of SCR.
This modeling confirmed that our NDx
BART determination will result in
significant visibility benefits.
Comment: A commenter alleged that
EPA lacks the requisite statutory
authorization-in this proceeding to
implement its proposed emission limi:s
for H2S04 and NH3 emissions from the
SJGS. The commenter indicated that if
EPA has not shown tlmt limits on
emissions of H2S04 ond Nib from the
SJGS will result in reduced visibility
impairment or make reasonable progress
in a class I area's Reasonable Progress
Goal, the Agency has no authority under
CAA § 169A to require tlw proposed
emission limits on those pollutants frma
SJGS. The commenter also a:logod that
if EPA has not shown interfonmco from
I-hS04 or NH3 emissions, EPA has no
authority to regulate these pollutants
under CAA section 110(a)(2)(D)(i)(U).
EPA has not shown that its conclusorv
statement that the propos.ed limits will
"minimize the contribution of these
compounds to visibility impairment"
falls short of demonstrating a visibilityimpairment contribution that is
!1ecessary to authorize regulation of
those compounds under Section 169A.
The commenter indicated that if EPA
has no other policy reason other than
appropriate considerations of comity,
EPA should defer to New Mexico's
determination of which pollutants to
regulate with BART requirements. The
commenter noted that New Mexico's
proposed regional haze SIP undm·
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However, modeling conducted by us
section 309 of 40 CFR part 51 ond the
withdrawn regional haze SIP proposal
aad some modeling results provided by
under section 308 both demonstrates the PNM's contractors indicate that
State's intent to regulate regional haze
visibility impairment could worsen if
during the first planning period with
emissions of H 2S04 are not limited in an
controls only on emissions of S02, NOx enforceable manner. We do not wish to
and PM. The commenter concluded that allow a growth in emissions to occur
any proposal by EPA to limit emissions
that would undermine the NOx
of either lhS04 or NH3 from Kew
reductions tha: we are requirhg to
Mexico sources gaGs beyond the
ensure that NM emission som·ces do not
planned scope of the State's regional
interfere with visibility in other states as
haze SlP a::~d should be abandoned. The required by the 110(a)(2}(D)(i)(II).
commenter also indicated it is unclear
Therefore, we believe we have struck
from EPA's proposal if its action is
the right balance in limiting emissions
being proposed under CAA section
of H2S04 to a reasonable level verified
110{a)(2)(D)(i)(II) as an Interstate
by annual stack testing. We are
Transport provision related to visibility, controlling H 2SO. under the BART
id., or instead under CAA section 169a
provisions of the RHR and CAA Section
as port of a BART determination for the
110. Om regulatory authority includes
S]GS.
CAA section 159A(b)(2), 40 CFR
Response: For the reasons discussed
51.308(e)(1)(ii) and CAA section
elsewhere in om response to comments, 110(a){2)(D)(i)(U).
we have determined that neither an
ammonia limit nor ammonia monitoring IV. Statutory and Executive Order
Reviews
requirements are appropriate. The
design plans for the SCRs that will be
A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatoiy
submitted will address design and
Planning and Review and Executive
operatiol"' of SCRs based on a maximum Ordel'13563: Impmving Regulation and
ommonia slip level of 2 ppm. Proper
Regulatory Review
design and operation of the SCR should
This action is not a "significant
be protective of visibility impairment
modeling projections. We disagree with regula:ory action" under the terms of
Executive Order 12856 (58 FR 51735,
the commenter concerning tho need to
October 4, 1993} and is therefore not
regula'e H2S04 . If a power plant is
subject to review under Executive
installing SCR at an existing facility in
Orders 12866 and 13563 (76 FR 3821,
rn1 area where a state has a concern
Januory 21, 2011). This action finalizes
about PM 2 .s ond regional haze impacts,
a source-specific FrP for the San Juan
it would be nonnal for a state to
Power Generating Station (SJGS) in New
consider tho imposition of limits on
H2S04 to minimize/limit tho amount of Mexico.
degradation in visibility due to any
B. Paperwoi'k Reduction Act
increases in these nollutants.
This action does not impose an
As we discussed in our proposal, we
have concluded that the low sulfur coal information colioction burden under the
provisions of the Paporwo~k Reduction
burned at the SJGS generates very little
Act, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. Under tho
sulfur u·ioxide (S03), and hence H2S04,
Paperwork Reduction Act, a "colloc:ion
which is formed when so3 combines
of information" is defined as a
with water in the flue gas to form
requirement for "answers to • * *
I-hS04. In addition, SCR catalysts are
identical reporting or recordkeeping
available with a low SOz to S03
conversion of 0.5%, further limiting the requirements L"'lposed on ten or moro
persons* * *" 44 U.S.C. 3502(3)(/\).
production ofl-lzS04 • Nevertheless, we
Because the FIP applies to a single
conducted several modeling runs with
diffment H2S04 emission levels and that facility, (SJGS), the Papenvork
Reduction Act does not apply. See 5
modeling indicated that increases in
CFR 1320(c).
HzS04 did rosult in some visibility
Burden moans the total time, effort, or
degradation at Class I areas in New
financial resources expended hy persons
Mexico and smrounding states. The
to generate, maintain, retain, or disclose
F[zS04 runs con be found in the TSD
and its appendices or in the RTC for this or provide i:lformation to or for a
action. Some of the H2S04 runs were not Federal agency. This includes the time
needed to review instructions; develop,
used in the final decision modeling
acquire, install, and utilize technology
analysis, but pmvided a basis for being
and systems for t."fte purposes of
concerned about potential H2S04
impacts ond thus limiting the amount of collecting, validating, and verifying
information, processing and
growth in HzS04 from our action.
In smmnory, we conclude that
maintaining information, and disclosing
emissions of I-hS04 will not be a
and providing information; adjust the
existing ways to comply with any
significant concern at the SJGS.
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previously applicable instructions and
requirements; train personnel to be able
to respond to a collection of
information; search data sources;
complete and review the collection of
bformation; and transmit or other'livise
disclose the information.
An agency may not conduct or
sponsor, nnd a person is not required to
respond to a collection of information
unless it displays a currently valid OMB
control number. The OMB control
numbers for our regulations in 40 CFR
are listed in 40 CFR part 9.
C. Regulat01y Flexibility Act
The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RF A)
generally requires an agency to prepare
a regulatory flexibility analysis of any
rule subject to notice and comment
rulema.'dng requirements under the
Administrative Procedure Act or any
other statute unless the agency certifies
that the rule will not have a significant
economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities. Small entities
include small businesses, small
organizations, and small govermnenlal
jurisdictions.
For purposes of assessing the impacts
of today's rule on small entities, small
entity is defined as: (1) A small business
as defined by the Small Business
Administration's (SBA) regulations at 13
CFR 121.201; (2) a small governmental
jurisdiction that is a government of a
city, county, town, school district or
special district with a population of less
than 50,000; and (3) a small
organization th~t is any not-for-profit
enterprise which is independently
owned and operated and is not
dominant in its field.
Afler considering the economic
impacts ofthis action oil small entitifls,
EPA certifies that this action will not
have a significant economic impact on
a substantial number of small entities.
The FIP for SJGS being finalized today
does not impose any new requiremen:s
on small entities. See Mid- Tex Electric
Cooperative, Inc. v. FERC, 773 F.Zd 327
(DC Clr. 1985).

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act
(UMRA)

This rule does not contain a Fedora!
mandate that may result in expenditmos
of $100 million or more for State, local,
rmd tribal governments, in the aggregate,
or the private sector in any one year.
Our cost estimate indicates that t110 total
annual cost of compliance with this rule
is below this threshold. Thus, this rule
is not subjoot to the requirements of
~ections 202 or 205 of UMRA.
This rule is also not subject to the
requirements of section 203 of UMRA
because it contains no regulatory

requirements that might significantly or
uniquely affect small governments. This
rule contains regulatory requirements
that apply only to the San Juan Power
Generating Station (SJGS) in New
Mexico.

E. Executive Order 13132: Federalism
This action does not have federalism
implications. It will not have substantial
direct effects on the states, on the
relationship between the national
government and the states, or on the
distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government, as specifisd in
Executive Ordsr 13132. This action
merely prescribes EPA's action to
address the State not fully meeting its
obligation to prohibit emissions from
interfering with other states measures to
protect visibility. Thus, Executive Order
13132 does not apply to this action. In
the spirit of Executive Order 13132, and
consistent with EPA policy to promote
communications between EPA and State
and local governments, EPA specifically
solicited comment on the proposed rule
from State and local officials.
F. Executive Order 13175: Consultation

and Coordination With Inc/ian Tribal
Governments
This rule does not have tribal
implications as specified by Executive
Ordor 13175 (65 FR 67249, November 9,
2000), because the rule neither imposes
substantial direct compliance costs on
tribal govemments, nor pn~ompts tribal
law. Therefore, the requirements of
section S(b) and 5(c) of the Executive
Order do not apply to chis rule.
However, consistent with EPA policy,
EPA consulted with one Tribe on this
action.
G. Execlitive Order 13045: Protection of

Childmn From Environmental Heallh
Risks and Safety Risks
EPA interprets EO 13045 (62 FR
19885, Aprii 23, 1997) as applying only
to those mgulatory actions that concern
heal~h or safety risks, such that the
analysis required under section 5-501 of
the EO has the potential to influence the
regulation. This action is not subject to
EO 13045 because it implements
specific standards established by
Congress in statutes.
H. Exect1Uve Order 13211: Actions
Concerning Regulations That
Significantly Affect Energy Supply,
Distribntion, or Use
This action is not subject to Executive
Order 13211 (56 FR 28355 (May 22,
2001)), because it is not a significant
regulatory action under Executive Order
12866.

I. National Technology Transfer and

Advancement Act
Section 12(d) of the National
Technology Tra:1sfer and Advancement
Act of1995 ("NTTAA"), Public Law
104-113, 12(d) (15 U.S.C. 272 note)
directs EPA to use voluntary consensus
standards in its regulatory activities
unless to do so would be inconsis:ent
with applicable law or otherwise
impractical. Voluntary consensus
standaTds are technical standards (e.g.,
materials specifications, test methods,
sampling procedures, and business
practices) that are developed or adopted
by voluntary consensus standards
bodies. NTTAA directs EPA to provide
Congress, through OMB, explanations
when the Agency decides not to use
available and applicable voluntary
consensus standards. This rule would
require the affected units at SJGS to
meet the applicable monitoring
requirements of 40 CFR part 75. Part 75
already incorporates a number of
voluntary consensus standards.
Consistent with the Agency's
Performance Based Measurement
System (PBMS), Part 75 sets forth
performance criteria that allow the use
of alternative methods to the ones set
forth in part 75. The PBMS approach is
intended to be more flexible and cost
effective for the regulated community; it
is also intended to encourage innovation
in analytical technology and improved
data quality. At this time, EPA is not
recommending ru1y revisions to pru·t 75;
however, EPA periodically revises the
test procedures set forth in part 75.
When EPA revises the test procedures
set forth in part 75 in the futUTe, EPA
will address the use of any new
voluntary consensus standru·ds that am
equivaleHt. Currently, even if a test
procedure is not set fort11 in part 75,
EPA is not precluding the use of any
method, whether it constitutes a
voluntary consensus standard or not, as
long as it meets the performance criteria
specified; however, any alternative
methods must be approved through the
petition process under 40 CFR 75.55
before they are used.

f. Executive Order 12898: Federal
Actions To Address Environmental
justice in Minmity Populations and
Low-Income Populations
Executive Order 12898 (59 FR 7629,
February 15, 1994), establishes federal
executive policy on environmoHtal
justice. Its main provision directs
federal agencies, to the greatest extent
practicable and permitted by law, to
make environmental justice part of thoir
mission by identifying and addressing,
as appropriate, disproportionately high
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Intergovernmental relations, Interstate
and adverse human health or
er.vironmental effects of their programs, transport of pollution, Nitmgen dioxide,
policies, and activities on minority
Ozone, Particula:e mactor, Regional
populations and low-income
haze, Reporting and recordkeeping
populations in the United States,
requiremen:s, Sulfur dioxide, Visibility.
EPA has determined that this rule will
Dated: August 4, 2011.
not have disproportionately high and
Lisa P. Jackson,
adverse human health or environmental
Administralo!'.
effects on mbority or low-income
For the reasons set out in the
populations because it increases the
level of environmental protection for all preamble, :itle 40, chapter I, of the Code
affected populations without having any of Federal Regulations is amended as
:'allows:
disproportionately high and adverse
human health or environmental effects
PART 52-[AMENDED]
on any population, including any
minority or low-income population.
• 1, The authority citation for part 52
This rule limits emissions of pollutants
continues to read as follows:
from a single stationary source, :he
Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.
SJGS.
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Heat input means heat derived f;·om
combustion of fuel in a unit and does
not include the heat input from
preheated combustion air, recirculated
flue gases, or exhaust gases from other
sources. Heat input shall be calculated
in accordance with part 75 of this
chapter, using data from certified 0 2
and stack gas flow rate monitors.
Owner 01· Opemtorrneans any person
who owns, leases, operates, controls, or
supervises the plant or any of the coal
burning equipment designated as Units
1, 2, 3, or 4 at the plant.
Oxides of nitmgen (NOx) means all
oxides of nitrogen except nitrous oxide,
as measured by test methods set forth in
40 CFR part BO.
Regional Administrator means the
Regional Administrator of EPA Region 6
K. Congressional Review Act
Subpart GG-[Amended]
or his/her authorized representative.
{d) Emissions Limitations and Control
The Congressional Review Act, 5
•
2.
Section
52.1628
is
added
to
read
as
Measures. (1) Within 180 days of
U.S.C. 801 et seq., as added by the Small
follows:
September 21, 2011, the owner or
Business Regulatory Enforcement
operator shall submit a plan to the
Fairness Act of 1996, generally provides § 52.1628 Interstate pollutant transport
Regional Administrator that identifies
that before a rule may take effect, the
and regional haze provisions; what are the
the air pollution control equipment and
agency promulgating the rule must
FIP requirements for San Juan Generating
schedule for complying with paragraph
submit a rule report, which includes a
Station emissions affecting visibility?
(d} of this section. The NOx control
copy of the rule, to each House of the
(a) Applicability. The provisions of
device included in this plan shall be
Congress and to the Comptroller General this section shall apply to each owner
designed to meet the NOx emission rate
of the United States. EPA will submit a
or operator of the coal burning
limit identified in paragraph (d) of this
report con~aining this action and other
equipment designated as Units 1, 2, 3,
section with an ammonia slip of no
required information to the U.S. Senate, or 4 at the San Juan Generating Station
greater than 2.0 ppm. The owner or
the U.S. House of Representatives, find
in San Juan County, New Mexico (the
operator shall submit amendmen:s to
the Comptroller General of the United
p:ant).
States prior to publication of the rule in
[b) Compliance Dates. (1) Compliance the plan to the Regional AdministratOl'
as changes occur.
the Federal Register. A major rule
with the requirements of this section is
(2) NOx emission rate limit. The NOx
cannot take effect until 60 davs after it
required by:
emission rate limit for each unit in tho
is published in tho Federal R~gister.
(i) SOz: No later than 5 years after
plant, expressed a8 nitrogen dioxide
This action is not a "major rule" as
September 21, 2011.
(N02), shall bo 0.05 pounds per million
(ii) NOx: No later than 5 years after
defined by 5 U.S.C. 804(2). This rule
British thermal units (lbs/MMBtu), as
will be effective on September 21, 2011. September 21, 2011.
(iii) IhS04: No later than 5 years after averaged over a rolling 30 boilerL. Judicial Review
operating-day period. The hourly NOx
September 21, 2011,
and 02 data used to detormine the NOx
Under section 307(b)(1) of the CAA,
(2) On and after the compliance date
emission rates shall be in compliance
petitions for judicial review of this
of this rule, no owner or operator shall
action must be filed in the United States discharge or cause the discharge of NOx, with the requirements in part 75 of this
Court of Appeals for tho appropriute
S02, or H2S04 into the atmosphere from chapter. For each unit on each boilercircuit hy October 21, 2011. Pursuant to Units 1, 2, 3 and 4 in excess of the limits operating-day, the hourly NOx
emissions measured in lhs/MMBtu,
CAA section 307(d)(1)(B), this action is
for these pollutants.
shall be averaged over the hours the unit
(c) Definitions. All terms used in this
subject to the requirements of CAA
was in operation to obtain a daily boilerpart but not defined herein shall have
section 307(d) as it promulgates a FIP
the meaning given them in the CAA and operating-day average. Each day, the 30under CAA section llO(c). Filing a
day-rolling avemge NOx emission rate
petition for reconsideration by the
in parts 51 a::~d 60 of this chapter. For
for ouch unit (in lbs/MMBtu) shall be
Administmtor of this final rule does not the purposes of this section:
24-hotil' pel'iod means the period of
determined by averaging the daily
affect tho finality of this action for tho
time between 12:01 a.m. m1d 12
boiler-operating-day average emission
purposes of judicial review nor does it
rate from that day and those D'om the
extend the time within whiGh a petition midnight.
Air pollution control equipment
preceding 29 days.
for judicial review may be filed, and
(3) SOz emission rate limit. The S0 2
includes baghouses, particulate or
shall not postpone the effectiveness of
omission rate limit for each unit in tho
such rule or oction. This action may not gaseous scrubbers, and any other
plant shall be 0.15 pounds per million
appuratus utilized to control emissions
be challenged later in proceedings to
British thermal units (lbs/MMBtu), as
of regulated air contaminants which
enforco its requirements. See CAA
averaged over a rolling 30 boilerwould be emitted to the atmosphere.
section 307(b)(2),
Boiler-operating-day means lilY 24operating-day period. The hourly NOx
List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 52
hour period between 12:00 midnight
and 02 data used to determine the NOx
and the following midnight during
Environmental protection, Air
omission rates shall be b compliance
pollution control, Best available control which any fuel is combus~ed at any time with the requirements in part 75 of this
at the steam generating unit.
technology. Incorporation by reference,
chapter. For each unit on each boiler-
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opemting-day, the hourly S02 emissions
measured in lbs/lviMBtu, shall be
averaged over the hours the unit was in
operation to obtain a daily boileroperating-day average. Each day, the 30day-rolling average 802 emission rate
for each unit (in lbs/MMBtu) shall be
determined by averaging t.\e daily
boiler-operating-day average emission
rate from that day and tl1ose from the
preceding 29 days.
( 4) Sulft~ric Acid {I-hS04) emission
mte limit: Emissions of F-hSO• from each
unit shall be limited to 2.6 x 10- 4 lb/
MMBtu on Em hoUI"ly basis.
(e) Testing and monitoring.
Notwithstanding any language to the
contrary, the paragraphs in this section
apply at all times to U:1Hs 1, 2, 3, and
4 at the plant.
(1) By the applicable compliance date
in paragraph (b) of this section, the
owner or operator shall install, calibrate,
maintain and operate Continuous
Emissions Monitoring Systems (GEMS}
for NOx, 802, stack gas flow rate, a!ld
02 on Units 1, 2, 3, and 4 in accordance
with part 75 of this chapter. The owner
or operator shall also comply with the
applicable quality assurance procedures
in part 75 of this chapter for these
CEMS. Continuous monitoring systems
for NOx, S02, stack gas flow rate, and
0 2 that have been certified for use under
the Acid Rain Program, and that are
continuing to meet ilie on-going qualityassmance requirements of that program,
satisfy the requirements of this
paragraph (e)(l). Comp:iance with tho
emission limits for :'\lOx and S02 shall
be determined by using data from these
GEMS.
(2) The CEMS required by this rule
shall be in continuous operation during
all periods of operation of the coal
bmning equipment, including periods
of startup, shutdown, and malnmctioa,
except for GEMS breakdowns, repairs,
calibration chocks, and zero and span
adjustme:1ts. Continuous monitoring
systems for measmiag S02, NOx, and Oz
shall complete a minimum of one cycle
of operation (sampling, analyzing, and
data recording) for each successive 15minute period. Hourly averages shall be
computed using at least one data point
in each fifteen minute quadrant of an
hour. Notwithstanding this requirement,

an hourly average may be computed
(excluding hours in which required
from at least two data poh:tts separated
calibrations and QA tests are performed)
by a minimum of 15 minutes (where the shall be counted as an hour of monitor
unit operates for more than one
downtime.
quadrant in an hour) if data are
(g) Equipment Operations. At all
unavailable as a result of performance of times, including periods of startup,
calibration, quality assUl'ance,
shutdown, and malnmction, the owner
preventive maintenance activities, or
or operator shali, to the extent
backups of data from data acquisition
practicable, maintain and operate the
and bundling system, and recertification unit including associated air pollution
events. Each required GEMS must
control equipment in a manner
obtain valid data for at least 90.0
consistent with good air pollution
percent of the unit operating hours, on
control practices for minimizing
an a:mual basis.
emissions. Determination of whether
(3) Emissions of HzS04 shall be
acceptable operating and maintenance
measured within 180 days of start up of procedures are being used will be based
the NOx control device and annually
on information available to :he Regional
thereafter using EPA Test Method BA
Administrator which may include, but
(CTM-013).
is not limited to, monitoring results,
Note to paragraph (e)(3): EPA Test Method review of operating and maintenance
BA is available at: http:l/1-vww.epa.gov!ttd
procedures, Emd inspection of the unit.
emclctmlctm-013.pdf.
(h) EnjoTcement. (1) Notwithstanding
(f) Reporting and Recordkeeping
any other provision in this
Requirements. Unless otherw·ise stated
implementation plan, any credibie
all requests, reports, submittals,
evidence or information relevant as to
notifications, and other communications whether the unit would have been in
to the Regional Administrator required
compliance with applicable
by this sedan shall be submitted,
requirements if the appropriate
unless instructed otherwise, to the
performance or compliance test had
Director, Multimedia Planning and
been performed, can be used to establish
Permitting Division, U.S. Environmental whether or not the owner or operator
Protection Agency, Region 6, to the
has violated or is in violation of anv
attention of Mail Code: 5PD, at 1445
standard or applicable emission lin;it in
Ross Avenue, Suite 1200, Dallas, Texas
the plan.
75202-2733.
(2) Emissions in excess of the level of
(1) Tho owner or operator shall keep
the applicable emission limit or
records of all GEMS data, stack test data,
requirement that occur due to a
and GEMS quality-assurance tests
malfunction shall constitute a violation
required under this section for a period
of the applicable emission limit.
of at least 3 years.
(2) For each unit subject to the
• 3, Section 52.1529 is ad dod to read as
emission limitations for S02, and NOx,
follows:
in this section, the owner or operator
shall comply with the excess emission
§52.1629 VIsibility protection.
reporting requiremonts in§§ 50.7(c) and
The portion of tho State
(d) ofthis chapter, on a semiannual
Implermmtation Plan revision received
basis, unless more frequent (e.g.,
on September 17, 2007, from tho State
quarterly) reporting is requested by the
of Now Mexico for the purpose of
Regional Admbistrator. For S02 and
addressing the visibiiity requiroments of
NOx, any day on which the 30-day
Clean Air Act section 110[a)(2)[D)(i)(II)
rolling average emission limit in
for the 1997 8-hour ozone and the 1997
paragraph (d) ofthis section is not met
fine particulate matter National
shall be counted as an excess emissions Ambient
Air Quality Standards is
day. The duration of the excess
disapproved.
emissions period shall be L~e number of
[l'R Doc. 2011-20682 Filed B-19-11; B:4> am]
unit operating hours on that day. Any
hour in which a GEMS is out-of-service
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